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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Who cares if there's a plot or not
When you've got a lot of dames?
What do you go for.
Go see a show for?
Tell the truth you go to
See those beautifijl dames. ("Dames" 42nd Street)
Today's musical theatre no longer relies on a bevy of beauties moving neatly in
unison to bring in the audience. Yet the vision of a glittering line of female precision
dancers still works its magic in the twenty-first century. As this is written, 42ndStreet is
enjoying a successful revival on Broadway. This show is a theatrical version of the
classic 1933 film of the same name. Initially advertised as "The Song and Dance
Extravaganza," the musical had a book by Michael Stewart and Mark Bramble, music by
Harry Warren, and lyrics by Al Dubin (Suskin, More 302). Originally opened in August
1980, its characters - the tormented director, the temperamental leading lady, and the
eager young hopeful - were already Broadway cliches, but audiences loved how "the
show must go on." They also loved the dancing.
Dance has fallen in and out of favor as a necessary element of the American
musical theatre, but it has never disappeared for long. Female dancers have played a
substantial role in its importance and development. Before examining the careers of six
of America's pre-eminent female choreographers, it is crucial to better understand the
chorus girls themselves, since four of the six women spent the beginning of their careers
in a Broadway chorus. Equally important is the female dancer's relationship to the
history of this form, which is described by Richard Kislan as an "uninterrupted march
toward the crafts that particularize experiences in sound and movement so popular and so

universal as to make the American musical the nation's most visible modern contribution
to world theatre" (Musical 1).
In the words of dance and music scholar Curt Sachs:
The dance is the mother of the arts Music and poetry exist in time;
painting and architecture in space. But the dance lives at once in time and
space. The creator and the thing created, the artist and the work are still
one and the same thing. Rhythmical patterns of movement, the plastic
sense of space, the vivid representation of a worid seen and imagined—
these things man creates in his own body in the dance before he uses
substance and stone and word to give expression to his inner
experiences.. The dance breaks down the distinctions of body and soul, of
abandoned expression of the emotions and controlled behavior, of social
life and the expression of individuality, of play, rehgion, battle, and
drama—all the distinctions that a more advanced civilization has
established. (9)
In his 1987 book. Hoofing on Broadway, Kislan notes the rising popularity of
dance in musical theatre. His comments strongly connect to those of Sachs, even though
he is discussing a form that is somewhat removed from the pure form of dance that Sachs
addresses. Kislan attributes this revived interest to "a true and deep artistic need to turn
away from the written and spoken language that has generated so many of the lies of our
time and make contact again with the more honest, primitive, and universal language that
genuinely motivated movement affords" (xi).
The impulse to dance and the enjoyment that is felt while watching dance is a
universal experience. Although musical theatre dance in America had its beginnings in
routines designed purely to distract, entertain, titillate, or stop the show, contemporary
choreography grows from emotional honesty and motivated movement. Nonetheless,
most academics have ignored musical theatre dance as a topic of study. While it is
understandable that there is substantially more in print concerning the music, lyrics, and

librettos of musicals (these being tangible items that can be examined with relative ease),
the dance and its creators are an equally important component of musical theatre.
The worid of Broadway theatre is still "a man's world" and the Tony award, given
for excellence in theatre, is still an important measure of name recognition,
employability, and possible box office success. It was not until 1999 that Julie Taymor
became the first woman to win the Tony award for best direction of a musical (The Lion
King). The wait was not so long for a female choreographer. Agnes de Mille won her
first Tony in 1947 for Brigadoon and a second in 1961 for Kwamina, but in both
instances, there was a tie, and she had to share the honors, first with Michael Kidd for
Finian's Rainbow, and second with Joe Layton for No Strings. De Mille is the only
female choreographer to attain popular recognition on the same level as Jerome Robbins,
Bob Fosse, Michael Bennett, and Gower Champion. Because she is so well-known and
widely studied, she is not included in this study. Rather, the focus is on all other women
who had choreographed at least five critically successful musicals on Broadway. Those
women are Albertina Rasch, Helen Tamiris, Onna White, Patricia Birch, Graciela
Daniele, and Susan Stroman. All have made a significant impact on the American
musical theatre and deserve commensurate recognition for their achievements.
What were the early life experiences that molded them as dancers'^ Did they
share any common childhood dreams or obstacles? What changed their paths from
dancer to choreographer? What was their personal methodology for creating dances for
musicals? What importance, if any, did they place on the relationship between acting and
dance in musical theatre? Finally, what, if anything, did they share with the women who
came before, those early chorus dancers who trod the boards during the formative years
of the American musical theatre?

"Broadway" or "show" dance has borrowed, showcased, and absorbed numerous
movement styles throughout its development, including tap and clog, social dances, folk,
acrobatic, contortion, ethnic, comic dance, and, of course, ballet. While all were
important components of the eariiest efforts, ballet gained special recognition in
connection with a fateful fire at the Academy of Music.
It is a common practice among historians to place the beginning of musicals, as
we know them, with the 1866 production of The Black Crook.
Ironically, The Black Crook was born of accident. When the Academy of
Music burned to the ground, Henry C. Jarrett and Henry Palmer, sponsors
of a French ballet troupe, desperately proposed a merger with William
Wheatly who had commissioned a new melodrama for New York's Niblos'
Garden. Although the original book did not make provisions for music or
dancing, the French ballet was added as an adornment to the script which
the producer had since come to regard with little enthusiasm. With an
advance of $1500 to appease the offended author, an investment of
$24,000 to refurbish the stage, and a production budget of $35,000, a
theatrical event was manufactured that impressed the reviewers, shocked
the clergy, and stunned the box office with unprecedented receipts.
However questionable the value and skill of The Black Crook as theatre
art, it played in various productions from 1866 to 1929. Although its form
did not approach the amalgam of book, lyrics, music, and dancing of a
modern musical comedy. The Black Crook created a new audience for
musical theatre and demonstrated the potential of the book show at the box
office. As The Black Crook became America's single most popular and
financially successful musical theatre production of the nineteenth
century, it introduced to the world of musicals a large and important
audience, discovered for the form a new self-respect, and mapped for
future producers a new road to prosperity. (Kislan, Musical 68-9)
This combination of a melodrama, which also displayed 150 foreign ballerinas in gauzy
skirts that clearly displayed their shapely limbs, started a trend that would continue well
into the twentieth century: the chorus of beautiful dancing girls. Initially, though, the
emphasis was on the "beaufiful" and not the "dancing."

A small number of Americans had been introduced to ballet beginning in the
1840's when various European stars like Fanny Elssler toured the country. The audiences
were impressed by these fantasy spectacles, typical of the Romantic Age, but they had no
comprehension of the extensive background necessary to create the illusions seen on
stage. Since there were no schools of ballet in America at the time and the touring stars
did not travel with an ensemble, it was a considerable challenge to round out the
company in each new city. "Mile. Elssler's ballet master, James Sylvain, had a desperate
time trying to find girls just to fill the stage and stand correctly for her corps de ballet"
(Kendall 5).
The success of The Black Crook was the beginning of an American understanding
of the demands of classical dance training, but initially the public had no respect for the
performers they loved on stage. "[. .] if they were viewed as people, as women, at all,
they were condemned as absolutely outside the pale of normal American social
intercourse" (Kendall 6). In spite of this moral censure, the ballet masters for the various
soloists who toured the country could always find girls eager to fill their corps de ballet.
He drew on collections of American girls of the humblest social order,
country girls just come to the city, factory girls, runaway girls who read in
the newspaper that a corps of 150 was needed. They called at the stage
door and were fitted into tutus and drilled in lines to stand obediently, or
walk or turn as coryphees, without having the least idea of what ballet
dancing was about. This race of girls did not give ballet a very high
standing—and in fact ballet was considered synonymous with the leg
shows that also featured ranks of girls in tights. (Kendall 6)
Americans had difficulties understanding and accepting the basic European
"hierarchical structure in which status was determined by technical proficiency" (Barker
310). The media of the times created their own simplistic division of two groups, "the

ballerinas, who were foreign and well trained, and the untrained, American chorus giris"
(Barker 310).
This, then, was the public perception of the ballet giri: She was any
performer who wore tights and was either skilled and foreign or unskilled
and American She came from a poor, foreign, or theatrical family and
adopted her career as an escape from poverty, in a desire for
independence, or because she was lured by the glamour and the promise of
wealth. She needed no intellectual ability to succeed and was therefore
less artistic than other performers. The ballet girl was a stage decoration,
not to be taken seriously except as a threat to the integrity of the theatre
and to the morals of the community. (Barker 312)
The stigma did not leave when the employment ended. "A former ballet girl
could not enter domestic service or work in a shop once she had been in that sort of
theatre work" (Kendall 6). Her only option was to stay on the stage. During the last
quarter of the nineteenth century opportunities for ballet training began to appear,
primarily in New York, so a coryphee could work to become a soloist or speciahy dancer
in vaudeville. If she continued in the chorus, she had to accept a career that placed her as
the "lowest common denominator of her profession; she made her living in tights" (Baker
309-10). The glamour suggested above was hard to find when one looked at the reality
of the ballet girl's life. A typical work schedule started at 8:30 in the morning and ended
around 11:30 at night. For this schedule, they were paid $20 to $40 a week for chorus
and $8 to $15 for extras.
Legally, ballet girls were at the mercy of the management. Only the
higher-ranking dancers had written contracts. Far from mutually
satisfactory agreements, these documents spelled out duties, restrictions,
and penalties for the ballet girl while leaving the obligations of the
management undefined. For instance, the ballet girl had to provide her
own shoes and tights and often her own costumes. If a production closed
before a dancer's contract was up, the management had the right to transfer
her to another company, theatre, or circuit, much as professional athletes
are traded today. In addition, managers could extend contracts merely by

notifying the performers and without giving them an opportunity to
decline. There was no pay for rehearsals prior to the opening of a
production and, once the performances began, no limit to the amount of
time spent in rehearsal on performance days. Absences resulted in fines
There was, in fact, a series of fines for various offenses, spelled out in the
Green Room Rules. These included injunctions against loud talking
backstage, altering a costume without permission, and so on, as well as the
conditions of employment For example, from the Boston Museum Green
Room Rules of 1880, "All engagements [. .] are by the week and may be
terminated at any time, with or without the giving of a week's notice, as
the management may elect." (Barker 312)
Fortunately, positive changes were also occurring that would support the growth
of dance. In the 1890s, the role of females in this country began a major transformation.
The New Woman emerged as America emerged into world politics. She
happened after decades of reformers' and feminists' trying to free women's
bodies and minds through spiritual and physical panaceas: dress reform,
open air, aesthetic exercise, artistic pursuits. Physical culture and art came
into vogue at the same time, in the 1890s, and occupied women in a
country where women had more time, more money, more space to be
individuals than in any other country at any other time. In fact, "the
physical" and "the artistic" were the two realms where American women's
new capacities for self-expression were exercised. Dancing was the
synthesis of those two realms. (Kendall 8)
Among the many women who were adding dance to their cultural activities was a
small group who harbored ambitions to embrace dance as an actual career. They all
started out as ballet girls, but their personal drive for self-expression, creativity, and their
ability to rise above the taint of the ballet girl produced dancers like Loie Fuller, Ruth St.
Denis, and Isadora Duncan. These women became celebrities of their time and laid the
groundwork for the development of modern dance in this country (Kendall 7). The
majority of female performers stayed in the chorus hnes of the operettas and
spectacle/extravaganzas that maintained popularity into the eariy twentieth century.
These chorus lines were controlled by men.

As was the norm in Europe, it was perfectly acceptable for women to teach dance,
but there their influence perforce ended. Although many of the great European ballerinas
such as Marie Salle, Fanny Elssler, and Marie Taglioni controlled their own careers and
choreography, for the majority of women working in ballet, men had the power. This
structure was continued in the musical theatre, with males as the producers, directors, and
choreographers. With quality ballet training difficult to find, extremely arduous, and
time consuming, the majority of women who wanted to dance chose a different route.
Americans realized that their chance for success was not in the traditional
forms, but in novehy and variety. Cancan, skirt', acrobatic, and eccentric
dancing of all kinds abounded in the last half of the nineteenth century. It
was easier and quicker to learn dances than to learn to dance; to master
tricks than to acquire classical technique. (Baker 313)
The musical theatre of the late nineteenth and eariy twentieth centuries was buih
around performers' specialties. The productions were structured around various stars,
with flimsy plots providing a loose setting for the characters and the songs. For example.
The Storks, authored by Richard Carle (also the star) and Guy F Steely, with music by
Frederick Chapin, opened in New York on 18 May 1902 after a successful run in
Chicago:
Carle's story for The Storks recounted how the magician Malzadoc turns
King Bungloo into a stork to avenge an unjust imprisonment. Bungloo
cannot remember the magic word necessary to turn him back into human
form. Lady Violet is transformed into an owl when she attempts to tell
Bungloo the word. The word (Mutabor) is accidentally dropped in time
for a happy ending in which everyone is properly matched and Malzadoc
renounces sorcery. (Bordman 182)
It seems reasonable that content like this would not be very demanding of its
female chorus. The musical theatre in America, however, was slowly finding itself. In
the next few years Broadway discovered its first great American composers, Victor
' Skirt dancing was a combination of jig. clog, and ballet steps, where the dancer offered glimpses
of limbs as her long skirt was whisked about.

Herbert and George M Cohan, and, in 1903, the prolific dance director Ned Wayburn
placed small metal taps on his dancer's shoes and put tap-dancing on stage for the first
time (Bordman 183).
During the next quarter of a century the American musical theatre offered
audiences operettas, ever more spectacular revues, and both musical comedies and
musical plays (productions with serious stories). Composers such as Sigmund Romberg,
Jerome Kern, Irving Berlin, Richard Rodgers, and George Gershwin were creating a new
musical voice for America but aside from the growing popularity of precision line
dancing, the world of Broadway show dancing was essentially the same. A formula of
sorts had been devised, and the Broadway dance directors were compelled by their
producers to adhere to it. Ned Wayburn was the most successful of these early
choreographers, understanding well that the audience looked on the dance numbers as a
"bright and welcome garnish to more substantial theatrical fare" (Kislan, Hoofing 42).
His routines always used a sequence often steps. "Step One was the entrance, a traveling
step to bring the dancers onto the stage; Steps Two through Nine were a combination of
eight steps and kicks executed in a variety of angles; and Step Ten was the exit step,
designed to climax the routine for audience applause" (Kislan, Hoofing 42-3).
The goal of the number was to induce applause, or, better yet, to stop the show.
Flashy tricks, high kicks, and ever-changing geometric patterns performed with machinelike precision gave the audience what they loved best. As early as 1926, though, dance
director Seymour Felix realized that "In many instances, the chorus interlude became a
colorful but negative interruption to the action or comedy of the musical comedy book"
(Kislan, Hoofing 57). He became the first to stage dances that fianctioned as dramatic
units and reinforced the atmosphere and action of the story.

As show dancing began to make slow and subtle shifts towards a more integrated
movement style, the worid of the dancers themselves remained essentially unchanged.
They were still the lowest paid of all the performers, and appearance was still the
paramount issue:
Florenz Ziegfeld, master of the revue idiom and producer extraordinaire,
glorified the American girl. For him, the Ziegfeld Follies became a
showcase for the chorus girl blessed with beauty, like featured dancers
Marilyn Miller, Ann Pennington, and Evelyn Law who dominated show
dancing in eariy musical comedy and revue. His featured showgirls like
Marion Davies, Mae Murray, and Nita Naldi went on to fame in the
movies and other, more questionable delights. (Kislan, Hoofing 140)
By the late 1920s, the employment requirements for chorus girls became more
demanding in regard to skill and talent as a dancer, but they were still not at the top of the
list. As well as the right appearance, some producers felt that dancers also needed the
right type of personality. In a 1928 article in The American Dancer magazine entitled
"Youth and Enthusiasm Musical Comedy Need" [5/c], a New York producer's
representative described why he was casting their next Broadway chorus with California
giris:
It's just this, the majority of the chorus girls in New York consider a place
in the line as merely a means to a livelihood and not as a stepping stone to
a real profession. They seem to be unable to visualize anything better for
the future.
The time was when beauty of face and figure spelt success for the
aspirant—today, personality, brains and ability head the list of
requirements. Your California girls know this and they don't let you
forget that they know it. Many of them have already learned the art of
dominating their audiences with personal magnetism. (Bishop 9)
The article made the point that West Coast girls were more ambitious than their
Eastern counterparts. Perhaps a more reasonable explanation would be that the New
Yorkers had a more realistic sense of the business than the eager young hopefials from the
land of palm trees and movies.
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By the 1930s, as competition for jobs became tougher, the need for actual training
as a dancer was a given. The 1937 executive secretary of the Chorus Equity Association,
Dorothy Bryant, described the employment situation for female dancers at that time:
Most chorus girls come in at the age of seventeen or eighteen. If they look
more than twenty-five, whether they are or not, they're through. It's no
field for the college graduate, because she has not finished school until
she's twenty-one. By that time high school girls have already had
experience on the stage. And there's nothing in a college education that's
going to help you.
The requirements for a chorus girl are much harder now. It is very
unusual for a girl to get a job without some kind of experience in a
dancing school or singing school. Of course, the exceptionally beautiful
girl may always get a job. (Kislan, Hoofing 142)
The 1936 Broadway hit On Your Toes gave dance a serious boost.
Choreographed by George Balanchine, the production was the first to utilize ballet as a
dramatic element firmly integrated with the plot. With the help of Lincoln Kirstein,
Balanchine had already started his School of American Ballet in 1934 when he was asked
to choreograph (Cass 320). Over the next twelve years, he did many Broadway shows,
but according to Agnes de Mille, artistically, he was not proud of his success on
Broadway: "He did not respect it, he did not like it" (America 188). It appears that
Balanchine's only goal was to raise money to revive his ballet company, but his bank
account was not the only beneficiary of his Broadway achievements; "The ballet worid
benefited from a new respect for ballet and trained dancers, both in the musical theatre
and among the public at large" (Cass 320).
Balanchine also had another potent, though not as positive, effect on American
dancers. His ballets were synonymous with a specific "look" that involved physical
appearance as well as technique. The master
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personally shaped his "dance instruments" (the members of the company),
starting with the daily technique class, where the underlying principle was
speed. In fact, even before that, there was preselection of dancers based
on body build: streamlined girls with long legs and necks, who were
exceedingly thin. (Cass 321)
In Balanchine's school, American students were totally immersed in the strict and
necessarily controlling environment of ballet. Balanchine himself had been trained in the
Russian Imperial Ballet, where "parents gave up almost all rights when a child entered
the school" (Adair 15).
Dance is a very time-consuming commitment and anyone who takes it up
enters a particularly rarefied worid within which traditional gender
relationships are reinforced. The training through which body shape and
physical skills are constructed contributes to this. In addition, the
discipline which is crucial to a dancer's training is one of the means
through which this construction is achieved. The self-discipline dancers
acquire enables them to strive and reach the standards required which are
initially imposed by the teacher's discipline in class. The hard work,
repetition and structure of the daily class frequently results in "unthinking"
dancers, trained to accept unquestioningly the professional requirements.
For women this structure mirrors women's expected role as passive rather
than active in society. (Adair 15)
There are still many "unthinking" dancers, people so devoted and absorbed by
their dedication to dance that they are sometimes crippled emotionally and intellectually.
For women, dance training can reinforce a negative sense of purpose and support the
continued dominance of males in the dance worid. American women dancers, however,
had different examples to follow, examples of the "New Woman" personified first by the
aforementioned Loie Fuller, Isadora Duncan, and Ruth St Denis. All three were solo
performance stars in Europe as well as America. They all had a unique approach to
dance that had its roots in Delsarte, feminism, and Art Nouveau. Creators of expressive,
abstract, and theatrical dance, they were part of the birth of American art-dance. "[. .]
all of them were products of America's naive dreams about art, and of American dance
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training, however haphazard. Europe produced nothing like them until the next
generation" (Kendall 55).
These artists influenced the worid of show dance through their performances and
through their students, notably one student from both Ruth St. Denis' school and her
company: Martha Graham. This woman, who came to prominence in the thirties, had a
startling and propitious impact on dance, theatre, and women. More than any other
individual, she changed the worid of dance with her own unique approach to movement
and theatre.
Movements were supported on bare feet that traveled in straight lines,
parallel to each other. There was no turnout in the hip or leg. The foot
was bent sharply at the ankle. There was no airy lightness. There were no
softly curved lines in the arms or at the waist. The dancers worked low to
the floor. Their shapes were angular; their dynamics were percussive,
sharp and strong, lacking follow-through. Martha designed the costumes,
which were made of dark-colored, heavy-knitted jersey. The subjects she
chose were harsh; Revolt, Immigrants, Resurrection. In other words, the
whole was as unballetic as possible. (Cass 258)
Another innovation credited to Graham was her total theatre approach, her ability
to "[. .] treat all the elements of dance so that each one reinforced the others to produce
vivid, forceful compositions" (Cass 261). Her influence on dance can still be seen as
dancers continue to study her "unique, concrete, teachable technique of movement based
on the contraction and release of the torso. [The] Graham technique reflects a world-view
based on inner psychological conflict and dramatic challenge" (Cass 264). In her
theatrical worid there was no place for the fluttery sylph or fainting ingenue. Graham
denounced the female persona as created by the ballet worid and also seen on Broadway
stages. She, instead, glorified a different type of woman, one capable of tremendous
strength, joy, rage, and anguish. Other themes she explored were American history and

famous women like Emily Dickinson and the Bronte Sisters. Although her dances deah
with dramatic rituals, myths, and legends, she also possessed a sense of humor and
utilized satire effectively. Her best-remembered works, however, came from her darker
side.
A relatively unknown Agnes de Mille met her in 1929 when Graham was
beginning to achieve recognition and accolades. Biographer Carol Easton describes what
occurred.
Agnes formed a lopsided friendship with the small, dark woman who liked
to describe herself with Ibsen's phrase "doom-eager." To the success-eager
Agnes, Martha embodied the greatness she knew she lacked. Much as she
admired Graham's technique, Agnes was a jumper, not a stretcher, and
Graham's exercises were built on stretches. But Agnes was charmed by
Martha's exuberance, her brilliance ("hers was one of the most provocative
minds I had ever encountered"), and her experience in the sexual sphere.
Martha had lovers. Martha had acolytes, the dancers she trained. Martha
had patrons. Martha was fearless, a none-such—a monstre sacre who
could giggle. Agnes came to think of her as "a beloved older sister,"
seeking and usually following her advice. (67)
Though de Mille always remained tied to ballet, she absorbed much from Graham
that enhanced the dramatic style of dance and storytelling that she, herself, was
developing. She realized that a career as a ballerina was not possible, but that could not
stop her from dancing and choreographing. "The insurmountable handicap was her body,
which was the antithesis of a classical ballerina's. She was built like her mother: short,
with fiall bosom, wide hips, and disproportionately short arms and legs" (Easton 33).
What she lacked in physical beauty she made up for in stage presence.
No artist creates out of thin air; even Martha Graham, Agnes's idol, said
she only stole from the best. Agnes did likewise. She borrowed from
ballet, from folk dancing, and from Graham herself, for which she was
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censured by purists in each camp. But if the final product was a
patchwork quilt, it was a fine one, and uniquely de Mille - each number a
small slice of theatre. (Easton 69)
It was de Mille's first major success as a ballet choreographer that got her the job
of choreographing the 1943 production of Oklahoma!. In 1938 she was asked to create a
ballet for the newly formed Ballet Russe de Monte-Carlo. The end result was Rodeo, and
de Mille received raves for her choreography as well as for her dancing of the lead
character, the Cowgirl. That role was, in many ways, a portrait of herself In her own
words she was "always trying something a little beyond her, and whether she succeeds or
fails she is as cocky as hell" (Easton 187).
When Rodgers and Hammerstein went to the opening of Rodeo they knew they
had found their choreographer for this important project. This show was filled with
"firsts." It was the first partnering of Richard Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II, it was
the first musical to begin with an actor singing a cappella offstage; and it was the first
time a dream ballet in a musical "both advanced the plot and revealed a character's
psyche and heart" (Easton 203). ""Oklahoma! was the first musical in which the libretto,
score, character development, plot development, decor, stage direction, and choreography
all came together; the show worked seamlessly as a whole, without sacrificing the
integrity of its parts" (Easton 207).
The actual experience of mounting the production was fraught with conflict,
power struggles, and fear. De Mille first upset her co-workers by demanding that they
cast dancers based on their ability and not their looks. Not only that, she wanted dancers
that could act and project individual personalities. This was unheard of and the director,
Rouben Mamoulian, and both Rodgers and Hammerstein were terrified of having a
chorus bereft of pretty faces and shapely legs.
At auditions, Agnes told dancers to walk across the stage with some
emotional purpose, to see whether they could do what dancers had not
15

hitherto been asked to do: act. Mamoulian objected strongly to one giri
who looked about twelve and had enormous thighs, and braces. The giri,
who was actually sixteen, had been the youngest member of Agnes's
Acting for Dancers class. She had a natural spring in her body; her leaps
were longer and wider than anyone else's, without the visible
"preparation" that telegraphs most dancers' jumps. Without warning she
soared, skimming the stage with an ease that made other dancers gasp. "If
she goes," Agnes said, "I go!" Whatever his private opinion, Rodgers
supported her, and Bambi Linn was hired. She and another girl originally
chosen for the chorus, Joan McCracken, would become Broadway stars.
The tall, classical Diana Adams, also in the chorus, would become one of
Ballet Theatre's and, later, Balanchine's greatest ballerinas. (Easton 203-4)
Agnes de Mille's work in this production altered the way audiences thought of
ballet in particular and dance in general. Instead of tutus and fairy wings there were
ranch hands in jeans and farm girls in gingham. They were characters in the play, not
interchangeable members of an anonymous chorus, and their gestures were idiomatic
American. Their dancing was sharp and focused, often funny, and sometimes quite
beautiful" (Easton 208).
Agnes de Mille became a choreographic star on Broadway as well as in the maledominated ballet world. She was also the first woman to both direct and choreograph a
Broadway musical (Allegro, 1947). Her musical theatre resume consisted of eighteen
productions. Of those, ten were hit shows. One accomplishment of which she was
particularly proud was her success in "breaking open the market for dancers in the trade
so that the basic wage rose from $45 a week in 1943 to $85 in 1953 and $335 in 1979,
and this was of major importance" (de Mille 189). Today the minimum chorus wage on
Broadway is $1,252, and it increases each year. Those dancers lucky enough to be
working can now afford to live comfortably.
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For the chorus girls, Oklahoma! and the many innovative musicals that followed
made finding a job more difficult, but the actual work became far more rewarding.
Excellent and extensive training in both ballet and modern dance became a necessity as
the competition grew and the choreography became more demanding. Added to this was
the growing desire for dancers who could also act. As the costs of production grew, the
need for smaller casts forced directors to cast chorus members who were strong singers as
well as dancers. In today's market it is common to expect a chorus performer to sing, act,
do gymnastics, tap, ballet, modern, jazz, and, of course, have a particular "look."
While the audiences applaud the sharp and sexy girls, in their identical blonde
wigs, who are tapping their way through the 2001 production of 42nd Street, it is good to
remember those other women who braved the stigmas, suffered through dreadful working
conditions, and forged the way for the brilliant female dancers performing today. Helen
Tamiris and Albertina Rasch died in 1966 and 1967, respectively, but I was able to
conduct personal interviews with Onna White, Patricia Birch, Graciela Daniele, and Susan
Stroman. An examination of their training and choreographic work provides a deeper
understanding of the significant contributions made by these women in the maledominated world of Broadway.
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CHAPTER II
ALBERTINA RASCH

Before Broadway
Albertina Rasch was described by Bosley Crowther in a 1938 New York Times
article as "one of the stage and screen's most famous choreographers;" yet most people
working in musical theatre today do not know her name. Also known as the "Czarina of
Broadway" (Ries 95), she had such a commercially successful career that a historian of
the contemporary 1930s tossed about the description of Broadway "breaking out in a
Rasch" (Kislan, Hoofing 59). As the first critically acclaimed female choreographer on
Broadway, she deserves attention; but the fact that her dances appeared in thirty-one
shows on the Great White Way is even more impressive. During the years she worked on
Broadway, no other choreographer came close to matching this immense body of work
(Moulton, Appendix 3-110). During the twenties, thirties, and early forties, she was a
major force in bringing ballet to Broadway and expanding the American dance
vocabulary with innovative, sophisticated, and technically brilliant movement and
staging.
Ahhough Rasch claimed to have been born in 1896, the true date was 1891, and
the place was Vienna. Her parents were Polish Jews who had worked as traveling players
before settling in Vienna in the late 1880s (Ries 95). Young Albertina's progress through
the Imperial Ballet School is not clearly documented, but in a January 1928 Dance
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Magazine article, "The Magic of the Rasch Cane," Ray Harper stated that she was made a
soloist at the age of twelve and prima ballerina two years later.
While sources fail to agree on dates concerning her early career with the Imperial
Ballet and her arrival in the United States, there is no question concerning who was
responsible for her move. R.H. Burnside, an American producer, discovered her as he
toured Europe searching for new talent. She first danced in The International Cup, a
show that ran for 333 performances at the New York Hippodrome (Ries 96).
After appearing at the Winter Garden with Parisian music-hall star Gaby Deslys
in the Revue of Revues in 1911, she was hired by Otto H. Kahn as his premiere danseuse
for the Century Opera Company. During the next five years, the Americanization of
Albertina progressed quickly. It took less than two years for her to form her own
company, the Albertina Rasch Dancers. As early as 1912 they were part of the
vaudeville circuit in an act called "le Ballet Classique" (Miller 101). A non-credited
reviewer in the 28 June 1912 edition of Variety described the final number of the
performance:
There was a gallop in which she flitted about the stage on her tippy-toes.
Technically it was charming, but Mile. Rasch's work seemed to lack the
joy of inspiration. How much of that divine spark known as personality
she is possessed of must be left for another occasion to determine.
Monday evening the temperature was far above the sweltering point. Toe
dancing under such conditions is not conducive to the exudation of
personality.
While Rasch obviously did not overwhelm this reviewer with her work, she did
achieve wide popularity in vaudeville while confinuing her classical career working as
the premier ballerina for both the New York Metropolitan and the Chicago Opera
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Houses, as well as the American Opera of Los Angeles (Ries 96). In a review of the
opera. Jewels of the Madonna, Wolf Ferrari noticed, "One other figure to stand forth like
a blazing brand on the stage during a veritable pandemonium was that of Albertina
Rasch, whose dancing and pantomime were a marvel of witchery and grace" (467)
This ambitious work schedule was necessary not only to build a career but to
support her family in Europe. They suffered from serious financial difficuhies which
Rasch helped alleviate until after Worid War I, when she brought her mother to America
(Ries 96)
In the fall of 1916, Rasch was hired to perform "art" dances between the acts of
plays. The acting company was led by Sarah Bernhardt who inspired the dancer to learn,
in Rasch's words, "how to catch and hold an audience. The greatest artists pretend what
they do not feel." By observing the "Divine Sarah" wrench tears from the audience while
on stage, and the next moment step off-stage and state what she wanted for dinner after
the show, Rasch learned a work ethic that guided her the rest of her life. This woman
never indulged in a "diva" temperament. She learned the truth and value of the attitude
that the "show must go on," and it must always be good Although she was highly
sensitive to creative impulses, the backbone of all her future endeavors was discipline,
stamina, and consistency (Tiomkin 177).
Rasch was not exclusively a performer. This young woman had an acute business
sense and long-term goals for her career in her adopted country. The first step in
achieving these goals was to start her own dance studio. She disagreed with the generally
accepted opinion that American women were unsuited to ballet. In a non-credited
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15 August 1912 interview from The Boston Herald, Rasch stated "1 think it is a shame
that American giris are not given more credit for what they can do " She continued:

1 find American girls unusually well built, and their bodies are pliable,
graceful and expressive. Of course, it is a well-known fact that Americans
are the most beautiful women, and beauty is a very important part in the
making of an effective ballet. What pleasure does it give an audience to
watch a number of hideously ugly young women fluttering about on the
stage even though their technique may be perfection? (Visit)
Though this statement may be "politically incorrect" today, it cleariy shows her
love and appreciation for America. Eariy in her career she began to blend her Imperial
Ballet training with the current style of Broadway show dance. Another uncredited
reviewer in the 17 September 1918 Alberta Calgary observed:
After the airy toe dance numbers. Mile Rasch was most delightful in her
rhythmic dance arrangement of the "Rhapsodic Hongroise," and in another
less clearly characteristic but equally charming number which she calls
"L'Americane!" Mile Rasch does not strain after elaborate symbolisms
and subtle interpretive effects; she translates music into beautiful bodily
motion, and her great appeal is in the absolute perfection of her grace and
rhythm.
There was more to this ballerina than flawless technique, as an advertisement for
her school illustrates: "Albertina Rasch—School for Ballet, Aesthetic Dancing,
Pantomime, and Stage Deportment. This school fills a long-felt want for Singers, who all
require knowledge of aesthetic, physical culture and stage carriage, so necessary for a
successful stage career" (Musical America, 6 October 1915).
Although she was a teacher herself, Rasch continued to study with others. Two
important influences on her work were Emile Jaques-Dalcroze in Switzerland and Mary
Wigman in Germany. She had the opportunity to study with these artists during a tour of
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the principal opera houses in Europe in 1922 and 1923. Later in life, Rasch stated that
these studies contributed to both her teaching and her successfitl use of space and form in
staging, but she never divulged any specific connections between these experiences and
her choreography (Ries 97).
It was during her stop in Vienna on this same tour that she voiced her strong
feelings for her new home, noting:
The longer 1 am here [. .] the more homesick 1 become for America. No
matter what anyone may say, America is the greatest country on earth.
They do know there how to start and handle big enterprises! True, one has
to work hard in America; but one gets one's rewards. There is no idle
talk; things are done right and done quick; not much talk, no intrigue;
everything straightforward [. .]. ("Hungry Viennese" 31)
Rasch did not limit her studies to dance. Although she could already speak
French, German, Hungarian, and a bit of Russian, she made sure that she became fluent
in her adopted language. Along with English, she focused on American history, customs,
and varied dance styles and influences. While she made good use of the freedoms that
the Jazz Age afforded women, she realized that her charming accent and foreign flair
were assets in a culture that looked to Europe for the best in the arts (Ries 98).
This ability to blend the best of both worlds was one of her greatest gifts. While
many other European "artistes" looked down on the vaudeville circuits, Rasch saw them
as valuable artistic and business opportunities. One of the most prestigious, the KeithOrpheum circuit, hired her for its production staff. Now she could use her school as a
source for the many dance units she was sending out under the name of the Albertina
Rasch Dancers.
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These girls performed all over the country and set a standard of quality in dance
work never before seen. In her desire for greater precision in her lines, she did most of
her teaching without musical accompaniment. Instead she tapped her cane. She
explained, "It is a little theory of mine. You see, 1 want them to get the sense of rhythm
and timing without any - what you might call - artificial aids. Not that music isn't
helpful. However, I want the girls to sense that timing for themselves and then
they will work with more uniform precision" (Harper 19). Music was extremely
important to Rasch, however, and, when she decided to add two pianists to her primary
company, she looked for the finest. One of the two Russians she hired would become her
husband, pianist and composer Dimitri Tiomkin. The strength of Rasch's personality
caused him some surprise in their initial relationship:
I had never met a young woman like her before, although I had known
many a ballerina. She had been born in Austria and begun her dancing
career in Vienna but she seemed peculiarly American. In Europe you
didn't find the executive or managerial type of woman, directing affairs
with precision and authority. In her New York studio and ballet school
she trained her dancers and ran her affairs as if it were a business office.
She gave instructions to the ballet girls as they rehearsed, dictated a letter
to her secretary, giving brisk answers to questions and figures in dollars
and cents where money was concerned. She was a woman of few words
and spoke only when it was to the point. (Tiomkin 108-9)
Tiomkin was not favorably impressed. When, after choosing the music she wanted him
to play, she explained that the numbers must be trimmed, and he was indignant. He
could not attribute her outrageous request to musical ignorance. He admits:

She had begun her career as a ballerina at the Vienna Opera at the time
when the great Mahler was conductor there, which meant that she had
been schooled in the highest tradition. She had a fine knowledge of music
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and excellent taste. But she told me, "This is practical business, and you
must accommodate yourself to the necessities of vaudeville " (Tiomkin
109-10)
Rasch also impressed on Tiomkin the importance of speaking English cleariy and quickly
(Tiomkin 119).
Tiomkin and his partner Raskov were put off by their employer, especially
Raskov, who suggested leaving the job. He was extremely uncomfortable taking orders
from a woman (Tiomkin 110). Tiomkin felt they should try to adjust to this new worid
and encouraged his partner to stay. He later realized the wisdom of his decision:
For me the vaudeville experience had been a good school. Albertina was
right about that. As time went by I realized more and more the value of
those six months of incessant contact with audiences, observing their
ways, gauging their reactions to music. It was all the better that they had
been popular mass audiences. Showmanship may have irked me, but I had
learned a good deal about it [. . .]. (Tiomkin 125)
Albertina Rasch was no longer just a beautiful, foreign ballerina. She was an
experienced business woman, well-versed in such skills as showmanship and precision
dancing, and an expert in giving the popular mass audience what it wanted. Rasch had a
firm grasp of theatre dance in America, and she was ready for Broadway.
She had left a promising career in her native Vienna for the gloss and glamour of
New York's Hippodrome. The ballet she found in America bore little resemblance to the
world of dance in which she had grown up. Instead she found a derivative form called
"toe dancing." Whereas in classical ballet the toe shoe is used to create an image of
weightlessness and freedom, toe-dancing turned the shoe into a showcase for novelty
tricks such as acrobatic toe-dance, toe-tap and the jazz toe-strut (Schoettler 58). Instead
of turning up her nose at the sometimes raw forms of dance found on the Broadway
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stages, Rasch embraced the entertainments she viewed and performed in, focusing on the
exuberance and eclecticism in the dance styles of her new home. By training her own
dancers and becoming a recognized choreographer for the vaudeville circuit, she altered
the look of the chorus line:
Her girls and their dances reflected the contemporary affection for
mechanical precision without always subscribing to the tyranny of
movement in unison. When Rasch combined the characteristic features of
ballet movement with the new, syncopated dance steps set to modem
music, she originated a hybrid style unlike any previously encountered by
American audiences. Instead of setting the traditional high kicks, splits,
backbends, and acrobatic tricks to ragtime and jazz, Rasch prescribed
synchronized7t??£?5, snappy releves, and breathless toursJetes It was a
simple recipe for so considerable a success: Just put the European ballet
vocabulary to the service of the "semibarbaric" dances of America.
(Kislan, Hoofing 60)
She also demanded more from her dancers than pleasing faces and physiques.
They also needed the ability to "make audiences experience the beauty of the dances [... ]
and stir the imagination" (Kislan, Hoofing 60). Although she strove for synchronized
grace in her choreography, she sought dancers with individuality and intellect. In her
own words, "I can always dress them up, but when they have brains - ah - but half my
battle is won" (Kislan, Hoofing 61).
While she put great effort into promoting herself as the leading teacher for stage
dancing, her concern for the students was paramount;
Rasch realized that proper training demanded time, patience, and
discipline, and the ongoing support of the young dancer's family. She
cautioned the dancers and their families to be patient while preparing for a
career. While endless rehearsals might produce the mechanical perfection
associated with the chorus girl, only time and study could produce a
dancer. A fiall ten years before the arrival of George Balanchine,
Albertina Rasch recognized the extraordinary potential of American
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dancers and spoke often of their superiority over their European
counterparts. (Kislan 61)
Rasch rightly believed that serious ballet training could change the face of musical
comedy dance, and she was ready to make it happen.

Broadway and Beyond
In George White's Scandals, which opened on 22 June 1925, Rasch found her first
official position as a Broadway choreographer. She was chosen for this production by
the producers, who were looking for something different to complement George White's
choreography: "This was rather daring for a Broadway show, as the New York theatre
was dominated by male dance directors who were very protective of their prerogatives.
If a woman "choreographed" at all, it was for herself or her back-up troupe, not for a
whole show or even part of a show" (Ries 103).
Interestingly, it was her staging of American jazz in George Gershwin's Rhapsody
in Blue that won them over. This ballet was performed in the Hippodrome by her
permanent troupe of fifty dancers at Tiomkin's suggestion:
The more she thought about it the better she liked the idea of adapting the
toe dancing technique of the ballet to the slangy rhythms of jazz. It
appealed to her interest in novehies of choreography. She was always
experimenting with new dance steps, and sometimes while I sat at the
piano, playing, perhaps a Mozart sonata, she would amuse herself by
improvising a pattern of steps to music, a pattern sometimes derived from
popular dances of the period. Watching her time and again, I found
myself freed from my own rhythmic patterns and loosed from restraint.
(Tiomkin 128)
Although her work in this first Broadway show was limited to a few numbers, she
was a hit with both critics and audiences. Her gender seemed less important as producers
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became interested in trying her innovative balletic work in their shows (Ries 103).
Florenz Ziegfeld hired Rasch for her first "book" musical, Rio Rita.
This production was the most highly acclaimed event of the 1926-1927 theatre
season, running for 496 performances For this high-adventure romance set in Mexico,
Rasch shared choreographic credit with Sammy Lee. He did the dances while she did the
ballets. (This distinction between the two was common at the time.) Rio Rita was also
the first offering in Ziegfeld's lavish new theatre. Designed by Joseph Urban, who also
did the sets for the show, the Ziegfeld Theatre was an elegant addition to the Broadway
scene. Book writers Guy Bolton and Fred Thompson created a serviceable plot, typical
of the times, concerning a gallant captain of the Texas Rangers (played by James
Stewart) in search of a dangerous bank robber known as Kinkajou. When the Rangers
cross the Rio Grande into Mexico, the noble captain falls in love with the hot-blooded
Rita Ferguson, only to suspect that her brother is the dangerous Kinkajou. This outlawin-disguise theme had proven popular in earlier operettas such as The Desert Song and
Naughty Marietta (Cjreen, Show 55).
All the critics commented on the combination of the striking costumes by
John Harkrider and the choreographic patterns devised by Rasch: the
waltzing couples in rose and gold who frankly sang "When You're in
Love, You Waltz," and the passionate character dancing in the Mexican
production number, "The Kinkajou", which had dancers moving in
intricate patterns and steps with whirling multicolored shawls that
matched their swirling skirts. The Rasch Dancers were framed for this
particular number by the famed Ziegfeld girls, one hundred in all. The
most unusual dance was the ballet in the first act, designed entirely in
black and white, featuring very intricate but delicate/?o/«?e work. Rasch
was always interested in bold effects, and while most critics were
impressed by her work's beauty and style, some felt the number
inappropriate for the setting. One might ask why they did not also find
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one hundred Ziegeld giris in the middle of a Mexican ranch rather
incongruous as well. (Ries 103-4)
During this same season, Rasch confinued with her vaudeville commitments and
did choreography for four other musical productions. For Lucky, which opened 22 March
1927, she was teamed with Dave Bennett. Jack Haskell did the non-balletic numbers for
the revue Rufus Le Maire 's Affairs, which opened five days later. Once again she was
paired with Dave Bennet for the October opening of M^- Princess. These latter two
productions were not successftji. Regarding Rufus Le Maire's Affairs:
The production closed seven weeks after its opening. Its coarse humor
and routine spectacle did not impress the audience. By now the original
enthusiasm for Rasch and her dancers was cautious and guarded. [. .]
Within less than two months, Rasch's dancers opened in three
productions, and she was beginning to saturate the audience's appeal.
(Miller 107)
My Princess, a Sigmund Romberg operetta with libretto by Dorothy Donnelly,
appeared to suffer from too much of everything: "Everyone seemed carried away. As the
Times noted, "Written for the liveliest sort of expression, the music is played by an
unthrottled orchestra, sung in full voice by a chorus of heahhy fellows and danced by a
troupe of Albertina Rasch girls with an expert hop, skip, and jump" (Bordman 430).
The 1927 Ziegfeld Follies, for which she shared choreography credit with Sammy
Lee, was a success with both audiences and critics. It was forced to close after 167
performances, however, due to salary conflicts with the star, Eddie Cantor (Bordman
427).
Composer Rudolf Friml's final Broadway success. The Three Musketeers, was
Albertina Rasch's first solo dance director assignment. Ziegfeld was the producer of this
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operetta adapted from the Dumas novel by William Anthony McGuire with lyrics by P.G.
Wodehouse and Clifford Grey, ft opened 13 March 1928 at the Lyric Theatre. Dennis
King, star of Fr'mVs Rose-Marie and The Vagabond King, played d'Artagnan, and
Vivienne Segal was his Constance. The other "star" of the show was Joseph Urban,
designer of the elaborate and fanciful sets (Ries 106). Dance was not a major element of
this production:
But this being a Ziegfeld show, the producer insisted on at least two spots
for a precision chorus line and the display of his showgiris, though the
setting was seventeenth-century France. Rasch was at least able to do one
unusual number - a ballet de cour entertainment in Act II. She staged a
pastiche of period dances, including a gavotte, a minuet, and a pastoral
playlet that featured Harriet Hoctor [. .] While Rasch could not escape
featuring Hoctor's backbends on pointe and incredible technique, she
disguised the more obvious acrobatic nature of the steps by incorporating
them into a gracefiil adagio number. (Ries 107)
Obviously, Rasch was able to make her artistic statements while still fialfilling
Ziegfeld's (and the audience's) need to view pretty young women vivaciously moving in
gracefiil unison and in abbreviated but glamorous costumes. Unfortunately, it is
impossible to know if Ziegfeld's choice of Rasch was merely convenient, since his usual
dance director, Sammy Lee, who was producing, directing, and choreographing Cross My
Heart, was unavailable. Ahhough the show had minimal dance requirements, it must
have been exciting for Rasch to regain sole control.
The Three Musketeers' run of 318 performances did not compare well with the
511 performances of The Vagabond King or Rose-Marie's 557. "But tastes were
changing and new attitudes were soon to dominate the musical worid" (Bordman 437)
Since dance was not yet an intrinsic part of musical theatre, it was necessary for the
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elements of the music and the book to be altered before true changes could occur in
choreography. Nonetheless, the noted author and musical theatre historian Cecil Smith,
who called Rasch "the first important musical-comedy choreographer, in the modern
sense," had this to say about Rasch's work up to this point:
Possessed of a gift for organization and a practical theatrical imagination,
she set out to transform ballet technique into a salable commodity for the
American popular theatre. She was the first to cast aside unison
movement for the chorus girls as the sole basic principle, and to employ as
well, artful counterpoints of individual movement. She retained the
element of mechanical precision, requiring her giris to move together [... J.
In other words, the Albertina Rasch style fused the precision of the Tiller
girls with some of the devices of individual figuration of the ballet; and it
accomplished this with a tailored sleekness borrowed from the ballroom
dancing tradition introduced something over a decade earlier by Vernon
and Irene Castle. (Smith 58)
Over the next few years Rasch continued to work on revues and musical comedies
such as Show Girl in 1929, a Ziegfeld production that had all the right ingredients,
including Ruby Keeler, Jimmy Durante, Harriet Hoctor, and George Gershwin to write
the music that Duke Ellington would play. Nonetheless, Gerald Bordman commented,
"[...] for all its attractions the show seemed heavy and slow" (453). He also wrote that it
"included a sumptuously mounted and blazingly choreographed ballet by Albertina Rasch
to music from Gershwin's "An American in Paris'" (453). Actually, the use of this piece
was Rasch's idea. Gershwin was given only two weeks to compose the score. When, in
the midst of rehearsals, a ballet was requested for Act 11, her suggestion to use his
"recently premiered tone poem" was immediately accepted (Ries 107). This was the
perfect vehicle for her vision of joining classical ballet movement to American jazz
rhythms (Rasch 14).
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Ahhough Rasch appeared to have more than enough to keep her busy, with her
vaudeville units touring the country, a steady stream of Broadway shows, and her dance
studio, she still had dreams of starting an American ballet company. She cleariy
understood what this would take:
We have to be familiar with the innate aesthetic rhythm of the American
masses, which, like the masses of any other country, have their specific
likes and dislikes: in other words, we have to "know what the public
wants." Like the American reading public, thus the American audiences
have their racial focus according to which they like this and reject that;
which a dancer, like a novelist, will have to consider. People want grace
and charm combined with chromatic wit and terpsichorean playlets—
sensuousness and humor mixed. Broadway is and remains our Arcadia,
from which we cannot get away. (Rasch 15, 57)
She went on to describe the American audience as a "conglomeration of tired
businessmen, bored bankers, hard-working office girls, restless intelligentsia, ignorant
bourgeois, international adventurers and bricklayers" (Rasch 15). While her outspoken
opinions may not have been popular with her peers from the "legitimate" dance world,
both audiences and producers continued to support her work robustly.
Her next Broadway production was the 1929 musical Sons o' Guns. Described as
a "good, lighthearted musical comedy" by Bordman, it was the second show for Rasch to
work in conjunction with Bonny Connolly, her co-choreographer for Show Girl
(Bordman 455).
A sarcastic view of America at war, the show featured Jack Donahue, an
eccentric dancer known for his "ankle and knee gyrations," and some
witty songs by J. Fred Coots. Rasch was able to gain attention with some
breathtaking production numbers, once more helped by Urban's sets and
Harkrider's costumes. These included a red, white, and blue victory ball
with a balletic pageant of American dance, a France village fete featuring
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a pastiche of folk dances, and an interesting war tableau that prefigures
Agnes de Mille's Civil War ballet for Bloomer Girl in 1944. (Ries 109110)
Eariier in 1929, Rasch started working on sound stages as well as Broadway
stages. The advent of sound was changing Hollywood, and, although the Depression had
immediately begun to deplete theatre audiences, the worid of movies was still affordable
for many. Rasch became a commuter between coasts, continuing to produce lavish dance
spectacles for film while adjusting to the economic and artistic changes happening on the
Broadway stage (Ries 110). The changes she herself was helping to bring about were
noticed by dance critic and author John Martin, who wrote in the New York Times on
18 October 1931:
That there has been an appreciable increase in the artistry and taste in the
dancing of the musical comedies and revues must be evident to any one
who has followed with any degree of regularity the routines and
speciahies of the Broadway dancers during recent seasons. When, for
example, one watches the imaginative and even exciting phrases of
Albertina Rasch's "Fandango-Bolero" in the current Follies and thinks
back not so very far to the period when the pride of every show was a
troupe of "precision" dancers, it becomes evident that a change has come
about in the situation. [. .] The "Fandango-Bolero" is an ingenious
creation. With a few exclusions and alterations it might be transferred to
the concert stage without apology. It is based on a violent exaggeration of
Spanish movements, bound together not by any traditional Spanish form,
but rather in an arbitrary design of the choreographer's creation. It retains
all the inherent erotic quality of the Spanish dance, and if in the
exaggeration of this element a moment or two of cheapness is to be found,
it is not without the knowledge of the inventor. There is still something
left, after all, of the superstition that audiences demand specific things and
will arise en masse to protest if they are not given them. It is easy to
overlook flaws of this sort, however, in view of a welcome originality and
the creation of a striking dance style.
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He went on to address her ability to maintain compositional quality while still
supplying the audience with the technical tricks they long for. Also noted is Rasch's
superior knowledge of music and her gift for collaborating with composers and
incorporating artistic details that may go unnoticed by many. Martin continued
It has sometimes been argued that such things as these are wasted on the
popular audience which attends revues and vaudeville, but the proof that
such is not the case it to be found in the increasing response of these
audiences to work which embodies all these niceties and more. With the
increasing response, Mme. Rasch continues to add niceties. It is on this
theory of give and take that she has managed to raise so extraordinarily the
quality of her productions. There has been from the start the need for
compromise; obviously, a revue is no place to present an opera ballet.
This compromise she has been willing to make, but always with the
determination to "give them as good as they will take."
On 3 June 1931, a revue called The Bandwagon opened at the New Amsterdam
Theatre. The book writers, Howard Dietz and George S. Kaufman, and composer Arthur
Schwartz had created a gem of a show. Considered by many to have "one of the greatest
of all revue scores," the show also boasted clever sketches and numerous occasions for
thrilling dance numbers (Miller 116). Rasch was sole choreographer, and her cast
included dance star Tilly Losch, as well as Fred and Adele Astaire in their tenth and final
Broadway appearance together (Green, Ring 74). The production was directed and
designed by Hassard Short who staged, with Rasch, a show that was visually stunning
and dramatically fluid (Ries 113). This was implemented by the use of two revolving
stages and innovative lighting design and staging. The opening moments of the revue
were indicative of the surprises to come.
The curtain was already up as the audience came in. On stage the company
took seats - a reflection, as if in a mirror, of the audience arriving. The
ushers onstage wore costumes identical to the ushers in the aisles below.
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Gradually, the theatre seats as well as in the orchestra were filled up and
as the lights were dimming, the company sang in strict unison, "It Better
Be Good." (Dietz 138)
Highlights of the production were "1 Love Louisa," where one of the revolves was
turned into a merry-go-round for the entire cast; "Hoops," featuring the Astaires as illbehaved French children gaily destroying a revolving park; and "White Heat" which
showcased Fred Astaire performing in his trademark white tie and tails on a revolve that
was now a giant, lustrous top hat (Ries 114).
The most dramatic number that Rasch staged for the show was "Dancing
in the Dark." The song began as a solo by tenor John Barker, his face
caught by a bright pin spot. As the light expanded, the revolving stage
turned slowly under a play of colored lights. Barker finished his solo as
he revolved offstage, and the melody was picked up by an offstage chorus.
Meanwhile, the stage setting was transformed into a slanted mirror surface
with Albertina Rasch's dancers posed on it in long black and silver dresses
of bias-cut lame designed by Constance Ripley and Kivette. The dance
had an almost hypnotic effect as the chorus swayed and glided in the long
dresses, forming themselves into sculptured poses that they extended into
arching backbends. Tilly Losch then appeared on high, moving down
from center stage on a series of slanted platforms until she reached stage
level. She wore a draped gold dress of sparkling lame and a spiked
headdress of modernistic design, all of which was reflected in a series of
mirror panels. Although she was in a floor-length gown, she danced on
pointe so that she could create the illusion of gliding as she traveled across
the stage. The dress, which included a train, limited her movements but
created some striking effects that were further enhanced by thrustingupward arm movements in a very restricted use of space. It is highly
probable that Rasch was here using a number of ideas she had learned
from Mary Wigman, but applying them in her own way. (Ries 115-16)
While Rasch may have wished for opportunities to explore more innovative
staging, the tried and true Rasch style was what producers wanted, and she was willing to
bring on her girls in the expected form. Fortunately, The Cat and the Fiddle, opening in
October 1931, did offer her some new challenges. With music by Jerome Kern and book

and lyrics by Otto Harbach, it was, in Stanley Green's opinion, "[.

] a generally

successful attempt to put the florid operetta form into a contemporary, intimate setting.
In creating the work, Jerome Kern and Otto Harbach did without choruses, spectacles,
and dragged-in comedy roufines to keep the focus on the main story [. .]" (77).
The plot concerns a romance between two composers, Victor and Shirley
"Though Victor is furious when a producer tries to lighten his rather heavy operetta. The
Passionate Pilgrim, with some of Shirley's bright uptempo numbers, true love eventually
has hero and heroine singing in harmony" (Green, Ring 11).
Ahhough The Cat and the Fiddle had no place for the stand-out production
numbers that Rasch was famous for, there was a dance described by one reviewer as "an
exotic ballet to the brisk tempo of a ghostly jazz band." He went on to describe her work
as "almost perfectly keyed staging" (Miller 121). Frank Ries had this to say about the
musical:
Kern broke away from the traditional operetta mold by developing a
contemporary idiom for this modern story, underscoring action with
leitmotifs and blending song with action and dialogue. Rasch was able to
stage a charming Pierrot ballet in the first act and a "Dance in the
Phantasy" in Act II, in which Victor, the young classical composer,
dreams about his high ambitions. (118)
Here was a "dream ballet" that did more than showcase lovely girls in lovelier
costumes. This was a bold move for a musical in 1931, but audiences seemed to adjust to
this unconventional approach, and the production had a glowing run of 395 performances
followed by a successful tour (Ries 118).
The end of 1931 and the beginning of 1932 found Rasch busy being a "show
doctor" for two productions. She was called in to restage numbers for an Ed Wynn revue,
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The Laugh Parade, replacing Sammy Lee, her co-choreographer for Rio Rita Since
Broadway theatre attendance was declining as a result of the Depression, the show's run
of 231 performances was impressive. Rasch's next venture suffered from serious
problems with both libretto and music, ft was impossible for even the finest dance
routines to save A Little Racketeer, which only managed forty-eight performances (Ries
119).
Face the Music, the creative come-back for Irving Berlin which opened on
17 February 1932, gave Rasch an opportunity that few choreographers receive (Bordman
475). Since the plot included a coarse version of a Ziegfeld show, she was able to devise
two parodies of her previous work in the number "My Rhinestone Girl" and "Soft Lights
and Sweet Music" (Ries 119).
Rasch's next show was one she had initially turned down due to commitments for
films and concerts. Flying Colors was a revue composed by the Bandwagon team of
Howard Dietz and Arthur Schwartz. Rasch had worked wit them previously on Three's a
Crowd in 1930. Two of its featured performers, Tamara Geva and Clifton Webb, were
signed as stars for Flying Colors With Rasch unavailable, the team took a chance on
newcomer, Agnes de Mille.
According to Miss de Mille, she actually auditioned with a group of her
own dancers and was astonished when Howard Deitz offered her the
chance to choreograph the whole show. As she later admitted, it was too
much responsibility for her to undertake with so little experience behind
her, and she had to allow the principals to work out their own routines
while she tried to concentrate on the chorus numbers. Katherine
Mulowney, who was a dancer in the chorus, remembers de Mille as being
very slow and indecisive, and the cast soon became restless and then
hostile. Finally the set designer, Norman Bel Geddes, presented almost
insurmountable problems, as far as de Mille was concerned. For a number
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about marihuana, called "Smokin' Reefers," de Mille had sixteen white
giris dancing with sixteen black giris who had been specially hired for this
number. Bel Geddes had designed platforms twelve feet high, which
proved to be not only dangerous to move on but finally collapsed right
before the dress rehearsal. De Mille changed the number to a voodoo
ritual, and when it bewildered audiences during the previews she felt she
could not go on much longer. De Mille was let go by mutual consent, and
when Dietz asked her who to bring in she said, "Bring in the best,
Albertina Rasch." Only later did she find out Dietz had already called in
Rasch, who had been working on the show for several days in another
studio. (Ries 121)
Although de Mille wanted out of the show, she did request that the "Reefer" number,
which had pleased the producers, be credited to her in the program and stipulated that
nothing could be changed without her written permission (de Mille, Piper 132).
Rasch took over a show already in previews with a disgruntled chorus and
neglected principals. Under such conditions she made no excuses for bringing in some of
her own dancers to supplement those already hired and reworking old numbers to suit the
new songs. Rasch seemed happy to work with the existing company, making Flying
Colors, with its choruses of black and white dancers, a breakthrough production in regard
to racial barriers. On the other hand, she reflised to keep de Mille's one number in the
show. As Dietz explained it, "Madame Rasch wished things this way! It was, he said,
her price for saving the show" (de Mille, Piper 132).
A good example of Rasch's skill in building on a past success can be seen in the
number "Alone Together." In Three's a Crowd, Geva and Webb had performed a
memorable duet, "Body and Soul," and Rasch built on that eariier specialty number to
portray the idea of two people becoming one. She was assisted in this task by Bel
Geddes' design of a moving platform that created the illusion of figures that could fluidly
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change in size. With the use of special lighting effects, specific parts of the body
appeared suspended in space one moment, and in the next, the two actors would become
one. Atkinson said in his review: "Among the dance numbers, the macabre soul-stroking
'Alone Together' by Webb and Tamara Geva retains the weird despair of the dance
schemes of Three 's a Crowd Albertina Rasch, still maintaining pre-eminence, has also
staged dance routines that have real recognition of the modern spirit" ("Modernistic"
24).
Again, Rasch had the opportunity to parody this number in her next show, Walk a
Little Faster, which opened 7 December 1932. Ries describes it: "The send-up was
obvious when Beatrice Lillie and Bobby Clark, dressed exactly like Geva and Webb,
appeared on a jerking platform and proceeded to entangle themselves in a series of
contorted poses under an erratic traveling spotlight" (Ries 122).
Here was one of many instances where Rasch displayed her gift for creating
humor through dance. She had great success incorporating comic elements when
appropriate, as observed a Times review commenting on her work in the 1932 musical
comedy Face the Music: "The choruses were well-trained in two numbers that opened
the acts and they were genuinely funny, and they got the humor of the things across in
good shape" ("Seabury" 25).
After flilfilling commitments in Los Angeles and London, Rasch returned to
Broadway in 1934 with "a spectacularly mounted operetta. The Great Waltz" (Bordman
489). With a book adapted by Moss Hart, the show was built around a fictionalized
biography of the two Johann Strausses, whose compositions supplied the music. "The
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melodies were known and liked, but the principle attraction of The Great Waltz was
undoubtedly its elaborate production" (Bordman 489). The Century Theatre was the
perfect setting for this Viennese extravaganza, as it housed 3,822 patrons, a cantilevered
stage with numerous revolves, walkways and moveable panels, and a sophisticated
lighting system. To bring this vast space alive, producer Max Gordon had a company of
"42 principals, 100 singers, the 40 Albertina Rasch Dancers supplemented with 20 more
dancers, 53 musicians in the pit, and a backstage crew of 91" (Ries 123). The
culminating scene in this tale of dramatic rivalry between father and son was "probably
one of the greatest theatrical effects of the decade" (Ries 123). It begins in the
Dommayer Garden, where a wily countess has arranged for the younger Strauss to
conduct his own compositions with his father's orchestra:
Young Strauss strides to the podium in the orchestra pit and strikes up the
shimmering strains of "The Blue Danube." As the musicians play, they
are lifted bodily to the level of the stage, moved slowly back to the rear,
and are elevated again to a balcony. All the while, the setting itself is
falling into place - eight blazing chandeliers, each illuminated by sixty
light bulbs, float down from above, and from left to right. Thus the scene
is transformed from a simple garden into a glittering, eye-boggling sight of
musicians sawing and trumpeting away, thirty couples waltzing gaily
across the stage rimmed by twenty-four military dancers in white-plumed
shakos. (Green, 7?/«g 103)
Rasch's extensive experience working closely with designers and her experience
as both a performer and choreographer at the Hippodrome were important in staging this
grandiose scene. The teaming of director/designer Hassard Short with Albertina Rasch
had already established a reputation for exciting theatrical effects, and 77?^ Great Waltz
gave its audiences a new spectacle at which to marvel. At this point in her career,
Rasch's popularity was such that all programs and publicity notices printed her name in
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the same type used for the composers. Unfortunately, poor planning forced the show to
close after 298 performances so that it could fulfill a pre-arranged touring contract, but it
was brought back for a return engagement.
While The Great Waltz demanded intricate and lyrical staging, it did not require
innovation in terms of specific dance movement. Her next production, however, did.
Jubilee opened in October 1935. The musical comedy was Rasch's first opportunity to
work with Moss Hart, who wrote the book, and Cole Porter, who wrote the music and
lyrics. Described as "lighthearted, escapist fun" by Gerald Bordman, the show was
conceived while Hart and Porter enjoyed a cruise around the world (Bordman 495). The
actual Silver Jubilee of the British royal family sparked the idea for the writers. Hart and
Porter created a family of bored royals whose own jubilee coincides with an irritafing
minor revoh led by a left-wing nephew. When faced with the need for seclusion to insure
their safety, they opt instead to hide in America as "commoners." This allows the family
of crowned heads to come into intimate contact with movie stars, writers, and cabaret
dancers. A high point of such intimacy occurs between the prince (Charles Wafters) and
the nightclub entertainer, Karen O'Kane (June Knight) on their date at the Cafe
Martinique where they "Begin the Beguine." This famous song inspired Rasch to create
the "Beguine" step which "was simple, consisting of a dip, slide, and glide, but it was
marked by a twisting movement of the torso on the offbeat for both the male and female
dancers, and a swaying of the head by the women" (Ries 125). In one of her rare
interviews, Rasch described to Margaret Lloyd the inspiration for the nuances of the
steps:
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The Beguine movement resembles a tango [
], but it is only the bass
part that makes you think that. In the orchestra, with the jungle drums, the
temple gongs, the "clinker" cymbals, it is distinctly a South Seas melody.
The dancing is not South American, not Spanish. It suggests, it does not
copy, the South Sea Island influence. It is a little weird, a little unknown,
not like anything else. It follows Cole Porter's music, which came to him
during his stay in Martinique on his journey around the worid. That is why
I put in the little jerking head movement which you say is like Shan-Kar.
That is East Indian. It is also done in Bali, in other South Sea Islands. But
it is only a suggestion. It is not done just like Shan-Kar - of course it
wouldn't be, only by the native. No, I do not have the boys do it.
Everybody would laugh, ft would be comedy, they would make it so
stupid. I do not want it to be comedy. ("Dance")
Lloyd also had the opportunity to observe a chorus rehearsal, where she noticed a
strong influence of "modernism" in the work. Instead of choreography that highlighted
acrobatics, which was common in show dancing, she saw routines that were "freer in
movement, more richly varied in pattern." When she commented on this difference,
Rasch explained that such qualities came from the dancers themselves. "When I tell a
dancer to feel it from the heart, not just the feet, I get better results" ("Dance").
Rasch spent the next four years in Hollywood making movies. One of the many
films she worked on was Rosalie (1937). Paul Harrison, a reporter for the Saginaw News,
was on the set to observe her.
Once a distinguished ballerina in her own right. Miss Rasch now is
content to leave the exertion and the dieting to others. She is the only
woman dance director in Hollywood, and also the most exacting.
She bullies and cajoles and ribs her people, and gets what she wants.
She pounds with her megaphone and yells "No good! No good! No
good!"
She likes speed and plenty of action. She shouts [ .] "Try again,
Louis, you big Irisher, do not handle that girl like she is glass. Louise,
some more pep from you. All of you - more pep! What is the matter
today - too much lunch? Maybe I should not let you go to lunch. Now try
again!"
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The headline for this article was "Albertina Rasch's Position is Unique", and the
fact that she was the only woman dance director was not her only distinction in
Hollywood. She also had the "very rare privilege" of supervising both the filming and
editing of all her dance numbers (Ries 127).
Another reporter, Atholie Bays, described what she knew about Rasch before
meeting her at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios: "1 had heard she was a stern
disciplinarian, relentless in her demands for exactness, brooking no interference, that her
power was absolute, the one dance director in Hollywood whose routines are never
changed even by the producer except with her approval" (14). After meeting the
choreographer, she said, "There is no question that Mme. Albertina Rasch, the director, is
power. You feel it as soon as you come into her presence. It is the power of the great
engineer, the one who builds with beauty, with rhythm, with technique" (14).
Bays explained to her that the readers of The American Dancer wanted to know
"something about Albertina Rasch the person." She was answered with "How could
there be anything interesting about me?" A series of interruptions made it necessary for
her to finish the interview in Rasch's Hollywood home. Here she discovered "that there
is another Albertina Rasch, the woman that the worid knows little of, an Albertina Rasch
who is as charming and gracious as [. .] the director is stern and poweriul." The rest of
the article went on at great length to describe her charming home, beautiful garden, and
three loving dogs. Best of all is that "her chief delight is in cooking. She loves to make
jam and jellies" (32). Aptly, the title of this piece was "There are two Albertina
Rasches."
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Another observer noticed that Rasch was "always shy and elusive with reporters
when h came to personal questions, she never seemed to be driven by any desire for fame
or glory for herself [. .J She could be abrupt and ruthless if the situation called for it,
but it was this decisive attitude that earned her the respect of her colleagues" (Ries 130).
Over the next few years Rasch appeared to lose interest in Broadway. Most offers
were turned down. When Moss Hart approached her with a project he was doing with
Kurt Weill and Ira Gershwin, however, she accepted. Lady in the Dark, with "Moss
Hart's literate script, Weill's stylish score, and the startling subject matter dealing with
psychoanalysis is a landmark in the Broadway musical and one of the high points in the
career of its leading lady, Gertrude Lawrence" (Ries 128).
The title refers to Liza Elliot (Lawrence), a successful magazine editor whose
severe indecision about the men in her life sends her to a psychiatrist. With the exception
of one song, "My Ship", all the musical numbers take place in the context of Liza's
dreams, creating a plot that blends reality with fantasy. A leading dance critic, Waher
Terry, said of the performance:
As you know, Gertrude Lawrence turns on the works in Lady in the Dark
and as you also know she is star stuff no matter what she does. Her
dancing, though far from complex, is tremendously effective and even in
the straight dramatic episodes, the movements of her body are those of a
dancer who knows how to reflect character and mood in terms of gesture
and motion. In "The Saga of Jenny" Miss Lawrence struts and throws her
hips to the breezes in a fine burlesque of the "hot" dancer and to prove her
versatility further, she manages to look like and move like Ruth St. Denis
in the first act finale called "This Woman at the Ahar."
Albertina Rasch devised the dances for the ensembles in Lady in the
Dark and did a bang-up job of them. The choreography as such is not
epoch-making, but Mme. Rasch has made the dance episodes an integral
part of the whole scheme of the production. "Dance of the Tumblers" in
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the circus scene provides a moment of real dancing that recalls, perhaps, a
vivid sequence from some glittering Russian ballet. (There,] 13)
Terry was paying Rasch a compliment by noting the integration of the dances into
the whole. In The World of Comedy, Stanley Green described the show as "an advanced
work in both theme and music. [. .] The music and lyrics, as Moss Hart had written,
were 'part and parcel of the basic structure of the play'" (255). Obviously, Rasch was
able to create the same synthesis with her numbers.
In his review. Brooks Atkinson said, "As the mistress of the choreography,
Albertina Rasch has designed vivid lines of dance movement and the staging isftiUof
grace and resourcefulness" ("Play" 14). Writing again of the show a week later, he
added: "In the design of the dancing, Albertina Rasch has captured the phantomlike rush
of dream disorder" (1).
Lady in the Dark was the greatest achievement of Rasch's Broadway career. This
"play with music", as Hart referred to it, prompted Atkinson to state: "The American
musical stage is a sound basis for a new centrifugal dramatic form, and Lady in the Dark
takes a long step forward in that direction" (Green, World 251). The production had a
run of 467 performances after its 23 January 1941 opening, but it was four years before
Rasch returned to the Great White Way.
Marinka was a retelling of the Mayeriing story in operetta form, with book by
George Marion, Jr. and Kari Farkas and music by Emmerich Kalman. The director,
Hassard Short, convinced Rasch to join the team (Bordman 548). One of her ensemble
dancers, Ann Hutchinson Guest, wrote of the experience:
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Rasch, a small, rather abrupt and impatient woman, was at the end of her
career and this was her last show. What we didn't know at the time was
that she was far from well. But her naturally efficient manner eased the
rehearsal process. Choreographing had become routine in that she had
endless steps up her sleeve. She sought, however, to give the steps a
different look, using simple devices such as launching into a grand jete en
tournant without the customary preparation. Although not grandly
innovative, Rasch produced dances well suited to the mood and style of
the show. [. .] In rehearsals Rasch did not like questions; she wanted us
to figure things out for ourselves. For example, when she choreographed
an arabesque with the girls in a file facing the corner of the stage, how do
you raise your leg directly backward with a body right behind you?
Stagger the line? Take the leg into an open back diagonal? What did she
want? She walked away from us in a huff But this was rare. Rasch was
neither creating new movements nor struggling with the birth of new
choreographic ideas as had de Mille. Her name was well-established, her
career behind her; she was now only coasting along, so that the rehearsal
situation was relaxed and she got on with the choreography without a
struggle. (338)
All the script demanded of Rasch was the expected number of waltzes and some
lively gypsy dances, definitely the sort of movements she could create in her sleep.
There was also ample opportunity for Rasch to demonstrate her gift for designing dances
that truly "worked" the costumes. Guest explained the production's modest run of 165
performances: "The show had charm and grace but not striking novehy and hence no
longevity. It was too comfortable" (341).
Rasch was far from comfortable at this time. She was reportedly suffering from
glandular problems that made movement difficuU and retirement necessary. The rest of
her life was spent living quietly in her Hollywood home until serious heart trouble put her
in the Motion Picture County Hospital in Woodland Hills. She died on 2 October 1967 at
the age of 76 (Ries 130). At the time of Rasch's forced retirement, Oklahoma!, One
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Touch of Venus, and Carousel had all made their mark on the musical theatre, and
another woman, Agnes de Mille, had become Broadway's premier choreographer.
Rasch was brought to the United States because she was a beautiful young woman
and a gifted ballerina. It would have been easy for her to build a career as a featured
dancer in the popular stage extravaganzas of the time or stay in the world of opera and
legitimate dance concert work. Most of her fellow European artists drew a strong line
between art and entertainment, and disdained commercial theatre performers. Rasch
embraced her new country, however, with its eclectic dance styles and the many types of
audiences to be found there.
When she first arrived in America, and for a number of years following, making
money was probably her primary goal because her family back home in Austria was in
critical financial distress, but the combination of Rasch and American show business was
electric (Ries 96). She eageriy absorbed the dynamic rhythms of jazz, the quirky
posturing of eccentric dancing, and the spectacle of the precision chorus line. Touring on
the vaudeville circuit connected her to the pulse of the mass audience. Training her own
dancers and creating her own successful routines were the first steps in a dance that
would permanently aher the look of Broadway.
The Albertina Rasch Girls could be seen from Carnegie Hall to Cedar Rapids, and
from the Hollywood Bowl to Times Square. They performed in concerts, operettas,
revues, vaudeville, films, and musical comedies. While ballet was the foundation of her
work, she never limited herself to one style. She had a flair for adapting other forms of
dance, and was always open to new music and gestural movement patterns. Her
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outstanding body of work demonstrates this flexibility and growth as she aUered the look
of the chorus line and expanded the dance vocabulary for musical theatre.
Rasch also had a major hand in changing the American view of ballet. By
eliminating the gymnastic quality of toe dancing that Americans expected, and focusing
instead on the grace, flow, and sheer loveliness found in ballet, she created a new
acceptance for classical dance in the mass audience. This acceptance was further
enhanced by her clever incorporation of humor into her balletic work
Rasch also helped change the way people looked at dancers. By demanding both
technical and personal excellence from her students and everyone she worked with, she
raised the standard for Broadway dancers. Another major contribution was her casting
which focused strongly on ability and not just appearance. What was inside her dancers
was as important to Rasch as how high they could kick and how pretty they were. She
also insisted that dancers acquire a basic knowledge of music. Her own knowledge of
music far exceeded that of most of her colleagues. Her husband explained:
She did know how to conduct an orchestra. She'd had a lot of experience
with the maestros who directed music for her own dancing and for the
ballets she staged. She understood rhythm and pace, and conductors
seldom had the tempi and the cadences as she wanted them. She'd
correct, explain, indicate how it should be done. Once at a rehearsal, she
waved the conductor aside, took the baton, and swung the stick herself
with an authoritative beat, directing the ballet with clearness and
command. (Tiomkin 204)
"Clearness" and "command" - crucial qualities for a woman striving for success
in a man's worid. Albertina Rasch achieved success in a variety of fields at a time when
women in leadership positions were rare. Perhaps the diversity in both her choreography
and venues is partially responsible for "the neglect of her contributions to dance" (Ries
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130). When asked by a reporter to explain with whom he should compare her, Rasch
replied, "Will you please say that 1 am not the second Pavlova, or the third Genee, or the
fourth Karsavina, or the 57"' variety of anything else? I am simply Albertina Rasch, first
and last" ("Albertina" 6).
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CHAPTER III
HELEN TAMIRIS

Before Broadway
Helen Tamiris died in the summer of 1966. A few months later Waher Terry
wrote an article entitled "The Tamiris Spirit" in connection with the newly formed
National Dance Foundation.
The coming generation of American dancers will know Tamiris only as
history. Many today never saw her dance and knew her only as an
exceptionally beautiful woman with a dazzling smile, a roaring laugh,
inexhaustible energy and a fierce determination of Whitmanesque
proportions, "to see America dancing." (There 501)
Though better known for her substantial body of work in the world of modern
dance, Helen Tamiris reached out to America in a variety of ways, and choreographing
Broadway musicals was one of them. This second-generation American was a born
rebel, an "often controversial dancer-choreographer-leader" (Terry, There 500).
Ahhough little information is available on Albertina Rasch's childhood, Tamiris
left the beginnings of an autobiography in which she describes her difFicuh early years in
great detail. This text, which resembles a personal diary more than the initial writings of
a book, is found in Tamiris in Her Own Voice: Draft of an Autobiography, transcribed,
edited, and annotated by Daniel Nagrin, her husband and primary dance partner. Tamiris
never took the manuscript beyond a handwritten first draft that covered her life until
1928. Nagrin gave this description of the draft:
The entire document has an overall quality of being written at high speed.
She fell into a shorthand for all punctuation by using a small dash for
almost everything: commas, periods, question marks, exclamation points.
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colons, and semicolons. For some readers of this text it may give her
expression a hurried and breathless rhythm, which was not at all
characteristic of her speech - always easy, flowing, and forceful. I have
entered or changed punctuation only to preserve meaning and clarity.
Otherwise, the style of how she wrote this document is intact. (Nagrin 2)
Tamiris, whose real name was Helen Becker, was the daughter of Russian Jews.
Her father worked as a tailor in a sweatshop sixteen hours a day. Her mother died in
1905 when she was three, leaving a daughter and four sons. Tamiris never got along well
with the two stepmothers who followed, and she faced many other difficuhies as well.
(Nagrin 4)
I have frequently been asked about my childhood by people who were
anxious to know when and how I began to dance. Was it a happy
childhood? Most children subjected to a life in the streets of New York
have turned out badly, sickly, degenerate, sometimes criminal. No! I
don't think I'd recommend it as the best preparafion for a fiill and usefiil
life. Mine, however has been full, flill of activity—useful?—That I will
leave to others to say. No, it was not a happy childhood. (Nagrin 4)
Unhappiness came from hunger, lice, and an empty house. Happiness was found
with her group of neighborhood children. "I am the leader of my gang [. .] we play
Red-Rover, Cops and Robbers - hide in foul-smelling cellars - in the dark hallway of the
synagogue. We have gang fights" (Nagrin 5).
Her father wanted a different life for his only daughter and did all he could to give
her a better education than that available to her brothers. He also wanted to bring
refinement into her life and did so with piano lessons. The young Tamiris enjoyed
making music but had great difficuhy sitting still for practice. She wanted to dance,
wherever and whenever she could.
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On the day my teacher came, 1 would be overcome with a great sense of
guilt—my father was working so hard—it cost money to learn to play—
and I'd practice hard that day to make up for the lost week—but I would
have preferred to be down in the street. There was the Italian organ
grinder and his wife who wore a perpetual smile—Better to be dancing—
and following the old man and his wife from street to street throughout the
neighborhood, until I was worn out. The pennies wrapped in pieces of
paper would come flying out of the window on to the sidewalk. [. .] It
never occurred to me to claim any part of it for myself—for I must have
added considerably to the entertainment of the little audience that gathered
around the organ—The organ grinder and his wife came once a week and
once a week I danced before audiences. One day my brother Charles
spoke to my father "Why don't you take Helen off the streets'!' She dances
like a crazy one. Something should be done about it. (Nagrin 6-7)

Something was done. The eight-year-old, free-spirited redhead was sent to the
Henry Street Settlement to take her first dance classes. Her instructor was Irene
Lewisohn, whose teaching was based on the principles of Delsarte (Terry, Dance 130).
Tamiris was very happy in this studio, but even here, in the first few months of her dance
training, her assertive personality and preferences were obvious.
I liked best what I thought of as strong pieces of music, those with a
decided beat—and would lean against the wall to watch the others when
the music was dreamy and gentle. It was pleasant to listen and watch the
others dance to that music but 1 would fall in when my teacher clapped
hands and some strong chord or percussive sound came from the piano.
But I was not allowed to indulge myself for long, leaning against the wall
watching the others. I'd go through the motions of waving my arms in the
breeze like a butterfly or run in a soft patter patter across the room in a
diagonal, feeling guiUy—as though I was play-acting—being someone
else—But in all I was very happy and came to the settlement 3 times a
week [...]. (Nagrin 7)
Tamiris stayed there for two years until changes in her family circumstances
forced her to leave, but she continued her dace studies in high school, focusing on folk or
character dancing. Her energy, discipline, and talent as a performer did not extend into
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her schoolwork. She was a poor student and marveled that she managed even to pass her
examinations. "I like taking Spanish - but in all my other classes - most of my time was
spent reading some Russian novel by Dostoevsky - or poems by Swinburne - carefully
concealed under my desk - which was always chosen far back in the room" (Nagrin 8),
At the age of fifteen she took the next important step in her training by
auditioning for the Metropolitan Opera House. On arrival, she found herself surrounded
by giris dressed in [. .] stiff little tarlatan ballet skirts - pink silk tights and toe shoes
kept secure by pink silk ribbons tied round their ankles. I wore a red tunic with a cord
round my waist and no shoes or stockings" (Nagrin 10), Ballet terms were called out,
and the other young dancers easily followed instructions, but Helen had no idea what was
going on. Ahhough she lied about her age, she was honest about her dancing and "[. .]
explained that I did only interpretive and character dancing. I gave the name of a
tarantella to the pianist - and off I went round the room - my hair flying - doing my
peasant dance" (Nagrin 11). It was her own composition, created for a party in her high
school gymnasium, and h got her the job and three free ballet lessons every week.
I stayed at the Metropolitan for four seasons. The Italian method, which
was the basic technique, was a grueling one. Everything that was taught
me at the settlement had to be forgotten—about allowing the movement to
flow out from the chest thru the arms and legs—knees and feet forward—
to start each movement from the center—the seat of the heart and lungs—
and waist down—the spine held immoveable as tho [sic] a rod had been
tied to the vertebrae. When the arms moved—they did so only form the
shoulders—the neck was held stiffly [. .]. (Nagrin 10)
While Tamiris became proficient on pointe in this rigid style, she still preferred
dancing in the many operas that featured oriental or peasant dances and soft-toe ballet
shoes. Being a flying monkey in Mephistopheles or the leader of the corps de ballet in
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the "Bacchanale" in Samson andDelila suited her performing style more aptly than the
more subdued and balletic moves of most operas.
She could have pointe shoes on her feet, but she could never be one of the "girls."
She had a reputation among the ballet company for being "wild Becker - it's worth your
life dancing next to her. She never stays in line - she's either dancing on your toes or
hitting you in the stomach with her arms - she wants the place to herself (Nagrin 13).
Tamiris admits to having trouble dancing with a group, but there were other differences
as well. Instead of joining in with the backstage gossip, she preferred to read a book
between acts. She also fought back when the conditions for the dancers became
intolerable:
This particular day we had been called for 3 rehearsals—the first ending at
12—having started at 9 o'clock. In the morning we punched a clock and
were fined for lateness—a VA recess for lunch—Back at 12:45—a recess
for rest in the dressing room at 3:30—Back at 4 until 6:30—This period
had been difficult because we were beginning to get tired. Galli [Prima
Ballerina for the company] had shouted—"How you dance—girls—with
coconuts between your legs?" Before leaving the rehearsal room [. .] we
were notified that a rehearsal was scheduled for the evening at 8 [. .].
This routine had been going on for days—In the dressing room [. .] the
girls voiced their weariness—-their inability to concentrate on any more
work. When the maestro gets too tough the singers in the chorus know
how to handle him—that's because they have a union. The older girls—
spoke more openly—some had been there for 13 years—importations
from Italy, France—and England—The American girls and the 1^ or 2"''
year ones were timid—and just sat glumly and exhausted. I got up on my
dressing table one ballet slipper, frayed at the toe, in my hand and made a
little speech. The resuU was out of the 43 only 16 girls showed up at the
rehearsal that night. (Nagrin 11)
This act of revoh initially got her fired, but the director changed her mind and
only fined the renegade and denied her participation in class for three weeks. This first
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attempt to improve the lot of dancers was a success, and ultimately was responsible for a
quarter-page paragraph being inserted into the contract for dancers at the Met.
After her third season at the Met, Tamiris went on a South American tour with the
Bracale Opera Company. The most significant result of this experience had nothing to do
with dance; during this trip she found her new name in the first line of a poem about a
Persian Queen - "Thou art Tamiris, the ruthless queen who banishes all obstacles"
(Terry, There 501). When she returned, she was anxious for a change of employment,
but finances forced her to return for one last season whh the ballet, resigning in 1923
(Hanna 85).
Though necessity dictated her employment, she was free to study elsewhere, and
she quickly sought out the studio of Michael Fokine, having heard that the Russian Ballet
was considered more innovative and fluid than the Italian. Initially she was disappointed
in Fokine's professional class. Most of the exercises were no different from those of the
Italian school, but there were a few positive changes:
Instead of moving the arms from the shoulders—we lifted them high using
the waist and as they would travel from an upward position overhead out
to the side shoulder level and down we would bend deeply in the waist, as
far to the side as possible—And another innovation—in doing pirouettes,
whenever the head was used—instead of retaining a stiff neck and moving
head from side to side—the whole chest and shoulders would come into
play—allowing the head to roll way back and to the sides. (Nagrin 18)
Tamiris wanted very much to ask Fokine for some explanations about his methods
but learned quickly that he did not like answering questions. When another dancer made
a similar inquiry, he flew into a rage that concluded with the comment, "Just you do as I
say - What are you? I am Fokine" (Nagrin 18).
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Ahhough she was frustrated in his classes, he was responsible for her first
employment on Broadway. Fokine was hired to stage a dancing prologue for a play
about Casanova starring Katherine Cornell. After seeing Tamiris dance, the producer,
Gilbert Miller, asked her to audition for a speaking part, and she became the understudy
for the second lead. While she never had the chance to perform that role, she enjoyed the
rehearsals and the Broadway experience (Nagrin 18). "All during the run - which lasted
that winter - 1 continued studying at Fokine's - I no longer wanted to, but I found it
difficuh to drop out of the classes while employed by him. I was restless - I had learned
what there was to learn - this was not what I wanted - But what did I want? I didn't
really know—" (Nagrin 18).
She had seen Isadora Duncan perform and was both puzzled and intrigued enough
to try the Duncan School. Unlike the class at Fokine's where most of the students were
working professionals, the dancers at the Duncan studio had never performed on stage
and were mainly children. Here she had to work against everything she had been taught
in her ballet training, and while it resembled the work she had done at the Settlement, she
feh foolish matching her facial expression to a certain type of music.
After three months she had had enough of studying. "What more can I learn - in
schools? Each school develops its own type of dancer - 1 don't want to be a Duncan
dancer - or a ballet dancer. I want to be myself (Nagrin 20).
Tamiris decided to start creating her own dances. The first was called "Inca
Dance" and was inspired by a native festival she had seen on her South American tour.
The other, "Seaweed", was also inspired by the actual sea travel of that trip. She decided
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that "it doesn't much matter where I dance - even in a musical show - if I can do my own
dances" (Nagrin 20). A musical show is exactly where she ended up. She was
contracted to perform in a revue complete with director, set designer, and chorus, in an
elegant nightclub on the outskirts of Chicago. Joining her on the bill was another
unknown, singer Helen Morgan.
Tamiris had convinced a friend from the Met, Margaret, to audition with her, and
the producer, excited by these two attractive young dancers, asked, "Can you two girls
do a sister act - some dance together - Maybe a high-kicking routine - you two will look
good together - one blonde, the other dark - you are both the same size aren't you?"
(Nagrin 21). The answer was "yes," and the show was a success. Soon Tamiris and
Margarita (Margaret's new professional name) had their names up in lights, but
performing for an audience that was also eating and drinking forced the young
choreographer to adjust her work.
I found that I was making certain changes in the dances, so that they
would go over - What had been a gentle sound made by [
] niy toe and
heel which shook the tiny bells around my ankles in the "Inca Dance"—
became a stomping - heavy thud, thud - What had been danced in one
place - now moved from off [. .] stage - down the steps, right to the
middle of the floor - What had been performed in a circular pattern using
limited space - now took practically the fiill length of the rectangular
floor. The "Seaweed" which was soft and undulating, which originally
ended in an undulating movement on the floor - now ended in something
that resembled a storm - with the seaweed fish net violently waving in the
wind - I was wretched - unhappy - but I knew that those changes meant
that instead of being buried in a steak, some patron was forced to watch
me. (Nagrin 24)
Although the money was excellent and she was beginning to make a name for herself,
Tamiris did not extend her contract. When she and Margaret heard that Sam Harris was
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preparing to produce his fourth Music Box Revue, they rushed back to New York.
"Perhaps in a revue where there is no plot, but which is made up of individual scenes there might be a chance of doing one's own work without interference - and without the
necessity for making those changes related to clinking cutlery and people dining [. .]"
(Nagrin 24).
The two women feh that another good duo number, along with their solo dances,
would help their chances, so Tamiris choreographed a Spanish routine. Eariy in the
audition performance of this new piece, she noticed that Margaret was in the wrong
place. To remedy the situation, Tamiris took action: "[. .] in what I thought was a low
voice in Spanish so no one would understand - I said, 'Por dios - mas detras - mas
detras—' ('For God's sake - further back, further back')." They were quickly interrupted
by a voice from the house asking if they were Spanish. Tamiris merely nodded her head
"yes", and they were asked to sign a contract. The voice from the audience was that of
Irving Berlin, who would be composing the music for the revue (Nagrin 24).
Unfortunately, her high hopes for artistic freedom and the chance to perform her
own creations were not realized. While she did her own choreography, she was
prevented in many small ways from realizing her vision.
By this time I was thoroughly disillusioned with the idea that there was
any place in the commercial theatre where I could do my own dances in
the way I wanted to. I had tried the nightclubs and the revue. In the
revue, everything from the choice of the music to the tempo of the dance
was dependent upon the whole show. A dance was not something of and
for itself It was used either to build up a song or was used as a filler—inbetween humorous sketches—The dance was designed to astonish the
audience—one surprise movement after another, like placing one brightly
colored bead after another on a string with no relationship between
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them—Each step colorful or exciting but with no sense of the whole
(Nagrin 27)
The year 1925 found Tamiris in Paris, where she realized that the concert world
was the only place where she could have the artistic freedom she desired. She needed to
present a recital of her own work, a difficuh undertaking. Aside from the substantial
obstacle of cost, she faced the stigma of being a revue dancer, not an "artist."
After returning to America, the dream of that recital sustained her through two
revue tours that were performed in movie houses. During this time, Tamiris managed to
put aside half of her salary, but living expenses and studio rentals quickly used up her
savings, and she was forced to go on yet another tour as a speciahy dancer.
Louis Horst, a pianist, composer, and staunch supporter of Martha Graham,
admired her work and agreed to play for her. He was conflised by her all-consuming
desire to create American dances. While she was unable to communicate her desire
clearly to Horst, she was convinced that "if one could capture truthfully in movement,
what Whitman, Zola, Dostoevsky, Renoir - had caught in their works, then my dance
would have meaning not only when it was performed but could live on" (Nagrin 32).
This first concert was described by Tamiris as "an odd mixture of theatrical
dance, self-expressionism and the seeds that were to carry me on and flower in later
years" (Nagrin 32). This "odd mixture" included a piece, "Circus Sketches," that
incorporated actual bits and pieces of acts she had observed while watching a circus in
New York City. She performed a dance sans music entitled "The Queen Walks in the
Garden" and one entitled "1927" that was jazz movement choreographed to George

Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue." Elaborating on her inspiration for "1927" and
Gershwin's music, Tamiris said:
I wanted to do in dance what Gershwin had accomplished in his music—
he utilized jazz rhythms but built a beautiftil symphony of it. To the
classicists this was an outrage. They saw no connection between the
popular expression of jazz and good music. To me, the dancing I saw all
about me in Hariem, in the dance halls where boys and girls, men and
women, free from hours of work would dance and forget the tedium of
their lives. I wanted to utilize those rhythms and build a composition that
would capture that frenzy, that ebullience, that mad desire to enjoy
themselves that was everywhere. This was the way Americans danced.
(Nagrin 35)
The single night of performance was sold out, and three actual dance critics were
in the audience ready to pass judgment. Overall, their comments and the public's
reactions were favorable about many elements of the evening, but Tamiris felt that her
work had not been understood at all:
I had with great care avoided doing any movements that would display
virtuosity for hself—that was one of the basic reasons for doing these
dances. Only those movements necessary to convey the idea or inner
mood did I finally accept and incorporate into the dance. I would make
this point clear—clearer. That was real dance—no performance of tricks.
(Nagrin 37)
Dissatisfied as she was with portions of the notices for her first concert, she had to
admit that "The debut was eminently successful, as least as successful as any moderndance program could have been in those days" (Terry, Dance 132). As a result, she was
invited to perform in Salzburg, Berlin, and Paris, where audiences appreciated her
American mix of jazz and athleticism. They particularly embraced her studies based on
spirituals and had no problems, unlike the American audiences, with her pieces that
incorporated nude dancing (Terry, Dance 133).
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As she prepared for her second solo concert in New York, she wrote a manifesto
to be included with publicity mailings and placed in the program. In this document she
clearly defined her position on contemporary dance.
Manifest [sic]
Art is international, but the artist is a product of nationality and his
principal duty to himself is to express the spirit of his race. A new
civilization always creates new forms of art. We must not forget the age
we live in. There are no general rules Each work of art creates its own
code. The aim of the dance is not to narrate (anecdotes, stories, fables,
legends, etc.), by means of mimic tricks and other established
choreographic forms. Dancing is simply movement with a personal
concept of rhythm. Costumes and music are complements of the dance.
A dancer's creation should stand the test in the nude and the experience of
motion without music. Sincerity is based on simplicity. A sincere
approach to art is always done through simple forms. Authenticity tries to
convince with the exact reproduction of details: costumes, postures,
regional music and photographic make-up. A dancer must create his own
reality, independent of the reality we live in. Reality has no interest for
what it actually is but for what the artist sees in it. Toe dancing. Why
not dance on the palms of the hands? To give primary importance to
facial expression is just as bad as to give primary importance to the feet.
Both are elements of the ensemble, spokes of the same wheel—neither is
the center. It is false to create atmosphere or mood with exact
reproduction of costumes belonging to a period or contemporary with a
character. It makes one think of children who, to appear as men, paste
moustaches on their faces. The word, pattern, has become a standard term
for choreography, decorative poses and external attitudes. Pattern is really
what style is in any other art: an individual form of expressionism. The
dance today is plagued with exotic gestures, mannerisms and ideas
borrowed from literature, philosophy, sculpture, and painting. Will people
never rebel against artificialities, pseudo-romanticism and affected
sophistication? The dance of today must have a dynamic tempo and be
valid, precise, spontaneous, free, normal, natural and human. (Nagrin 51)
This passionate and critical document makes it easier to understand the wide
scope of her compositions, the obvious social commentary prevalent in many of her
works, and her feariess nonconformity. As Walter Terry noted, "The same tempestuous
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energy which flooded nonobjective dances with fire power and stormy beauty filled her
dances of social significance with indignation, conviction and anger. [. .]" (Dance 133).
In 1929, she took her personal convictions even ftirther by creating her first dance
group, and later in the year helping to form the Dance Repertory Theatre. Here Tamiris
was joined by Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, Agnes de Mille, and Charles Weidman.
The company survived for only two seasons, but Tamiris continued the work with her
own company as the director of the Dance Division of the Federal Theatre Project of the
Works Progress Administration. In this capacity she worked towards a number of
important goals. As described by the dance theorist Judith Lynne Hanna, "Tamiris was
not only socially oriented in her choreography and performance but was a tireless activist
in attempting to organize dancers for their common benefit, to improve their status"
(Hanna, Performer 86).
One of her most successful projects for the WPA was How Long Brethren, first
performed on 4 August 1937. Described as a "dance drama," the work featured dynamic
solos for Tamiris and a black choir to accompany the dancers. The composition garnered
a ten-week Broadway run at the Nora Bayes Theatre and a two-week return engagement
at the 49'^ Street Theatre at year's end (Lewis 75).
The passion, drive, creativity, and dedication that Tamiris gave to the Dance
Division during her three years of leadership had a positive impact on American dance.
Not only did her work help create and nourish an ever-expanding audience for dance, it
was the first time in our history that dance was financed by the government (Lewis 75).
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After the WPA folded, Tamiris continued to create her American dance. She
supported herself by teaching as she grew increasingly frustrated with the position of
modern dance in the theatre dance world. Reflecting on this time in 1955, she observed:
I think my whole career has been a history of breaking down the cultist
fence around artists. 1 never fell for the insidious and false nofion of art
for art's sake. I am a worker, an artisan, a craftsman 1 deplore cuh
thinking and the cuh fringe of our society. When I fijnctioned in the
concert field, I always tried to reach the average person. 1 hated the idea
of a small coterie of devotees. (Lewis 22)
This is the mindset that made her transition to the world of Broadway dance so
reasonable, and perhaps inevitable. Ahhough Tamiris had clearly aligned herself with the
world of modem dance, she had never been fully accepted into that circle. Her
glamorous appearance, her frequent forays into the commercial world of nightclubs and
revues, and the constant resistance she had met to creating her own dance technique,
combined with her strong political convictions, assertive attitude, and unsettling theories,
all placed her permanently on the fringe of the group she had helped to create. After
eighteen years of struggling to survive as a concert dancer, Tamiris shifted her focus to
the Great White Way.

Broadway and Beyond
The year 1944 officially marked the beginning of Tamiris' Broadway career
despite the fact that her first two projects, Marianne, a musical concerning occupied
France, and Stovepipe Hat, a biography of Abraham Lincoln, closed on their out-of-town
tryouts. While her choreographic efforts gained her positive notices, the work itself
drove her to the hospital suffering from severe nervous exhaustion. As she remembers.
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"1 ate well for a change but I wasn't geared to the mad tempo and temperament of
Broadway" (Lewis 68).
The year 1945 brought Tamiris her first resounding success as a musical comedy
choreographer. The show was Up in Central Park, and many felt her work was the finest
part of the production. The book was written by Herbert and Dorothy Fields and the
score was by Sigmund Romberg. Set in the 1870s, the musical is based on real events
and follows a New York Times reporter's efforts to uncover the illegal activities of
Tammany boss William Macy Tweed and friends who are stealing flinds intended for the
new Central Park. Historian Gerald Bordman wrote that both book and music were
"several steps removed from what their authors had once produced - steps down."
Although Oklahoma! had already opened the door for a new form of musical theatre, this
production clung to the shallow style of the past:

Though it called itself a "musical play," h was like so many "musical
plays" often and twenty years before, essentially an operetta, cleverly
minimizing the fact by emphasizing the voguish Americana of its setting,
its plot and its "Currier and Ives Ballet." The ballet, an exquisitely
wrought skating scene in Central Park choreographed by Helen Tamiris,
was the high point of the evening. (Bordman 545)
His comments are indicative of the general reaction to the show. There was
something special about Tamiris' work that sparked attention. Dance critic John Martin
had this to say of the skating number:
Its design is ahogether unconventional, free and skillful, and it is a very
winning composition indeed. Once of its greatest virtues is that it never
for a moment suggests that growing institution, the "grand ballet," which
is getting to be almost as much of a trial in the musical comedy world as it
has long been in the operatic. This is true of Miss Tamiris' work all
through the production; h fits admirably into the scheme of things, never
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putting itself forward but always adding to the spirit of the scene and
pointing up the immediate situation. It has an amused attitude toward the
period—the sizzling Seventies - but it neither ridicules it nor condescends
to Its quaintness. ft is consistently good-humored, vivacious, and
inventive, and always of the theatre. ("Bow" 4x)

The next year Tamiris choreographed the second revival of Show Boat, which had
a substantial run of 418 performances at the Ziegfeld Theatre Her next job, however,
would prove to be her greatest box office success. Annie Get Your Gun opened 16 May
1946 at the Imperial Theatre and ran for 1,147 performances (Green, Show 130). Theatre
critics spent so much time raving about Irving Berlin's score and Ethel Merman's
performance that little space was left for comments about the choreography. Dance critic
Walter Terry, however, took notice:
Still avoiding dream sequences and scene-length ballets, Helen Tamiris
has again brought worth-while and theatrically effective dance to
Broadway [. .]. By weaving the actors and their action, including
dialogue and song, into her dance episodes, she is able to forestall the cry
from the anti-ballet wing that musical comedy is becoming but an excuse
for more ballet, A case in point would be the big Indian dance number,
which is striking dance in its own right, yet dance which flows into the
plot and serves to spot Ethel Merman, the star, as well as the principal
dancers. ('"Annie" 4)
Continuing to discuss the prediction that musical comedy ballet would soon be passe, he
observed that her work demonstrates clearly that "ballet and modern concert dance are as
adaptable as the notes of the diatonic scale and that their entertainment possibilities have
hardly been touched, let alone exhausted" (""Annie " 4).
Tamiris was obviously successful at making the transition from concert dance to
Broadway dance. Here was a venue where the totality of her experience, from Italian
ballet to flashy nightclubs, could be put to use. In a Dance Magazine interview with the
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choreographer, Terry continued the search for an answer to his own question about the
future of dance on Broadway: "What is it going to be, hoofing or ballet?" According to
him, Tamiris forecast a drop in the amount of modern dance and ballet in musical shows.
She went on to describe a sense of jealousy and irritation from playwrights, stars, and
directors concerning the success ballet had found in the musical comedy world. He
wrote: "She strives, in her own contributions to the musical comedy, to make modest use
of dance and to be certain that her ballets are neither interludes nor alternatives to the
drama but part and parcel of the book itself (Terry, "Trends" 24),
Tamiris continued to work in this manner as her Broadway career progressed.
Unfortunately, her next two projects. Park Avenue in 1947, and Inside U.S.A. in 1948, did
not give her much opportunity to excel creatively. Park Avenue, with music by Arthur
Schwartz, lyrics by Ira Gershwin, and a book by Nunnally Johnson and George S.
Kaufman, seemed to have everything going for it. The original choreographer was
Eugene Loring, a ballet dancer perhaps best known for his ballet Billy the Kid. One of
the cast members was Dorothy Bird, an original Martha Graham dancer, who described
the situation in her autobiography. Bird's Eye View.
Loring was terribly fmstrated by the set design and lack of flexibility in the
writers. He privately told Bird, "They won't let me move any of that elegant furniture
and there is no room on the stage for the dancers." Shortly after this he gave his notice.
Composer Arthur Schwartz asked Bird to take over the job, and when she refused, he
asked for a recommendation. Bird suggested Tamiris who accepted but regretted the
decision later. One of the problems with Loring had been his dislike of "happy dances."
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Tamiris loved "happy dances" but, according to Bird, lacked the sophistication needed
for this script. Initially she seemed to be floundering, and Bird, who had been asked to
assist her, did her best to help, making suggestions to dancers using techniques she had
picked up from previous work with Balanchine. The ideas worked, but Tamiris got all
the credit. "Before long, Helen had the dancers jumping all over the furniture and falling
on the floor. No one attempted to stop her. No one could stop her" (Bird 200-201).
Even these "happy dances" could not salvage the production, which closed after 72
performances (Suskin, Opening 543).
The year 1948 proved more successfiil with the revue Inside U.S.A., again with
music by Arthur Schwartz, and with lyrics by Howard Dietz and sketches by Arnold
Auerbach, Moss Hart, and Arnold B. Horwitt. The show received rave reviews and a
substantial run of 399 performances.
Tamiris choreographed another revue the following year, and, although she
received a Tony Award for her work, the revue format was losing popularity with
audiences; Touch and Go lost money whh only 176 performances (Suskin, Opening 670).
The next project was another musical comedy entitled Great to be Alive, which
opened 23 March 1950. The story concerned a group of ghosts in a haunted mansion
Dancer Anne Hutchinson was cast in the chorus as one of the spirits and later wrote about
the experience. She had worked for Tamiris years before on a revue with the
"unfortunate title Opened by Mistake,'' and what had impressed her most was Tamiris'
desire to have her dancers contribute to the creative process.
She would describe her vision of h, and we would try out our movement
ideas, which would then be accepted or modified. She wanted each dancer
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to feel secure and comfortable in what he or she was doing. For Great to
be Alive such individual work was not feasible. Having found her to be a
warm-hearted, exuberant person, 1 looked forward to working with her
again. Tamiris had style, a natural flamboyance with her slit skirt, highheeled shoes, and mass of curly strawberry-blonde hair, a strand of which
she would curl around her finger when deep in thought. [. . .] Tamiris'
movement style for this show balanced a dramatic approach with a sense
of "romp." Her own style of modem dance was of no "school," but
stemmed from her natural affinity with the weight and with the use of
space as an element to be "invaded" by the body, usually with force and
power. (Guest 358-60)
Hutchinson also noted that there were many problems with the show: "The
subject matter and the songs of the show were not inspiring, but Tamiris grappled with it
as best she could" (360). Unfortunately, the problems were not surmounted in rehearsal,
and the production met with disfavor from both critics and audiences, and ran for only 53
performances. Walter Terry pointed out, however, that what positive comments could be
made about the show concerned the dancing:
Miss Tamiris has turned out more consistently distinguished choreography
for other musicals [. . .] but most of her dances or dance fragments for
"Great to be Alive" are buoyant and amusing and her superb integration of
dance action with acting, speech, song and stage pictorialism is constantly
maintained. ("Spirits")
December 1950 saw the opening of Bless You All, another revue that received
favorable reviews but made a poor box-office showing. Critic John McClain of the
Journal-American took special nofice of Tamiris' work: "I think the ballet "The Desert
Flame" as performed by Valerie Bettis and others, is one of the most exciting things I've
seen in the theatre since "Slaughter on Tenth Avenue" from which it both borrowed and
added so much" (Suskin, Opening 89).
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Tamiris' choreography was found in two Broadway productions in 1954,
beginning with By the Beautiful Sea, which opened 8 April at the Majestic Theatre. The
show had a rocky rehearsal period, with both the original director and choreographer
being replaced (Tamiris replaced Donald Saddler) (Suskin, Opening 89). Although
theatre critics focused all their poskive comments on the star, Shiriey Booth, John Martin
congratulated Tamiris for her contributions:
She is altogether direct, does nothing without motivation growing out of
the situation itself, and makes movements that belong to people. Though
she makes use of all sorts of good theatre techniques, she thinks like a
modern dancer, and keeps her choreography functional no matter how
light its texture or how showy hs surface. Certainly she can have no
illusions about the quality of "By the Beautiftil Sea" as a work of art, but
she never plays down to it for a moment; she accepts its standards for what
they are, but manages to keep her integrity - and the audience loves it.
("Beautiful" 6)
Following this was Fanny, the first musical produced by David Merrick.
Described as a musical drama, h had music and lyrics by Harold Rome. The book was
authored by S.N. Behrman and Joshua Logan, drawing from the French screenplays
Mariiis (1931), Fanny (1932), and Cesar (1936) by Marcel Pagnol. Fanny had an
impressive run of 888 performances, but the critical notices were not as supportive as the
theatre-going public. It received one rave, two favorable reviews, two mixed, and two
unfavorable (Suskin, Opening 206). Again Tamiris was called upon to revive a show,
this time from James Starbuck. As described by Gerald Bordman:
The new piece attempted to cover in one evening much the same ground
the three films had covered. With equal shortsightedness in the face of the
restricting limitations of a Broadway stage, it attempted to show a fullyrigged ship sailing the stage and offer elaborate undersea and circus
ballets. (591)
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Plain and Fancy in 1955, was a Tamiris project from the beginning, in both dance
and music. There was a major challenge in setting a musical in a worid where dance and
outspoken romance are forbidden, but the creators of the musical (composer Albert
Hague, lyricist Arnold B. Horwitt, and bookwriters Joseph Stein and Will Glickman)
seemed to have found a satisfactory solution. In his column "The Dance Worid," Walter
Terry was particularly pleased:
The proud simplicity of Amish elders, the tempered gaiety of Amish
youth, the unswerving piety and tough kindliness of the Pennsylvania folk
have been strikingly reproduced in the dances and non-dance actions
created by Helen Tamiris [. .]. In "How Do You Raise a Barn?" Miss
Tamiris departs from the mainly pictorial view of labor to give rhythmic
form to toil itself in a fast and amusing episode which brings to mind
(although it is in no sense imhative) the great barn-raising number in the
movie "Seven Brides for Seven Brothers." [. .] Plain or fancy. Miss
Tamiris' choreography was theatrically effective. But we have come to
expect the best always of this distinguished dance creator and she rarely
disappoints us. ("Highlight" 4)

John Martin began his review of the show by pointing out how Tamiris is "always being
called in to rectify other people's mistakes:"
It is one of the great virtues of "Plain and Fancy" that h treats the Amish
people affecfionately, without even an implication of criticism of their
faith and practices. But since movement is the most revealing medium of
inner states too deep for verbalization, it is only natural that in Miss
Tamiris' dance this tme sympathy is most eloquently objectified.
("Highlight" 5)

Later in the year, Tamiris was interviewed by Emory Lewis. Responding to a
query of her thoughts regarding the current state of modern dance, she said:
There is a deep hurt, a deep anger about modern dance. The modern field
grew up around a few specific individuals, but the audiences did not grow
in the way ballet audiences grew. The roots somehow were not planted
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deep enough. There is perhaps something in our way of life that does not
nourish modern concert dance, ft is not only an uphill creative problem,
there is nothing in society that helps you along, ft is complex.
I spent 18 years of beg, borrow, or steal. There was, and remains, no
way for a concert dancer to earn a bare minimum. One can exist only by
teaching, not by dancing. I taught constantly. To dance once a year to a
cult borders on dilettantism. To me the important thing is to work. To
exist on a bare minimum - and I really mean bare - is inhuman. There
comes a time when performance does not compensate for this. I did not
have to turn to Broadway. But I got tired of listening to myself How
long can you be a missionary whh nobody to listen.
Broadway is warm. There is a feeling of not being isolated, so vital to
any creative person. On Broadway, I am creating standards; I am a part of
the people. I don't use this as a solution to anything, nor do I say anyone
should follow me. Each finds his own path. But for me, there have been
great satisfactions - even though the great hurt remains. (22-23)

Tamiris went on to describe the differences between the worids of Broadway and
concert dance. "In the concert field one creates because of a deep necessity to say
something. If you don't have that, you don't belong in the field. The ideas inhiate with
you" (23). For an artist whh such a strong need to say something, Tamiris seemed to
have adapted successftilly to the role of team player/collaborator required by Broadway
musicals. She expressed great happiness in her work and the changing role of the
Broadway choreographer. "Today, choreography is much more secure [. .]. A decade
ago, it had no real place, and the choreographer was not considered an important
contributor to a musical's success" (70).
In the late fifties, Tamiris shifted her focus back to concert dance. With her
husband, Daniel Nagrin, she formed the Tamiris-Nagrin Dance Company. Her role was
artistic director, her husband was the star dancer, and both artists shared choreographic
responsibiUties. Terry, in his review of the company's first New York appearance in
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1960, commented on his sadness that Tamiris no longer danced and his joy that "The new
company's ensemble is not only excellently disciplined, but also loaded whh vhality"
(Terry, There 397).
Helen Tamiris was an important figure in the modern dance worid, but she also
had a major impact on Broadway. The same renegade and dynamic qualities that she
brought to the dance worid helped the evolution of the art form. Like many influenfial
directors in the theatre, she often enhanced her ideas by drawing inspiration from the
dancers she was guiding, incorporating their impulses into the choreographic mix.
Character motivation was cmcial to her work, as was intensive research before beginning
a project. "She adheres closely to the principle that each dance must find its source of
form and technique within the idea behind the dance" (Moulton 397).
Like Albertina Rasch, Tamiris wanted to create a style of dance unique to
America, but she went about it in a different way. She explored numerous techniques for
a dance style that could give form to her creative urges. Her husband dedicated his book.
The Six Questions, to her with these words: "She gave me and many others the liberating
insight that the art of dance and the art of acting were rivers waiting to be joined as one."
Building from her many teachers and eclectic personal performance experiences,
she brought to the musical theatre stage a unique freshness and honesty. She fought for
dancers' rights and social justice, and she strove to express the American spirh. Most
important, she never seemed to lose that joy that first inspired litfle Helen Becker to
dance in the street.
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CHAPTER IV
ONNA WHITE
Onna Whhe noted in a 1969 New Yorker "Talk of the Town" interview: "I was
never an ambhious person [. .]. Things have always happened to me" ("New Direction"
19). Unlike Rasch and Tamiris, who fought, pushed, and plotted in order to ftilfill their
artistic goals and dreams. White seemed to glide into her very successful Broadway
choreographic career, which included such box-office hits as The Music Man, Irma la
Douce, Mame, and Haifa Sixpence. Her Broadway acclaim led to ftirther success in the
film worid, where White achieved high praise for her work in Oliver, Bye Bye Birdie, and
77?^ Mi4sic Man. While Rasch and Tamiris dreamed of changing the American world of
dance, White simply fell into the musical theatre scene and stayed there because it was
fun. "What's the sense of doing h if you're not having flin" (Interview 178).
White came to dancing rather late for a professional performer. She was a sickly
child growing up in Powell River, Brhish Columbia, in the late 1920s. When the doctor
suggested exercise to ease her health problems, she started going to the local gymnasium.
Inhially all she did was simple gymnastics, but then someone new came to town. A
ballet teacher, Freida Marie Shaw, moved to Powell River, and the new opportunhies she
brought with her changed twelve-year-old Onna's life forever.
Twelve was very late to start dancing, but somehow everything was easy
for me. I seemed to be able to do anything. The stomach problems went
away. I had a natural feel for music and had been taking piano lessons
from the age of eight, and now I took theory, all with a wonderfiil piano
teacher, Paul Dougherty. I'm glad I had h all now. It comes in very
handy. ("New Direction" 19)
Whhe turned out to be such a natural dancer that whhin two years she was
working on pointe. By her fifteenth year the young ballet dancer was ready for greater
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challenges than Powell River could offer. Fortunately, Mrs. Shaw had a friend in San
Francisco who knew William Christensen, the ballet master of the San Francisco Ballet
Company. Whh a few phone calls, arrangements were made for Whhe to study in the
school for the summer, after which she was asked to join the company.
As all ballet dancers must, she began by working in the corps, but swiftly moved
into small roles. At first, "they started giving me young boys' parts because I could do
double aire tours [. .] but I finally graduated out of that into principal parts, and then
pretty soon I became a ballerina" (Interview 173).
Classical ballet became her life, although she constantly had to supplement her
meager dancer's salary whh outside jobs. After seven years whh the company she
realized that the joy she had previously found in dancing was no longer there.
I'd had enough. It was too rigid. It was always the same. All the
restriction. The arms had to be in a certain poshion. Third poshion. Fifth
poshion. Poshion One, Two, Three. I was stifled by h. So I went home,
and was asked to teach at the BC School of Dancing in Vancouver. I did
it for three months and quh. More rigidhy. Besides, I didn't, and don't like
teaching. ("New Direction" 20)
The flin was obviously gone, and the dancer whhout ambitions was unsure of her
next move. The thought of working in ehher theatre or musicals had never occurred to
her, ahhough she had grown up surrounded by music. Her mother, a teacher, played
piano, and her father was a barber by day and a violinist by night. Friends would often
come to the home to square-dance, but Broadway shows were never part of her life. The
only experience she had had whh the stage was the world of ballet, which no longer
satisfied her. Again, the intervention of a friend was responsible for Whhe's life taking
another major turn.
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A girl friend, Andrea Downing, kept writing from New York. She was a
dancer in Annie Get Your Gun. She arranged for me to audition for
Michael Kidd for Finian's Rainbow. In those days, I had long hair that I
could sh on. Andrea told me to wear my hair long. "Michael Kidd likes
long hair," she said. "And wear a red sweater so they'll see you." I
walked in and found a hundred and fifty girls there. I was petrified. But
Andrea was right. They kept asking for "the girl in the red sweater," ft
worked. I got the job. And I/oveJ that dancing. It wasT'ree I was the
happiest girl in the world. I had finally found complete freedom. ("New
Direction" 20)

Broadway and Beyond
Not only did she get the job, but the girl she replaced had been the dance captain.
Taking over her responsibiUties put her in close contact with Michael Kidd. He was
obviously impressed with this classically trained ballerina; when he was asked to mount a
production of Finian's Rainbow in London, he asked White to assist him (Interview).
During the next few years she continued to assist Kidd and dance in his shows.
She also got married and had two children. Guys and Dolls, which opened 24 November
1950, was her last assignment with Kidd and "I helped Michael quite a bh. He would do
a step and then say 'Now Onna, do it like a girl would do it'" (Interview 175). Besides
working as assistant choreographer, she also was a featured dancer in the show.
I was the Cuban dancer in the nightclub who caused the fight between Sky
Masterson and the girl. I danced in Guys and Dolls till the end of my
seventh month, and nobody even knew I was pregnant. And I had a
seven-pound-five-ounce baby. After a couple of months, the producers of
Guys and Dolls asked me to come back, so I went back, and got pregnant
again and left the show again at the beginning of my seventh month, and
this time I had a six-pound-seven-ounce baby. I never went back to Guys
and Dolls. I was taking care of my babies when the choreographer Herb
Ross asked me to work with him on the Milton Berle show on television,
and I thought I'd take a fling at h. But I didn't like it. So I went back to
dancing. Not with anything in mind except the fun of h. ft was always
fun. And hard work. But I never considered hard work a bore. And I
liked meeting new people, talented people. I don't like untalented people.
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I'm crazy about talented people. There's a magic about them. I just like
being with them. ("New Direction" 20)
In 1955, the New York City Center was mounting both Guys and Dolls and
Finian's Rainbow, and asked White to recreate Kidd's choreography. She agreed to take
the job. "I couldn't remember all the choreography for Finian's Rainbow, so I made it up,
and h turned out to be a lovely production" ("New Direction" 21). After this success she
was asked to choreograph Carmen Jones. "Now I was on my own. I had to make up my
own stuff. We had only ten days to do h in, and that turned out to be lovely, too. From
then on I was pretty busy" ("New Direction" 21).
She did a London revival of Fanny, a show originally choreographed by Tamiris,
and when she returned to New York another golden opportunhy was wahing for her. The
producers of The Music Man were searching for a choreographer. "Everybody turned it
dowTi. All the good ones. Everybody put in a good word for me, and I got the job. ft
was my first Broadway show" ("New Direction" 21). After reading the script, Whhe had
a meeting whh the director, Morton da Costa.
In this one ballet Meredith [Willson] had the fire engines coming into the
library and I thought oh, this is terrible. I hh upon this idea of the Music
Man coming in and slowly disrupting her and the library, very slow, very
slow. [. .] We're shting there and I've got to prove to Meredhh Willson
that my idea for the library was better than his. We're going through the
script and we get to the library scene and da Costa said "OK Onna, you're
on." So I gave my idea and Meredhh was sitting there with his mouth
open and Kermh Bloomgarten [the producer] said "Oh, I like that, do h
that way, Onna, do h that way." Anyway, h worked out fine. (Interview
175)
White had no interest in being a dance teacher, but when h was part of the
choreographic assignment, she apparently did h well. The star of The Music Man was
Robert Preston, an actor whh no background in song and dance. The role had been
turned down by all the current leading male musical performers, and the producers took a
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big chance on the relatively unknown Preston. White arranged to work privately with
him for three weeks before official rehearsals began, teaching him some of his routines
"So when we got into rehearsal I said to Robert, 'Show the kids what they do here,
Robert.' He gets up and he shows them and their mouths were hanging open" (Interview
176).
The Music Man was receiving rave notices before it arrived on Broadway on
19 December 1957. The choreography was noted for its substantial contribution to this
show, which was entirely wrhten by Meredhh Willson, who is identified by Steven
Suskin as "a minor music man of the airwaves who had been a flutist for John Philip
Sousa in the early 1920s" (Opening 463). A Dance Magazine reviewer, Leo Lerman,
said about White's contribution to the Philadelphia performance he viewed: "[

] she

has honestly realized the possibilhies, almost never beclouding with over-stylization,
working from within the dance forms of the period rather than from the outside cutely
looking in (Lerman, "Music" 17). He does point out what he considers to be her ovemse
of balletic lifts, but observes that all the major choreographers do the same thing.
The dance reviewer for the Herald Tribune, Waher Terry, was one of the few
crhics not cheering about the production, but he acknowledged White's achievement:
One of her most striking scenes—obviously a collaboration between the
choreographer and the director, Morton da Costa^—is the Marian the
Librarian. It is a delightful piece in which all sorts of characters make
their exits and their entrances (from the stacks and elsewhere) and in
which acting and dancing are skillfully fused. The quality of action is also
admirable, for it mirrors that on-tip-toe quietude associated with libraries
while at the same time reflecting the highly personal urgencies of various
individuals. ("New Musical" 2)
John Martin of the New York Times began his review of the show whh these
words: "In Onna Whhe, Broadway has acquired a new choreographer of top talent." He
echoed Lerman's mild criticism by commenting that "the only negative aspect here in
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evidence is an excessive fondness for cartwheels and acrobatic tricks where none is
required by the script, so to speak" ("Debutante" 16x). He continued:
She has a delightful wit of her own, her inventions are of the same loose
weave as the fabric of the work as a whole, there is a basic vhality about
what she does, and it is all unforced, unpretentious, and characterized by
an easy theatrical awareness, whh plenty of experience behind it.
[. .] "Marian the Librarian" is a masterpiece of hs kind, lunatic,
ingenious, buih from scratch to a climax of something very like
pandemonium, and wonderfully productive of a pervasive mental
atmosphere. In simpler days, when we took these things more solemnly
we might even have considered h psychological ballet, though in all
conscience it is nehher Freudian nor portentous, but only hilariously
expressive. [. .] There is another stunning number in the first act in
which we are allowed to visualize the great brass-band parade that the
music man seems to be promising the communhy. Here Miss White's use
of individual figures, their entrances and their timing and their dynamics
serving as punctuation of the moving mass, is extraordinarily intuitive and
completely successful. ("Debutante" 16x)
He concluded by pointing out the exceptional blending of elements in the show
resuhing in "a consistent pattern from beginning to end and achieving a formal unity that
can only be called composhion. And rare indeed h is in the musical theatre"
("Debutante" 16x)
The Music Man was a huge success, receiving nothing but positive reviews and
numerous awards including the Tony for Best Musical of the 1957-1958 season.
Although Whhe's choreography was acclaimed in all the notices, the Tony for Best
Choreography went to Jerome Robbins for West Side Story. This began a pattern for
Whhe that she was never able to break. She received numerous Tony nominations
throughout her career, but never won the prize.
Her next production was Whoop-Up which opened 22 December 1958. The show
garnered numerous unfavorable reviews, which all expressed the same complaints as
these voiced by Atkinson in the Times:
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V^hoop-Up is set on an Indian reservation in northern Montana (which
looks a little like Broadway) and shows a parcel of white folks and Indians
quarreling to music by Moose Charlap. Since it is nehher funny [n]or
romantic, Mr. Feuer, in his capacity as director, has stepped up the decibel
count by way of compensation to the customers. The overture shakes the
roof The singing rattles the windows.
[. .] Jo Mielziner, a scene designer of terrifying eminence, has filled
the stage with mobile Montana scenery, and Onna White has
choreographed some flirious Indian dancing. But h seemed to one
observer last evening that Whoop-Up really has its heart in the silent
movies, when the piano player used to bang out the war dance. The
Indians are really only extras—Fort Lee, Hollywood, or Broadway as the
case may be. Heap hokum at top speed. (Suskin, Opening 708)
It seems obvious that this show did not offer Whhe the qualhy material she had to
work with in The Music Man. Whoop-Up apparently displayed many of the
characteristics that give musicals a bad name: weak and contrived plots, two-dimensional
characters with inconsequential conflicts, and less-than-inspired wrhing which the
production team tries vainly to hide behind an outpouring of frenetic energy. Dance
reviewer Leo Lerman found the show "so blatantly old-fashioned, so basically untalented
and so relentlessly vulgar "that he recommended seeing it as a curiosity He, however,
praised Whhe's choreography.
Miss Whhe's effort shines like a genuine gem in a pushcart full of the
most tawdry costume jewelry. Again, as in The Music Man, she
demonstrates (when given even a tiny chance) that she is the most
original and gifted choreographer to appear on the Broadway scene
since—well, since Herbert Ross. In Whoop-Up she works in folk and
social dance forms, managing to synthesize them into cohesive dance
numbers, numbers of brilliant design and movement. She is also a
satirist—never obvious in her lampooning. She quietly utilizes dance
movement hself to make her point. There is a wonderfial Rock and Roll
dance number in Whoop-Up, in which Miss White presents a sort of
lexicon of Rock and Roll steps, permitting these steps to kid themselves.
It involves dismembering an automobile, and as each group or individual
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appears, bearing some part of the auto, he or they work in strict Rock
and Roll rhythm, executing the dance patterns which have become so
familiar these last years. But Miss Whhe has taken these basic R«&R
patterns and built out of them a most vigorous comment on Rock and
Roll dance. (" Whoop-Up" \S)
In his book about Broadway flops. Not Since Carrie, Ken Mandelbaum states:
Whoop-Up faced competition from My Fair Lady, West Side Storv, The
Music Man, Bells Are Ringing Flower Drum Song and Jamaica when it
arrived on Broadway, and the critics, with two exceptions, were negative,
all emphasizing the noise of the show while praising Onna White's
choreography [. . .]. (47)
As soon as hs advance bookings ended, so did hs mn, closing after only fifty-six
performances.
The year 1959 proved to be more successful in terms of notices. White's project
for this year was another nostalgic look at America through rose-colored glasses. Take
Me Along, a musical version of Eugene O'Neill's only comedy. Ah Wilderness!.
Produced by David Merrick, the show had music and lyrics by Bob Merrill with a book
by Joseph Stein and Robert Russell. Atkinson did not like the first act. "The music
blares, the dancers prance, and Broadway goes through its regular routine - substituting
energy for gaiety" (^"Take Me Along" 22). He did enjoy the second act, though. John
Chapman from the Daily News had this to say about the dream ballet in Act II: "Staged
by Onna White, danced by a fine company and costumed in Aubrey Beardsley style by
Miles White, this is the best and most imaginative music-show ballet I can recall" (""Take
Me Along" 244). Unfortunately, there appeared to be nothing innovative in Take Me
Along, nothing that seemed to compare artistically whh The Music Man, nothing to
inspire White to move beyond what she could already do well.
Something new was appearing in musical theatre and attracting considerable
notice. The preceding season, 1958-59, had given Broadway Redhead, the first show
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both directed and choreographed by Bob Fosse, and another hit, Gypsy, by directorchoreographer Jerome Robbins, who had already garnered artistic raves for his
production of West Side Story. The potential impact of the choreographer was subtly
changing. Atkinson's review of Redhead actually stated that "Perhaps in the future all
musical comedies should be written by choreographers" (Suskin, Opening 570). The
biggest hit of the 1959-1960 season was a step backwards as far as choreography and the
development of the musical were concerned. Whether it was viewed as "A coyly oldfashioned operetta or a warm, lovely musical [. . .]" (Suskin, Opening 639), The Sound of
Music owed none of its success to dance, ft had Richard Rodgers, Oscar Hammerstein II,
and Mary Martin, all in top form and overflowing with warmth and charm.
The beginning of the new decade was also the end of an era. On 23 August 1960,
Oscar Hammerstein II died. This brilliant writer-lyricist had helped to give birth to the
golden age of musical theatre with a career that went back to 1924. As Gerald Bordman
has noted: "His death, coming in a second season of good but uninspired musicals,
underscored the waning of the renaissance he had so strongly influenced" (617).
Certain musical theatre artists were beginning to push the boundaries created by
Rodgers and Hammerstein. The age of the powerful super-director with his concept
musical, and the director/choreographer was still in the distance, but shows like West Side
Story and Gypsy proved that there was an audience open to real drama and stories dealing
with serious issues that did not have a happy ending.
The sixties were also filled with numerous productions that made little to no effort
to change the status quo. White choreographed Let It Ride! and I Had a Ball, two
examples of the worst of this genre. While both shows did manage to open on Broadway,
they had weak mns and did nothing to expand White's career creatively. Let It Ride! was
a vehicle for television's George Gobel based on Three Men on a Horse (a 1935 farce by
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John Cecil Holm and George Abbott), which opened 12 October 1961 at the Eugene
O'Neill Theatre and ran for only 68 performances (Suskin, Opening 383). I Had a Ball
also boasted a comic star. Buddy Hackett, and after opening 15 December 1964 at the
Martin Beck Theatre managed a run of 199 performances (Suskin, Opening 331).
The first half of the decade gave White one substantial success in the British
import Irma la Douce. She collaborated with director Peter Brook on this French musical
comedy about a charming, witty, impish Parisian streetwalker. The critics were
unanimously poshive about the show, praising all of hs elements, especially hs star,
Elizabeth Seal. Irma la Douce had a money-making run of 524 performances at the
Plymouth Theatre after opening on 29 September 1960. No particular notice was
afforded White for this production.
Her next success was another musical that started across the Atlantic. Haifa
Sixpence came to Broadway after a substantial mn of two years in London. The new
American production received primarily poshive reviews, whh many commenting on the
power of the dancing. Norman Nadel of the World-Telegraph & Sun, who had first
viewed the show in London when it opened, said:
Its beat is bouncy, hs mood is merry, and its songs are readily and
agreeably singable. What lifts Haifa Sixpence above hs original self are
the dances and musical production numbers designed and directed by
Onna Whhe. White has reproduced in dance the sprightly sentiment, the
youthful ebullience and the tum-of-the-century manners that motivate the
songs and the dialogue. Several times in the evening, these numbers move
far, far ahead of the show as a whole, which is perfectly all right whh the
audience. (Suskin, More 393)
Howard Taubman of the Times was not a fan of the show, finding h overiy
sentimental, but commented that"[. .] the musical numbers compensate in some
measure for the stickiness of the book. Onna White, the choreographer, has devised a

series of dances that give the musical its principal excuse for being" (Suskin, Opening
394). The dances also gave her another Tony award nomination, but Jerome Robbins's
Fiddler on the Roof was also nominated. How could a show that was primarily
sentimental fluff compete with Fiddler's moving story, Robbins's innovative and
integrated staging, and Zero Mostel's Tevye? Again White lost out to Robbins.
White was already working on another project and was able to help out the
producers when they needed to replace their director. When asked, she suggested Gene
Saks (the director of Half a Sixpence), who brought with him his actress/wife Beatrice
Arthur. The show was Mame and it opened at the Winter Garden on 24 May 1966.
While many critics were tepid in their praise, it was a substantial hit at the box office
(Suskin, More 580). Without question the audiences and many critics agreed that h was
splendid to look at and delightful to listen to. But while the character, Mame, celebrated
the excitement of life when you "Open a New Window", the show itself was content to
settle for the tried and tme. Martin Gottfried, writing for Women's Wear Daily, noted,
"Mame is a camp Dolly! —a slick and shameless copy, song-for-song, dance-for-dance of
Jerry Herman's earlier success, moved up from tum-of-the-century to inverted thirties
taste" (Suskin, More 575). Norman Nadel of the World Journal, addressed White's
contributions:
I like the dancing which choreographer Orma White has provided because
there is a substantial amount of it (as opposed to the sketchy bits in some
of the season's musicals), because it is always swift and vigorous, and
because her dancers invariably look happy and seem to soar a few inches
higher than in any other show. Like the music, however, it is a reworking
of familiar elements and, as such, not exciting in a creative sense. (Suskin,
More 579)
While discussing Mame in a phone interview, White emphatically stated, "I like
the people to have fun doing it because I have fun doing it! You can tell by looking at
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my numbers that everyone is having ftin." When asked how this was accomplished, she
simply said, "The way I talk to them, the way I show them [. .] I'm very kind to them,
and thoughtfijl too. But I also make jokes" (Interview 179).
Straightforward, simple, ftin - these words ably describe the woman, her work,
and in many ways, the shows she was hired to choreograph. The majority of her
productions were tmly musical comedies, following the established tradhions of the form.
While she seemed satisfied to stay with the status quo, others, like Jerome Robbins and
Bob Fosse, were making movement a constant and intrinsic element of their musicals.
Though vastly different in their styles, both men created new forms of Broadway dance.
In a Dance Magazine article Roger Copeland explains:
[, .] it was Robbins who conceived the totalhy of West Side Story as
one living breathing organism, expanding and contracfing into an
endless variety of visual patterns. Everyone else's contribution
amounted to mere "content', squeezed and stretched into new shapes by
Robbins' all-encasing visual form.
[. .] Fosse, who worked with Robbins on Bells Are Ringing as well as
on Pajama Game, is probably the person most responsible for the sleek,
sexy, uhra-professional, razzle-dazzle look which has become virtually
synonymous whh the words Broadway Musical in the 1950's and early
'60s. (Copeland 36-7)
To be fair. White's choreographic assignments did not offer the elements of
pathos and tragedy found in West Side Story and Fiddler on the Roof, or the emotional
angst and breakdowns of Gypsy. Nor was there the opportunhy for the intense sexualhy
and glitz found in Fosse shows like Redhead or Sweet Charity. We will never know what
she might have accomplished if given the opportunity to work on a theatre piece that
demanded risks and innovations as well as greater emotional intensity. Unlike Fosse,
Robbins, and the director/choreographers to come, such as Michael Bennett and Tommy
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Tune, hers was not such a temperament, and her ambitions did not include getting
involved at the conceptual stage of a new musical
After Mame, White worked on a very troubled new musical, Illyu Darling, based
on the successful film Never on Sunday Jules Dassin, who directed and starred in the
film along whh his wife, Melina Mercouri, did his best to transform h into a musical. He
both directed and wrote the book; Mercouri recreated her role as the big-hearted
prostitute and the film's composer, Manos Hadjidakis, did the music with lyrics by Joe
Darion. Artistic/personality conflicts plagued producer Kermh Bloomgarten, and the
finished product left most critics and audience members longing for the film. Waher
Kerr of the Times described the 1967 show as a collection of publichy stills - great
images of Melina Mercouri, but nothing else:
Choreographer Onna Whhe, who can dance an idea as economically and
precisely as anyone about, is given no ideas. She fills as best she can, with
a virile male choms linking arms and stomping out scissors-steps vigorous
enough to bring the tavern down—if you care about the tavern, which isn't
housing much plot at the moment. Illya Darling, inadvertenfly and
unluckily, makes movies seem better than ever. (Suskin, More 474-5)
Whhe had the distinction of being the first woman to both direct and choreograph
since Agnes de Mille. The show was Gantry, based on the novel Elmer Gantry by
Sinclair Lewis. One could see why the production team thought they had a powerfial
vehicle. Something went wrong, however. As described by reviewer Martin Gottfried:
Beginning whh a good story that had essential ties with musical ideas
(revivalism) and theatre appearances (the revival tent)—and a main
character who was a performer himself (a revivalist) working in a
theatrical shuation (revival meetings)—neither the director-choreographer
nor her associates knew what to do with it. There was no basic conception
of how to musicalize this story, not even the simple decision of when to
put a song into a scene or what kind of song to put there, ft is frightened
musical-making and the show trembles so much that had the audience but
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clapped its hands (which it had few reasons to do), I'm sure Gantry would
have fled. (Suskin, More 318-19)
There was actually one favorable notice for the show, and another mixed review
from Clive Barnes of the Times. He began his comments by praising the charisma of the
two stars, Robert Shaw and Rita Moreno, but went on to call the musical a "travesty of
Sinclair Lewis' novel." He continued:
The good things in Gantry are exching. Miss White treats a musical as a
total movement style. Here she is recreating the concept of the hell-fire
revival meeting, and her entire production moves towards that end. At
times it is almost a wonder that the audience applauds rather than shouts
out "Hallelujah!" Her timing is superb—Whhe loves pauses and
reactions. She also sees dance and movement as an integral part of her
creation. What was done was well done. (Suskin, More 316-18)
Before the show opened Whhe was exched and positive about the production and
her double responsibilhies:
It's a hell of a load, but I think h's well-organized. Also we have a
wonderfial family here. Everything is so agreeable. I could smell that
when they asked me to do h. It's a first Broadway show for so many of us.
A first for Fred Tobias, who did the lyrics, and Stanley Lebowsky, the
composer. A first for the author, Peter Bellwood. A first musical for the
star, Robert Shaw. And a first for the director, me. I know that h's now
we've got to get things right. Get the show on hs feet before we go out of
town. If you hedge around, you never really know what you've got until
h's too late. I am always conscious of the commercial side. I sh myself in
the audience paying fifteen dollars for my seat and wanting to be
entertained. There's a lot of psychology needed to direct musicals. You
have to know when to compliment the actors. They need a lot of care.
And love. Loving care. And patience. One thing I have is great patience.
That's rather deliberate, in a way, because I know h gets you more in the
long mn. I'm a little shy of people at first. But I overcome h very quickly.
Some people think when they meet me that I'm so cold. But that's only
my fright of people. Not that I'm easily scared, I suppose I a/w carefial.
There are times I wish I weren't careflil. ("New Direction" 21-22)

Unfortunately, love, patience, and fun are not enough to insure success on
Broadway. The producers, Joseph Cates and Jerry Schlossberg, could not afford to take
the show out of town for previews, so the novice creative team had no chance to rework
the show. White's skill and experience as a choreographer was not enough to compensate
for the show's weak book, music, and lyrics (Suskin, More 320). Her one attempt as a
Broadway director became her greatest Broadway flop. Gantry opened and closed on
14 Febmary 1970.
Some of the very qualhies that made her such a fine collaborator and highly
skilled choreographer made it difficult for her to expand beyond the limhs of the familiar
and formulaic in musical theatre. Her obvious lack of driving ambition made the role of
choreographer comfortable for her. Performer, choreographer, and director Tommy Tune
explained his motivation to move beyond choreography: "It's very hard for a
choreographer to work for a director. I guess that was part of my motivation to become a
director. It meant one less pressure, one less person to collaborate with" (Rosenberg
171). White never seemed troubled by her collaborative position as a choreographer.
In the sixties, seventies, and eighties, lyricists like Charnin, producers like
Prince, actors like Price, composers like Schwartz, book writers like
Laurents, choreographers like Robbins and Fosse—all moved to control
the vision of the musical play through all hs creative and technical
elements by becoming directors. As such, they reached the locus of power
and authority over all the techne. (Rosenberg 169)
That desire for power and control, a driving motivation for many directors, was not an
important element of Whhe's personalhy.
Whhe certainly was not striving to improve the visibility of women working in
the theatre. When I asked if she thought things were tougher for her because she was a
woman, her response was, "Well now, here we go

I got along with the women

beautifully. It was some of the men who gave me trouble." I wahed for an example, but
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none was forthcoming. White had no desire to tell tales about any troubles she may have
experienced. When I suggested that she was a pioneer in the field of musical theatre
choreography, she paused for a moment and responded, "I never thought of h, but that's
probably what it was." When pressed ftirther about her awareness of the growth of
feminism and hs effect, if any, on her career, she immediately said, "ft didn't really
matter. I had a couple of problems with a couple of fellows in different shows which I
shall not mention" (Interview 178).
It was equally difficult to gain insight into her choreographic process:
I do a lot of preparing. Most of it I work out first and if h doesn't work I
change it during rehearsal when I'm working. But most everything I've
been lucky whh. I'm very musical, you see, and that helps a lot, coming
from a musical family. And the Christensen ballet company was a
wonderfial experience, so I had h all, I didn't have to search too hard,
(Interview 177)
When asked to describe the greatest obstacles she had overcome in her career.
White was unable to think of any, but she did have a response to the question about the
greatest rewards she had experienced. After agreeing with the suggestion that perhaps it
was the sense of ftin she so frequently mentioned, she went on:
I have an interesting fact, I've been nominated about eight times for
Tonys and never won. Do you know why? Because the choreographers
who won, who beat me all the time were the director/choreographers like
Michael Kidd, Jerry Robbins, Bob Fosse. They're all wonderful you
know, but they outdid me. But I always got nominated. So when I got my
Oscar I stood up there on the stage and I said, "I've been nominated so
many times for the Tony, never won, but I think this will take care of
that." (Interview 180)
This special Oscar in 1969 honored Whhe for her cumulative choreographic
achievements in film musicals and was"[. . .] the third time in the entire history of the
Academy that an Oscar was given for dance" (Harrhon 26). The Best Picture award for
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that same year went to the musical Oliver!, which White had also choreographed. Her
work was highly visible on Broadway, as well, whh 7776, a musical about the creation of
our Declaration of Independence. The show provided little opportunhy for a
choreographer to shine, but the production received the New York Drama Critics' Circle
Award and the Tony Award for Best Musical. (Harriton 26)
This was the peak of her career. There were more Broadway productions in her
future: 70 Girls 70 in 1970, Gigi in 1973, Goodtime Charley in 1975,1 Love My Wife in
1977, and Working in 1978. Of these, only I Love My Wife was a success, and none of
the shows were noted for the choreography. Though her career considerably slowed after
these shows, she continued to work occasionally in various smaller venues. At the time
of our phone interview she still had some projects "in the works," but they did not include
Broadway
The concept musical and directors like Hal Prince, Gower Champion, Bob Fosse,
and Michael Bennett were taking over Broadway. There was an obvious shift away from
escapism and toward an emphasis on social problems and individual ambivalence. Onna
Whhe had no time or interest in the introspection necessary for that type of work. She
was not a thinker; she was a doer. She answered a number of my questions whh
variations of "I never thought about it" For her, h was the work itself that was
important, and she could not be bothered with the whys and wherefores. A 1969 Dance
Magazine interviewer summed her up as "Direct, outspoken, practical, and disciplined,
she knows where she is going and how to get there" (Harriton, 26). Ahhough her path to
Broadway was created by friends and chance circumstance, she firmly took her place
once she got there. "When I walk into a production meeting they may not always be glad
I'm a woman - behind the scenes is generally a man's world - but I do get along"
(Harrhon 26).
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Get along she did. Onna White was one of the most prolific and respected
choreographers of her time. Of the magnitude of her accomplishments, however, she
perhaps "never thought about that."
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CHAPTER V
PATRICIA BIRCH

Before Broadway
"My older sister went to the local dancing school and so my parents decided it
would be a good thing for me, too, so I tailed along and had 'ballet, acrobatic, and
interpretive.' I loved it - h immediately became my great passion." This was Pat Birch's
answer to the question, "What started you dancing?" (Interview 184), Once she started
she never stopped, and she spent seventeen years as a professional dancer before shifting
her focus to choreography whh the off-Broadway production of You're a Good Man,
Charlie Brown. She found great success in her new career as a Broadway choreographer
with such shows as Grease, A Little Night Music, and Candide, but her training and
almost all of her work as a performer involved concert dance and not musical theatre.
Those early dance classes took place in Mount Vernon, New York (Goodman 43).
My parents had tickets to all the right concerts and I did a lot of museum
schlepping. I remember hanging on a lot. But then I got sent to a camp in
Colorado where Merce Cunningham was teaching. I attack a move faster
than anybody in town. That's Merce, He also taught me a kind of
simplichy. When I was just a teenager, he said "dancing's only alive when
you're doing h," I love doing shows more than having done them. That's
Merce, too. (Winer M3)
From the age often. Birch studied regularly at both the School of American Ballet
and the Martha Graham School (Grody 118). Her eariy love of ballet and ballerinas
battled whh her mounting fascination whh Graham's dance drama. Ultimately she
focused her greatest attention on Martha Graham while continuing to study ballet in order
to increase and maintain her performing technique (Goodman 43).
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Graham had a profound effect on both the dancer and the fliture choreographer.
Birch recalls a childhood class in which Graham said to her:
"You've never danced better and it means a hundred percent absolutely
nothing." She wanted to make sure that you understood the purpose that
you had when on the stage. The stage, to her, was really a sacred place,
and we were taught this. You take one step out on it and the space
changes and h's your responsibility to communicate something. Not
necessarily acting, but some kind of thing that will change the air, the
space, the dynamic of your worid. (Interview 186)
This message became a guiding force behind everything Birch would undertake as a
choreographer.
In 1950, Birch joined the Graham Company, where she experienced the rigors of
touring coast to coast as well as abroad. In the heyday of her dance career. Birch looked
back on this period in a 1961 Dance Magazine feature called "Brief Biographies: a
monthly series about dancers you should know" "She had two minor roles to perform,
and plenty of costumes to iron. These were formative days, and Pat is ever grateftil for
this opportunhy to have learned performing (and hs allied problems) from the-bottom up
under the astute guidance of Miss Graham" (Goodman 43).
When not touring, Birch took on added responsibiUties at the Graham school,
working as an assistant to Graham in teaching and demonstrations. By 1954, her
teaching schedule also included classes at Juilliard.
Anxious to keep performing, she found other dance opportunities when the
Graham Company was between engagements. She appeared as a troll in Peer Gynt for
the ANTA Repertory Company, worked in a City Center opera season, and, after being
spotted during a television rehearsal by Agnes de Mille, found herself doing musical
theatre. Chy Center was remounting three de Mille shows and wanted Birch in all of
them. First was Brigadoon in January 1957, then Carousel in September, and finally.
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Oklahoma! in March 1958 (Goodman 43). These off-Broadway productions started to
pull Birch in a new direction.
When de Mille returned to Broadway with the new musical Goldilocks, by Jean
and Walter Kerr, she created a specialty dance sequence around Birch. The successful
concert dancer was also making the grade in the worid of commercial dance.
Unfortunately, Goldilocks managed a mediocre mn of only 161 performances (Suskin,
Opening 269).
The next two years found her performing in both arenas, and in 1960 she finally
made a more auspicious appearance on Broadway when the national touring company of
West Side Story retumed to the Great White Way.
That pert, alert talent with dark, beaming eyes and black, short-cropped
hair recently seen on Broadway as Anybodys in West Side Story was
Patricia Birch. Her appearance was notable, and presages an important
future in a dance area quite different from the one in which she had her
training. (Goodman 43)
The Dance Magazine writer had made an accurate prediction. Even though she
had no background in either jazz or tap (like Rasch, Tamiris, and White), Birch found a
perfect fit in the world of musical theatre. It is interesting to note that the only Broadway
choreographers she had worked with were Agnes de Mille and Jerome Robbins, both
ballet choreographers who had transformed musical theatre dance in profoundly positive
ways. "Those were the only two that I knew, and I was lucky to work with such masters"
(Interview 186). When you add to that the genius of Martha Graham and her emotional
dance drama, Birch's future emphasis on organic movement that cannot be removed from
the action of the entire work seems unavoidable.
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Broadway and Beyond
According to Birch, her actual transition from performer to choreographer was
reasonably simple.
When 1 was in high school 1 went to a summer stock company and staged
a few things. I liked h, but 1 hated the image of choreographers yelling
from the back of the theatre, and I met a few like that along the way. Then
Arthur Whitelaw asked me to do the musical staging on Charlie Brown,
and that was sort of the beginning. I said yes, if I could understudy Lucy.
Deal made. One day I was standing backstage and I enjoyed the applause
Linus got for his blanket dance that I had staged, more than my notoverwhelming applause for Lucy. I could barely sing it. I thought, okay,
maybe you like doing the staging. Maybe it isn't so bad. Then came The
Me Nobody Knows, a show that meant a lot to me and of course was
successful, which was followed by Grease. Since then there hasn't been
anything to reconsider. How about that! (Grody 124-5)
The Me Nobody Knows opened off-Broadway at the Orpheum Theatre on 18 May
1970. The show was "A liberal cry from the ghetto compiled from the poetry and prose
of underprivileged schoolchildren [. .]" (Suskin, More 601). Essentially a revue, the
project was started by Herb Schapiro who, whh director Robert Livingston, adapted a
1969 book of the same thle edhed by Stephen M. Joseph. The rest of the creative team
was composer Gary William Friedman, lyricist Will Holt, and choreographer Patricia
Birch. She was asked to take on this job the very day she was fired as choreographer for
Minnie's Boys. A new director (Stanley Prager replacing Lawrence Kornfeld) had been
brought in (Suskin, More 608), "a very good director, but we began to be a little like oil
and water, ft was probably a little too eariy and too big for me" (Lyall 16). She went on:
That play really touched me because I thought h was a terribly important
show for the ghetto kids. It was a cry I feh should be heard. It had a cast
of 12, four of them were children and the rest ran from 16 years to 20-odd.
They weren't all professionals but they all had some kind of performing
experience. The show was up for a Tony. As a matter of fact I was the
only one that was not up for a Tony in the show. But I understood why.
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My work was hidden in a ftinny way. The show was absolutely
choreographed whhin an inch of its life but you couldn't tell because the
kids were so spontaneous. (Lyall 20)
The production also touched Clive Barnes from the Times. He gave the show a
rave review, which offset the two pans and one unfavorable notice.' ft had a healthy mn
of 385 performances on Broadway (Suskin, More 601).
Grease was Birch's next Broadway challenge. Working with director Tom
Moore, she began researching rock'n'roll groups. "It was a strange period, kind of a last
stage of innocence. Tom and I did not treat Grease as a musical comedy. We were
dealing with what we thought was a piece of pop art and we hoped it would be the best of
pop art" (Lyall 20). Grease opened 14 Febmary 1972 at the Eden Theatre off-Broadway.
Crhically, the reviewers were almost evenly split in their opinions, and the early weeks of
the production's mn were very weak; but the show found hs audience, moved to
Broadway, and broke box office records with hs staying power. Whh the benefit of
hindsight, writer Steven Suskin observed:
Grease didn't have much in the way of music, and the humor was
sophomoric. What Grease did have—and what is more important,
perhaps, than well-crafted songs and intelligent playcraft—is widespread
appeal. This "New 50's Rock 'N Roll Musical" brought patrons into the
theatre who had never been in the theatre before. And some of them,
twenty-five years later, remain theatregoers. (More 369)
The one rave notice that the production received came from Douglas Watt of the
Daily News. It was also the only review that mentioned the dancing. "The boys are
forever striking cool, sharp attitudes; the girls are full of wisecracks. And how they sing
and dance in this stylishly staged and choreographed show! [. .] Patricia Birch's dances
are a constant delight [. .]" (Suskin, More 368).

' According to Suskin. an "unfavorable"" review means the show doesnt work, but tlie reviewers
are polite: "pans" drop all semblance of politeness.
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The success of Grease put Birch in the spotlight, and Hal Prince approached her
about choreographing his next venture. A Little Night Music was being directed as well
as produced by Prince, with a book by Hugh Wheeler and music and lyrics by Stephen
Sondheim. "Pat Birch agreed to choreograph although there were no dancers in the show
and little opportunity for dances as such. But dances don't interest her half so much as
character and movement and the total musical" (Prince 178).
Birch seemed excited about the project. In a 1972 interview that caught her on
the way to audhions for the show, she commented on the drastic shift in style she had to
make. "I'll have to hark back to my classical and Martha Graham background. It is a
period piece. There are lots of waltzes and it's all going to be very delicate and lovely."
She went on:
Basically, what I will look for at today's audhion is the same thing you
look for in any other audhion. Adaptability, ability to move, good actors.
But technically, you needed one thing for Grease, for the Prince show you
need a different kind of awareness altogether. There are people who are
just divine in Grease who would be wrong for this because they are not
quhe right for the period. Or quhe European enough. They move
differently, they relate to things differently. (Lyall 20)
Working whh the performers at the audition, she demonstrated the movement she
wanted to see, but instead of focusing on the steps themselves, she asked the actors to
"Think earth. No lady of the salon. I want the open air of the country." As they moved
across the floor she added, "No, do it as if you were being chased. Use your body more"
(Lyall 20).
These directions focus on creating atmosphere, performing an action, searching
for an objective - all techniques more readily associated with acting than the worid of
dance. These are, however, the foundations of Birch's method. As highly skilled and
passionate about dance as she is, her work must always stem from what the writers have
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created. "You see what the demands of the number are whhin the whole thing Take a
very fierce look at what's happening before a number, to set it up, and what's happening
afterwards" (Grody 117).
A non-credited reviewer from Dance Magazine felt that Birch achieved this
beautifully in A Little Night Music. After describing the set, he pointed out a potential
problem she had artflilly conquered:
[. .] the flats and trees do not leave a great deal of room for
choreographer Patricia Birch to create distinctive dance numbers in the
ordinary Broadway sense. Instead, the impression is of the entire show
having been choreographed—even the non-musical portions—and the
evening creates a distinctive, subtle pulse, a movement subtext, into which
all the action is masterftilly woven. ("Triple" 61)
This was precisely the effect that director Prince wanted. Looking back on the
production and his work with Birch, he said: "Night Music tried to be seamless, and when
we collaborate, h's difficuh to know where she leaves off and I start" (Prince 178).
A Little Night Music garnered predominantly complimentary reviews and became
a success, winning, among others, the New York Drama Critics' Circle Award as well as
the Tony for Best Musical in 1973. Prince would call on Birch again for his next project
whh Sondheim; but first, she reunhed whh director Tom Moore for another nostalgic
look at America's past.
This time the decade being fondly remembered was the '40s, and the show was
Over Here! The book was by Will Holt, whh music and lyrics by Richard M. Sherman
and Robert B. Sherman (of D'lsnQy'sMary Poppins fame). Gerald Bordman described it
as "A gaudy, stomping evocation of the era of boogie-woogie and jitter-bugging [. .]"
(Bordman 681). Daily News reviewer Douglas Watt went into more detail:
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Over Here!, a garish World War II home-front musical, has nothing more
on its dizzy mind than the fond and gentle mocking evocation of the
largely synthetic entertainment of the period. That's shameless. But
thanks to its prevailing good nature and liveliness, it manages to be
reasonably diverting. [. . .] Patricia Birch's dance numbers are joyous, and
the high spot is a fine Lindy display by the stunning Ann Reinking, whose
chiseled bad-giri good looks alone should take her far, and John Mineo.
(Suskin, More 686)
Finally, Birch was working with real dancers. This 1974 production also gave her
a strong showcase for her comedic talents while maintaining her need to connect dance
directly to the action of the story.
I was given the lead sheet for a number about a bar and I thought, oh boy,
no thanks, I don't want to do a number about a bar. Who is in this bar? I
hate interior numbers where there are a lot of tables and chairs and junk,
because they get itsy and little. But it was a cute number, it was a chance
to hear a big band sound and they were hell-bent on this number. One of
the little plots in the script was how the girl that Aim Reinking was
playing met the boy that John Mineo was playing. He was a soldier trying
to pick her up, and she didn't want any part of him. The moment of
picking her up was in the script and I said, "I've got an idea. Why don't I
have the two of them have a confrontation in 'Charlie's Place'?" I wanted
to divide the dance number into three sections; starting with an arrival
where we tmck, do the shag, and a lot of forties stuff Then I wanted his
coming on to her in a Latin section, where she doesn't bite and goes off
dancing with somebody else, giving me a chance to bring others in. By
the third section he's got her and that would be a duet for them, with
everybody rejoicing over the fact that they got together. [. . .] Give me
that scene to do as a musical number, please. [. ..] I don't like simply
putting a dance in because it livens up the evening. (Grody 118-19)
Commenting on Birch's work in both Grease and Over Here! in a Dance
Magazine article on Broadway dance, Roger Copeland writes:
Birch's attitude toward decades past is distinguished by its precision and
lack of condescension. A painstaking researcher, she approaches the past
rather like a "found object," reconstmcting it on stage with the same
detached, undidactic attitude that characterizes the best pop art.
Aside from a sensational jitterbug contest ('Charlie's Place') for Over
Here! - in which dancers Ann Reinking and John Mineo establish
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wonderflilly rich characterizations while performing an exhausting
combination of swings, lifts and "dig" steps—Birch's work is admirably
low-key, concerned whh pinning down concrete details and preventing our
vision of things past from ever becoming fiassy. (37)
Again, the use of acting terms like "characterization" and "concrete details" point up her
organic approach to choreography. When this connection to acting techniques and hs
kinship to the work of a good director was pointed out to her, she responded:
I like working organically, certainly Martha Graham taught me to move
organically. [. ,] I love bravura dancing as well. But when you're
working whh actors who dance, like in Grease, you've got to go from their
strengths, and then often they will give you something that a trained
dancer won't. They'll give you an intention that carries right through.
(Interview 186-187)
Amazingly, on 10 March 1974, just four days after Over Here! opened. Birch had
another production on the boards. The first Hal Prince production of Candide opened at
the Broadway Theatre to rave reviews, giving choreographer Patricia Birch her fourth
show mnning concurrently on Broadway. This was a revised version of the 1956 comic
operetta with music by Leonard Bernstein, lyrics by Richard Wilbur, addhional lyrics by
Stephen Sondheim and John Latouche, and book by Hugh Wheeler (replacing the 1956
libretto by Lillian Hellman). The new book, an environmental theatre setting, and the
inventive staging by Prince and Birch finally did justice to Bernstein's beloved music.
Martin Gottfried still had reservations about the book, but loved the new playing space:
This gives the company greater freedom to move, and more than ever.
Prince's abiUty to work unitedly whh a choreographer - Patricia Birch - is
unique and tremendous. While there is little dance as such in Candide,
there is a great deal of dance movement and musical staging, both of
which are far more consequential to a musical's musicality than a dance
number. (Suskin, More 141)
Waher Kerr concurred: "Though there is obviously no great open space for
dancing, choreographer Patricia Birch has discovered that by distributing her cavorting
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figures over bridge and ramp, hill and dale, she can give us the effect of being buoyantly
borne aloft on steps that are, taken by themselves, quite simple" (Suskin, More 143).
The partnership of Prince and Birch continued with Pacific Overtures, another
Sondheim musical that opened 11 January 1976 at the Winter Garden Theatre John
Weidman wrote the book whh additional material by Hugh Wheeler This unique,
ambitious, and risky new musical had to be a fascinating challenge for a choreographer.
Again, as in other Prince musicals, there was little dancing per se, but tremendous
opportunity for creative musical staging.
The story dealt with the opening of Japan to Western trade by Commodore Perry
in 1853. The creative team chose a blended approach, "kabuki seen through our eyes"
(87). Prince, who viewed it as a "documentary vaudeville," chose to have all the roles,
including those of Westerners, played by Asians (87). The article went on to state that
Pacific Overtures was "every bit as enchanting as h is meticulously crafted." Further,
Birch, whose own early roots are in Graham technique, has used only five
or six tradhional kabuki dance movements. The rest of the dancing is
adaptation, interpreting intentions, re-envisioning the line and form of
kabuki without abandoning the authentic base altogether. And this
concept of adaptation seems closer in spirit to the genesis of kabuki than
are the frozen formalized movements and symbolism which we would
probably encounter in an "authentic" production today. (88)
"Interpreting intentions" is an apt way to describe this artist's work. In her own
words:
Choreographers in the musical theatre are interpreters more than creators.
The guys that wrhe the lyrics and the music and the book are the tme
creators. Choreographers, probably more than directors, are quasi-creators
but then also interpreters. We can influence the way a song is sung, we
can ask for lyric changes. If you are staging a song you can kill it or
sometimes save it by staging, or make h even more wonderful than h is.
That's an interpretive thing, staging. The song will go out on paper to
eighty-five other people who will do it a different way. When you work,
also in cooperation whh the director, it is the two of you who decide how
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this song will be done in context, not how it will be written. So, aside
from the occasional self-enclosed dance number, we are basically
interpreters whhin the musical theatre. (Interview 189)
For Birch, choreographers are interpreters, not creators, because everything about
a musical is collaborative. No single element can save a show, but often it can bring
down other areas that are wonderful in their own right. Some critics felt that the only
worthwhile part of Pacific Overtures was its Sondheim score. Others gave Prince and
Sondheim points for originality but found the final product confusing and emotionally
unsatisfying. Clive Barnes gave the show one of its two rave reviews (h received two
raves, one favorable, one unfavorable, and two pans).
There are generic and stylistic discrepancies in the musical that are not
easily overlooked—but the attempt is so bold and the achievement so
fascinating, that its obvious faults demand to be overlooked. It tries to
soar—sometimes h only floats, sometimes it actually sinks—but h tries to
soar. And the music and lyrics are as pretty as a well-formed bonsai tree.
Pacific Overtures is very, very different, (Suskin, More 690)
Pacific Overtures had a mn of only 193 performances, but that was a much more
substantial showing than Birch's next two productions. The first had her working whh
George Abbott, the man who had taught Hal Prince (and many others, including Jerome
Robbins and Bob Fosse) how to find his way around a musical. Not only was Abbott the
director, but he was also responsible for the book, which was based on Shakespeare's
romantic comedy Twelfth Night. The 1976 show was entitled Music Is, and Birch
referred to h as one of the stumbling blocks in her career.
I think sometimes I've taken on a show I feh could be fixed through
wonderful moves, through swell choreography, knowing that the show
was possibly weak, but thinking that the choreography could really carty
it. And now I don't think h can. I got a Tony nomination for a show that
closed in two weeks, and did one of the best numbers I've ever done.
(Interview 187)
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She learned a significant lesson from Music Is about the importance of the book in a
musical. Even Shakespeare was capable of resisting translation into a successful
Broadway show.
Her next Broadway offering was Happy End, a 1929 musical play by Kurt Weill
and Bertolt Brecht. This Chelsea Theatre Center production, which she both co-directed
and choreographed, initially opened at the Brooklyn Academy of Music on 26 April
1977. According to Douglas Watt, the original production was:
[. ..] a sort of throwaway piece by Bertolt Brecht, who wrote the lyrics
while occupied with his play St. Joan of the Stockyards, and Weill, who
was at work on Mahoganny. The pair's inifial collaboration, The
Threepenny Opera, had gone over so well in Berlin the year before that
the producer demanded a follow-up piece immediately. And it flopped,
due to an emotional, ad-libbed speech thrown into the last act by Brecht's
actress-wife, a political activist. (Suskin, More 403-4)
The work contains some of Weill's best-known songs, such as "Bilbao Song" and
"Surabaya Johnny," but the German critics of 1929 were not impressed. Birch's
production was beset with problems. Her co-director, Michael Posnick, was replaced
with Robert Kalfin, leading lady Shirley Knight was replaced with Meryl Streep, and
understudy Bob Gunton had to go on for the injured Christopher Lloyd. It is possible that
the company's valiant efforts to overcome these major setbacks were partly responsible
for the positive notices they received before the production moved to Broadway. When
the under-financed transfer was made, the show failed to hold up and only managed a mn
of 75 performances (Suskin, More 404).
In 1975, she directed and choreographed a show called Truckload, which reunited
her with librettist Hugh Wheeler (A Little Night Music, Candide, and Pacific Overtures),
and composer/musical director/arranger Louis St. Louis (Grease). It closed during its
first week of previews (Suskin, More 1044).
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Birch would not work again as both director and choreographer until 1986. The
show, which was inhially titled Rag Dolly, dealt with the famous Raggedy Ann doll and
the sick little girl who inspired hs creation, ft was mounted in Albany, New York, and
then sent to Moscow as part of a cultural exchange program, ft was warmly received in
Russia, but when it returned to Broadway as Raggedy Ann, opening 16 October 1986 at
the Nederlander, the reception was icy, and it closed after five performances
(Mandelbaum 211). While the show was an unusual offering for Broadway, it was not an
unusual venture for Birch. Her career often involved shows geared for children, such as
Really Rosie (off-Broadway), and The Electric Company (television).
The seventies held still one more hh musical for Birch. Neil Simon's book for
They're Playing Our Song concerned the troubled romance/working relationship between
an aspiring lyricist and a successful composer. The music was written by Marvin
Hamlisch (A Chorus Line), and Carole Bayer Sager wrote the lyrics. (The couple is also
considered the inspiration for Simon's characters.) A New York magazine article about
Birch opened whh a description of the choreographer reworking a moment in the show
after h was already an established hh:
Telling an actor to pick up a drink and shout "Oh, yeah," and having the
orchestra lower hs decibel level so that the "Oh, yeah" will not be lost, is
not normally the work of a choreographer. But then Pat Birch is not your
tradhional choreographer. "I don't just stage dances," she says. "I end up
in the middle of the whole mess." (Schoen 44)
They're Playing Our Song was not a transformative or innovative musical, but it
was entertaining and flinny in a season of extremely unfiinny musicals like Sweeney
Todd, Ballroom, and King of Hearts. An additional asset was hs small cast (8). This
resuhed in hs being "the only song-and-dancer of the season to turn a profit" whh an
impressive mn of 1,082 performances (Suskin, More 902).
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When asked if she had a preference for choreographing or directing. Birch
answered, "It's different. I like doing both, ft depends on the show. I think for some
things I'm equipped to both direct and choreograph; for other things, no, something's
going to slip. I don't have any strong feeling about it" (Interview 189). In a 1999 Dance
Magazine interview she discussed the same issue.
1 think co-directing or just choreographing is terrific, but it's sometimes
what drives choreographers to directing. You do a lot of stuff that people
feel a director has done or you do it with them so closely you end up
thinking, well, maybe I should direct. But it's not just about telling people
where to go and what to do. ft's the whole gestalt of a piece—a huge
thing. And occasionally that becomes a cautionary tale because you have
to be responsible for those words, and, as we know, one word can send a
show screaming in some other direction. We choreographers are visual
people. I tend to look first as a choreographer would. So, when directing,
I try to make myself very attentive to the spoken word.
[. .] Staging, as in staged by, is not directing. It has a lot to do with h,
but in the final analysis staging, much as we would love to think so
sometimes, does not steer the ship. In general, directing a musical couldn't
be more different from concert dance, where you have an idea and, yes,
you're the one seeing h through, realizing it. (Ostlere, "Birch" 42)
In another interview, her bias towards choreography was clearer when she said, "the heart
and soul of what I like to do and what I think people like to see me do is move people in
space and time to music. I love working whh actors but I hate the sitting-still parts"
(Interview 189).
In her Broadway work. Birch was working primarily with actors instead of
dancers. Unlike Onna Whhe, whose career began during the golden age of musicals.
Birch's career began alongside the concept musical "in which a directorial subtext was
woven into a musical's fabric and colored its mounting" (Bordman 664). This suited her
interests and talents perfectly, especially her gift for using comedy in her work.
Don't forget, I'm very much influenced by all the time I spent on Saturday
Night Live. And that one dance I did for Gilda [Radner] and Steve
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[Martin], "Dancing in the Dark," h's one of my favorite things I've ever
done. I can tell you one thing I've learned, working with so many comedy
people—h's about staying on the point, [. , .] really treating it like math. I
don't mean steps like math, or counts like math, but going from point A to
B to C to D. You watch a good comedian, ft's all about logic.
[, ,] If you work from an action h works. If you lose the goal, you
lose the comedy. And h's hard to keep doing because you get dancing and
it's ftin. Sometimes you can just get carried away like we did whh "Hand
Jive" in Grease. But, again, that was a situation of people desperately
trying to win, and when you put blocks in the way it's ftinny (Interview
191)
Birch's organic, acting-oriented approach to choreography made her someone
whh whom both actors and dancers enjoyed working. While she always did intensive
research on historical dance forms and was a constant observer and "journalist of
movement," as one friend called her, she did not stage her numbers before she worked
whh the performers (Schoen 47).
I know people who sort of do h all in their heads, and then go in and do h
on the dancers. I don't do that so well. I don't even like working up front,
unless h's a situation where the dance is very separate. I've never been one
to go in two weeks ahead of rehearsal whh a bunch of dancers, except for
style, maybe. [. . .] I love coming up whh it on the spot. That doesn't
mean that h's right, but h's usually going to go in the right direction
because the intention is clearer. (Interview 189)
In another interview she said, "I prefer to see how the book is being staged, in what style,
and I need the specific performers. The personal body language of the performer is very
important to me" (Grody 117-18).
Her strong connection to her cast affects her work in other ways as well. When
asked, "Do you work best whh a co-choreographer, and assistant, or singly?" she replied:
I use an assistant. No, I've never worked with a co-choreographer. I work
with my dancers as co-choreographers. I'd rather take off them. I'm funny
about assistants. I want them and I don't want them, because some clean
up too early. I get crazy when things are cleaned up in a way that wasn't
choreographed. My stuff depends more on attitude, almost, than steps.
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There's an edge there that 1 really want to preserve until I find out where
we're going, ft's like coming back to a sketch
[. .] Allowing myself the kind of freedom 1 do, I get a bh sloppy, [. .]
I'll sketch a whole number and leave gaping holes, then I'll go back and
find out, "Ah, that's what I'm going for." Then I'll begin to calm down. I
have to know the blueprint is right before 1 can clean up. I need assistants
who can make the performers feel comfortable, left sloppy for even a
week at a time. I don't do one number and go away from h, the next
number and go away from it, because what I may find in the second
number says to me, "Oh my God, that's what I should have been doing
with you in the first number." I've done something that isn't quite right in
Act One or is not quite as rich and ftill as it would have been if I'd stayed
open a little longer. So assistants have a kind of rough time whh me.
They have to understand, don't freeze h, don't freeze it up. I want to see
what I left yesterday a Ihtle cleaner, but don't dot the /'s. (Grody 122)
This single-minded devotion to the overall thmst of the show is partly responsible
for a comment made to Birch by Clive Barnes when he explained why he had not
mentioned her in his Pacific Overtures review. "You're going to integrate yourself right
out of this business" (Schoen 46-7). Fortunately, he was wrong, but Birch is aware of the
problem, noting, "because of this wide spectmm of vehicles I've chosen, 1 haven't made a
stylistic dance statement for myself I haven't done what someone like Bob Fosse did develop my own style" (Schoen 47).
Fosse is not known for taking movement ideas from his dancers as Birch does.
Instead, he expects his dancers to take on his own personal physical quirks. This
imposhion of movement style is partially responsible for his distinctive dance
vocabulary, which has become a mainstay of Broadway show dancing.
In a 1997 interview Birch said that the future of musical theatre looked promising,
but insisted that choreographers must take a leading role to bring more dance into the
shows.
The dancers get better and better, and we have to start trying to create
more. Dance people simply have to get in there. They're opening the
doors in a different way now. For instance, Garth Fagin, primarily a
concert choreographer, is doing the Disney project. The Lion King, and
Eliot Feld is doing On the Town. So producers of musicals are dipping
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into the concert world. They're getting away from just standard Broadway
dance language and including other forms. (Interview 192)
Birch's most recent Broadway production was Parade. Once more Hal Prince has
taken on a dark and ugly piece of American history to musicalize. With a book by
Pulitzer- and Tony Award-winner Alfred Uhry and music and lyrics by young newcomer
Jason Robert Brown, Parade is the fact-based story of a Brooklyn Jew, Leo Frank, who
was wrongly accused and convicted of murdering a young giri in 1915 in Georgia and
was uhimately lynched.
As in other Prince musicals, dance was not a featured element, but Birch's efforts
received some of the few poshive comments from reviewers. The number "Come Up to
My Office," a fantasy sequence in the extended trial scene, required Birch to create a
farcical music-hall routine. Vincent Canby of the New York Times wrote:
This burst of theatrical fantasy comes like a flash of lightning. It briefly
lights up the show's murky landscape to allow you to see all that Parade
hasn' t achieved so far and won't achieve again. The first act ends whh
Patricia Birch's prettily choreographed hoedown in which the chizens of
Atlanta merrily celebrate Leo's conviction. If the show were working, the
end of the act would be ironic. As h is now, all that dancing just looks illtimed, (12)
The crhical consensus was disappointment that, in sphe of a powerfial story and
gifted artists on and offstage. Parade, which opened 17 December 1998, failed to
connect emotionally whh hs audience. Prince, Uhry, and Brown, in their ambhious
desire to tell an important tale, to make a difference, failed to make the audience like
and/or care about Leo Frank, Whhout that flindamental link, the musical seemed twodimensional and cold. Perhaps in their desire to challenge and push the boundaries of
musical theatre, they lost sight of its heart. As Graham had taught Birch, you have a
responsibility to communicate something, to connect.
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Like Onna Whhe, Birch has never won a Tony, but she has been nominated five
times. She has won two Emmys and Drama Desk, Billboard, and MTV awards for her
extensive work in other media. Her rich and active career has been incredibly diverse,
filled whh artistic successes and failures and commercial hhs and flops. She is still
exched about the next project, whether it is Broadway, concert dance, a film, or an MTV
video.
Birch has her own clearly defined approach to choreography. Beginning with
comprehensive research and life experience, she works closely with the director and
writers from the start, always aiming for that seamless integration of elements. "I like
taking pop and social dance forms and heightening them rather than gobbling up the
language and throwing h into musical comedy" (Interview 195). Taking inspiration from
her performers, she builds on her research, yet she can change course or create something
new on the spot if that is called for. She thrives on learning new things and hates what is
"too clean and standardized" (Interview 195).
[...] one of my favorhe things I ever did was a piece downtown, I don't
know if you even know about h, called Club 12. The cast was a crew of
rappers and street dancers from Jersey City and Trenton. The kids were
17 and down, and h was their version of Twelfth Night. It was all hip-hop
and club dancing, and the kids really choreographed more than I did.
They brought their moves to me and I edhed and molded whh them. It
was one of the most exching projects I've ever done, because it was
dipping into their language, but letting them stay the experts rather than
me just ripping them off and making steps. And I love doing that. I'd like
to do more of that kind of work to show off what's going on. There's all
kinds of amateur choreography, you know what I mean, that should be
helped and highlighted. (Interview 196)
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Perhaps that is her greatest gift: sharing the joy she feels as an interpreter of
movement in the world of musical theatre. That joy and excitement is tangible in her
work, in her desire to take inspiration from others in her career as an editor of life, as she
continues to move people in time and space to music.
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CHAPTER VI
GRACIELA DANIELE

Before Broadway
"I had a mirror in front of me my whole life. I was always trying to make myself
perfect. When I turned my back to the mirror, I found myself looking at the worid for the
very first time. I've never looked back" (Eichenbaum 65). This is how Graciela Daniele
describes her transhion from dancer to choreographer. "I found my passion in the
creative process" (Eichenbaum 65). This passion has made her a leading
director/choreographer on the current Broadway scene. She is the only woman included
in the 1999 book The Showmakers (interviews whh the leading directors of musicals
today). Productions such as Once on This Island, Ragtime, March of the
Falsettos Falsettoland, and Annie Get Your Gun are indicative of the challenging and
eclectic range of productions she is known for. Like most of the woman choreographers
who came before, her journey began in a ballet class.
As whh Onna Whhe, a medical problem was responsible for bringing ballet into
Graciela Daniele's life.
I don't remember very well, but I had difficuhy whh my arches. Instead
of using orthotics the doctor said, "Oh no, she is very young and if she just
tries dancing the exercise of that foot will work that muscle. And that was
h [, ,] I do remember very clearly the first time I went into a dance
studio, I had a sense of space and freedom, a sense of wanting to mn and
dance through that space. (Interview 198)
While White and Daniele both experienced feelings of joy and freedom in their
beginning ballet classes, the worid of dance that Daniele entered was very different from
Whhe's. The dance program at the Teatro Colon of Buenos Aires, Argentina, "was a very
difficuh classical ballet training program, very intense in every way and very compethive
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- few dancers were selected to keep working with the company" (Interview 198).
Daniele, however, was chosen and began performing professionally at the age of
fourteen.
Many people ask me, "Didn't you miss the normal childhood?" and I said
"How can you ask that?" I was the little princess flying forty feet high
into space in The Magic Flute. I was a little slave in Aida, I was a page
holding candles in Wagner operas. You know, I was living the fantasies
that children dream about. So, no, I didn't, and the hard work—that's the
reason why 1 think dance is so good for children. It's like being an athlete,
h's like having a sport, ft gives you a tremendous amount of discipline
which you can use in the rest of your life for other things even, not just the
theatre, but for yourself It gives you physical freedom, a feeding of music
and ideas, even if one doesn't pursue h as a grown-up. (Interview 198-199)
Another influence she shared whh White was a supportive family that was willing
to make sacrifices to meet the demands of training and performance. "They saw that it
was meaningfial to me, that I was happy, that h was not just a passing fancy" (Interview
174), Daniele was raised in a family of women, and she recognized one relative in
particular for giving her an invaluable gift,
I remember my aunt. Even before I started dancing, we used to have a
game. I must have been five or six years old. We used to sh by the radio
and listen to classical music, which she loved, and she used to put a
concert or something else on and say "EUta, close your eyes and tell me
what you see. What is the music telling you? What are you seeing?" And
so I would start a story, whatever it was, a white horse mnning through the
fields, whatever came to my mind. And I would go on until I'd dry out
and then she would pick up the story and continue and then I would take
h. So we created this fantastic worid and stories inspired by the music.
That's how my main education in classical music came about. But what
she was doing, I think, is one of the greatest creative games for children.
She was developing the muscle of imagination. And that's what took me,
whhout realizing, into what theatre is. (Interview 199)
Starting with the Teatro Colon, one of the biggest opera houses in South America,
Daniele's early career was strictly contained in the classical worid of ballet. After an
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extensive tour of South America in her early teens, she traveled even farther from home,
joining a ballet company in Paris. This was a productive and relatively happy period, but
she remembers feeling unfulfilled. "There was not enough plot, there was not enough
acting" (Thelan 40) At the age of twenty-three she discovered exactly what she was
missing when she saw West Side Story. "The story was told through dance, and these
people were actually acting, not only dancing but acting! That just fascinated me, and
that's the reason why I went to New York" (Interview 200).
I came to New York in 1963 and I went to study whh Matt Maddox, He's
a great jazz teacher, I went to the beginners' class because I barely spoke
English and I didn't know anything about jazz or modern dance, I studied
whh him for about a month or so, and then he came to me and he said,
"Graciela, there is a show and you should audition." So I said OK. I
didn't know what audhions were for I had no idea. So I went to audhion
and I just talked. You know, my accent was so heavy. But I guess I
charmed the producer and I did h. (Interview 200)
Whhout question, her dancing abilhy also had something to do whh landing this
first featured role on Broadway in the musical What Makes Sammy Run? which opened in
Febmary 1964. Her successfiil career as a Broadway dancer had begun.

Broadway and Beyond
The next major step in Daniele's choreographic career was working for Michael
Bennett. He first hired her for his choms in Promises, Promises (1968), and soon she
became his assistant. When asked why she was chosen, Daniele answered:
I think he liked my mind. I was a very good dancer; my technique was
tertific. I learned jazz, and I studied very hard; I went to modern, I studied
whh Martha Graham, I dove into it. My body was very flexible, and I
could do a lot of different styles. But I think Michael liked my mind, my
talking to him. He liked my creativhy, and he was the one who first said
to me 'You're going to be a choreographer.' [. ,] I think working whh
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him and seeing how musical choreography is done by a master opened a
totally new window, I realized what I wanted—I was much happier when
we were in pre-production and when we were in rehearsals than once the
show opened. There was something that died in me; the creativity, the
fun, the danger was always in the creation, not in the performing,
(Interview 201)
Her work with Bennett included Coco (1969), Follies (1971), and Seesaw (1973)
(Thelan 39). "The same thing happened with Fosse, exactly the same when I worked
with him" (Interview 201). Daniele credited her personality as well as her mind in her
continuing success as a choreographic assistant,
I'm not—never have been—a gossipy, social person. I'm not. I believe in
my work. My classical background gave me that. I'm very serious in my
work. I mean, I have flin and I make jokes and all that, and people love
working whh me because I'm always making them laugh. But I'd say the
work is a very serious thing and I don't mix h whh anything else. So, for
an assistant and for leader I think that is a very healthy thing. I search for
people like that to work whh me, too: people who can hold a poshion of
leadership and yet be respectful. (Interview 201)
Bennett and Fosse were not her only influences. Her talent as a performer and
abilhy as an assistant garnered her work whh Matt Mattox (What Makes Sammy Run?),
Alan Johnson (several television specials, including those for Shirley MacLaine and
Anne Bancroft), and Agnes de Mille. She could not remember specifically how she got
her first job as a choreographer. She acknowledged her experience working on the
Milliken Show as a major impetus in her career
That was a huge textile industrial show that happened every spring at the
Waldorf Astoria. It hired thirty or forty of the most extraordinary dancers
in New York, and it had the greatest directors and choreographers. The
first one I did was with Michael—he choreographed and Bob Moore
directed. So I did two Milliken Shows as the assistant to Michael; then
Alan Johnson came in, and I started assisting him. By the time Alan left
they asked me to choreograph. I was petrified. Twelve production
numbers and all these stars—my god, the stars! They were incredible:
Ginger Rogers, Donald O'Connor, Ann Miller, Gwen Verdon, Tommy
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Tune. Bobby Fosse gave me great advice—he said, "Don't worry about
the stars too much, just do your work. Work with the dancers—they'll
help you. Then leave the center open." (Ventura 11-12)
This idea taught her a great lesson: to "use the best of each person. Don't try to
impose yourself on a particular star" (Ventura 12). Her willingness and skill at using the
best that each performer has to offer became a trademark of her work. Daniele's basic
instincts and personalhy, combined whh her powerful connection to storytelling, made
this approach a natural progression in her development as a choreographer. A sensitive
and emotionally expressive person herself, it made sense that she would respond best to
others who would communicate in a positive and emotional manner.
Agnes de Mille was a perfect example of such a choreographer.
Her words made our dancing more meaningful. I learned the value of
directing dancers as if they were actors. I ask my dancers to explore what
they're feeling and what they're saying. If they don't feel anything, how
can they be communicating to an audience? I remind my dancers that
when they have something to say, they speak, and when they don't they
shut up. The same applies in dance. If they have something to convey,
they should move. If they don't, they don't move. In musical theatre,
dance has to move the story or character forward. I don't like to be a
voyeur who is removed emotionally from what's there. Dance is a
language of communication. (Eichenbaum 65)
Daniele's debut as a Broadway choreographer was A History of the American
Film (1978). The book and lyrics were written by Christopher Durang, whh Mel Marvin
composing the score. Starting whh the silent era, the show consisted of chronological
vignettes fondly mocking both the stars and their movies. Gerald Bordman ched this
production as a perfect example of an old complaint, "that Broadway critics often killed
shows the road loved." He continued, "What many American chies viewed as stylish
drollery. New York rejected as a crass, humorless hodgepodge" (692). The less-thanwarm New York reception may have killed the show, but Daniele's budding new career
survived.
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In the following year, 1979, Daniele landed her second Broadway production, a
revival of Frank Loesser's The Most Happy Fella. The musical opened 11 October at the
Majestic. The production received critical praise but failed to find its audience and closed
after 53 performances (Bordman 700). Specific notice for Daniele's work was mixed at
best. Mel Gussow, reviewing for the A^ew York Times, wrote, "Daniele's choreography
seems to specialize in cartwheels and handstands [. . ] " (NYTCR 124). Howard Kissel
of Women's Wear Daily was more positive, commenting that, "Graciela Daniele's
choreography is often cute and conventional, but she has created a strong sensual dance
for a key moment in the second act" (NYTCR 126). Obviously, the beginning
choreographer was still finding her way, but signs of her special talent were already
apparent.
Her next major production was a tremendous hit, commercially and artistically.
In the summer of 1980, Joseph Papp decided to try a Gilbert and Sullivan operetta. The
Pirates of Penzance. Wilford Leach directed, William Elliot adapted and arranged the
music, Daniele choreographed, and together they created a zany, magical show. As Clive
Barnes raved, "Without any doubt whatsoever this is Gilbert and Sullivan in a new pop
and Broadway guise, and however fahhful h may appear h is defiantly different." He
went on to praise the look of the show created by Leach:
It is part stylization, but even more h represents a cmcial conspiracy
between the actors and the audience that needs to be aware and
sophisticated. He is enormously helped by the choreography of Graciela
Daniele, I know most things about dance but I have no idea where this
lady stems from. But I guarantee you, she's a talent [ .] (Suskin, More
723)
Daniele's abilhy to create comedy whh movement was noted by Frank Rich in his
review for the Times: "If Graciela Daniele, the choreographer, includes a ftinny homage
to Mr. Papp's other Broadway musical smash, 'A Choms Line', in her finale, she's also
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filled the stage with Keystone Kop-inspired dance routines of her own intricately batty
design" (TVyrC/? 391).
From its smashing 1980 opening in Central Park, the show moved smoothly into
Broadway's Minskoff Theatre in January 1981. Two national tours and a London
production followed, with Daniele staging each new company. Finally producer Joseph
Papp found the right people in the movie business to turn his production into a major
motion picture. He also kept his creative team and most of his Broadway cast intact.
Daniele had a new challenge to add to "the prodigious task of marshaling disparate actorsinger-dancers into a coherent group" (Gmbb, Kaleidoscope 50). Adjusting her staging
to the frame of a camera lens did not aher her working method:
Daniele took the interpretations the company offered as raw material.
"Then I kind of edited. I was impressed with the basic 'crooked logic' of
Gilbert's zany world. So instead of something slick and polished, I
deliberately tried for a rough-edged, spontaneous look." Tony Azito, who
danced in Anna Sokolow's company and spent three years at Juilliard
working with John Houseman, recalls that the first thing Daniele asked
him was, 'What can you do, baby?' So I brought out everything I knew
and she told me what to keep and what to throw away. She gave me a
million things to do. She'd say, 'In this spot, I want lots of arms and legs
all over the place, really go crazy, and then you end up like this—one,
two.' Graciela's a perfectionist. She made sure that we all ended right on
the beat every time. It's all choreographed. It's even more precise for the
movie cameras." (Gmbb, Kaleidoscope 50)
Daniele's next Broadway show was yet another revival, Zorba, which had
originally debuted in 1968. The 1983 production came to New York after a successful
road tour and maintained its momentum for a decent mn, most probably due to its star,
Anthony Quinn. Gerald Bordman described it:
His presence no doubt accounted for much of the good box office, since
Broadway and the road increasingly were offering productions, more often
than not revivals, which featured a major if fading film star. The star's
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fame drew audiences who were not experienced playgoers and who saw
theatregoing not as a habh but as a special occasion. (714)
Daniele's notices for Zorba were mixed, ranging from Douglas Watt's generally
poshive comment that "Graciela Daniele's dance numbers are fluid, energetic, and
authentic looking [. , ] " (NYTCR 145) to Frank Rich's less-than-glowing "she
contributes extraneous, foot-stomping numbers that give the show the whiff of the tourist
trap." (NYTCR 146) Dance reviewer Kevin Gmbb had a different reaction to the show:
Aside from Quinn and [Lila] Kedrova, Zorba's best asset is Graciela
Daniele's choreography. [. .] Daniele's approach to movement is
refreshingly original, interpolating traditional Greek folk dances with
more unconventional dance. One of the show's highlights is a number that
begins whh Greek workers wielding wooden poles in front of a large
canvas backdrop. The poles signify beams that will be used as a
foundation for an excavation site, and the workers create a discordant
rhythm by beating the poles on the floor, then raising them high in the air.
These worker/dancers are joined stage left and right by other laborers, who
chisel and hammer in syncopation whh the poles slapping the floor. As
the pole dancers move across the stage, the crescendo of the other workers
builds to a feverish pitch. Daniele's orchestration of sound and movement
is meticulous and gives this constmction scene crisp authentichy. (Gmbb,
"Season" 79)
Unfortunately, up to this point none of Daniele's shows had offered her the
opportunity to tmly explore dramatic storytelling with dance. Her next production was
no exception. The Rink was written by Terrence McNally, John Kander, and Fred Ebb
and starred Liza Minnelli and Chita Rivera. Desphe this impressive list of talent, the
show, which told the story of an estranged mother and daughter fighting over the future
of their family-owned roller rink, seemed to be cursed by the presence of Miss Minnelli.
The New York critics agreed that she had no business being in the musical, yet when she
left the show due to rising summer temperatures, the audiences stopped coming.
Bordman pointed out that one of the "few enlivening moments of the evening" was
Daniele's roller-skating number (715). But aside from one reference to her "bright
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choreography" by'Watt of the Daily News, her choreography for this 1984 musical went
basically unnoticed by theatre crhics (NYTCR 375). At least one critic for Dance
Magazine took more notice of Daniele's work.
Graciela Daniele's choreography has arguably been the saving grace of
many recent Broadway musicals. One recalls her inventive "pole" dance
in Zorba, an unexpected injection of adrenaline in an otherwise lethargic
production. In The Rink, she found a willing charge in Chita Rivera and
also came up with a wonderfiilly funny dance using constmction workers,
that culminated whh a group of men jumping up and down on plastic air
bubbles. Rivera and this particular dance were what saved The Rink from
hs own dreary melodramas. (Gmbb, "Drood" 78)
For her next project, Daniele returned to the New York Shakespeare Festival in
Central Park with a new musical. The Mystery of Edwin Drood, written and composed
by Rupert Holmes, was based on an unfinished novel by Charles Dickens. After hs
highly praised debut in the park, the production was moved to Broadway's Imperial
Theatre on 2 December 1985, Once more. Dance Magazine's Kevin Gmbb raved about
her contributions in the show.
Set in a tum-of-the-century Brhish music hall, Drood's musical-within-amusical framework allows for various dance styles, and Daniele taps most
of them. A bordello scene finds nubile whores sliding out from under a
large bed's blankets and into a dance that is suhably pornographic. Late in
the first act, a choreographic compendium that begins whh a tarantella and
concludes whh three men balancing top hats on the tips of their walking
sticks demonstrates Daniele's mastery of making the unexpected look
apropos. She also has a flair for ethnic dance. One character who has a
'geographically untraceable accent'
slithers across the stage whh
movements that are half-Egyptian, half-Siamese. ("Drood" 78)
In sphe of her growing success, Daniele was not driven by a desire to "make h"
on Broadway. Frequently her jobs took her out of New York State, such as the
production of Garcia Lorca's Blood Wedding that she co-directed with Gerald Freeman at
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the Great Lakes Theatre Festival (Stevens 21). She also continued to work in the concert
field, but was unsatisfied. In a 1993 interview, she explained:
I felt that I was getting into a mt, or perhaps worse—that the pieces
offered to me were not allowing me to do what I wanted to do. I was
getting a little depressed about it. I think it was just that I was changing; I
am changing, even as we speak. I find that the musical on Broadway is not
something that I can relate to anymore. (Ventura 12)
When INTAR, an Hispanic arts organization, offered her the opportunity to do
whatever she wanted, her career turned in a new direction. For the first time the choices
were entirely up to her, and the flood of ideas soon solidified into a dance theatre piece
called Tango Apasionado which opened in 1987. Using the music of Astor Piazolla and
the writings of Jorge Luis Borges, she created a unique production dealing with violent
political and sexual issues and set in her native Argentina, ft had not been her inhial plan
to direct, but as the work evolved h became obvious that no one else could bring her
vision to life as effectively (Ventura 12).
As a small off-Broadway production, h was well received. A Dance Magazine
writer described h as "[. .] a high-vohage joh of searing dance-theatre" (Sandla, "New
Directions" 68). Mel Gussow raved:
As co-adapter, director, and choreographer, Ms. Daniele has taken several
Borges tales, extracted their essence, and merged them with the passionate
rhythm of the tango (music by Astor Piazolla, lyrics by William Finn).
The result is a music-theatre dance piece of breathtaking intensity.[, .]
Until now, she has been known primarily as a choreographer of Broadway
musicals. Whh Tango Apasionado, she takes a striking tango step into the
arena of innovative theatrical conceptualists. (Bell 186-7)
Whh the crhical exchement came offers for an extended mn, tours, and even a
move to Broadway, but Borges's widow disliked the production and refiised to extend the
rights. Daniele pleaded with her and received a list of seventeen clauses in the contract
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that had to be changed before she would reconsider renewing the rights. The
choreographer was incensed: "At that moment, I could've taken my fork and killed her. I
feh as if someone had killed my first baby" (Bell 187).
She channeled her passion and anger into a new work that used the Orpheus
legend as a metaphor for the ever-growing political troubles in Argentina. The piece,
titled Orfeo, was workshopped successfully at the La Jolla Playhouse in California in
conjunction with the South Carolina Spoleto Festival, which was interested in mounting a
production if the piece could be extended in length from its one-hour mnning time.
So Daniele decided to edit all the Borges out of Tango Apasionado, while
keeping the theme of male sexual dominance as a first act to be paired
with Orfeo. Together the two pieces, renamed Dangerous Games, would
show that both sexual and political repression in a society devoted to
machismo led to violence. (Bell 187)
The new show, a work-in-progress, traveled to three regional theatres around the
country. Danielle then retumed to her homeland to work on a film. She had been away
for thirty-five years, and the political problems that had prompted her initial leaving had
only escalated. The country was in yet another state of siege; the banks were all closed;
and her passport was taken from her. After a week of battling the federal police over the
return of her passport, Daniele tried another approach.
Finally I paid someone to activate it, which is the way my country works.
I went the next Friday, the day before I was supposed to leave, and they
said to come back Saturday at seven in the morning. I came back
Saturday at seven and the building was closed, so I had to postpone my
trip back. I went back later in the day, and when no one would help me I
started to cry. Then one man came up to me and said he would help. He
took me to this building and it was like Kafka. I walked through the
hallways and all the office doors were shut. I don't know, I felt scared,
like there was torture going on there. Finally, I got my passport and flew
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to La Jolla and I called my lawyer and said I could not go back and finish
the movie, ft was the first time I had not finished a job in my life. But I
just couldn't. (Bell 188)
Dangerous Games was already a deeply personal work, drawing on Daniele's
cultural heritage, but this terrifying and painful experience prompted her to make
numerous changes in the show. Costumes, music, choreography, all were altered to serve
a new vision freshly colored with bmtal, militaristic images. "I changed the intention, I
made it angrier" (Bell 188). In La Jolla the changes worked well for the audience, but the
greatest publicity the production received came in San Francisco.
At the first preview, on a Wednesday afternoon, the piece starts and within
three minutes people in the audience start screaming at one another,
getting up walking around the theatre and shouting. They scream at the
actors. Then the rest of the audience screams at them to shut up. It was
like a riot. I've never seen anything like it before. It was like the times
you hear about in the Irish theatre with Sean O'Casey. It was very
controversial and the controversy got in all the papers. (Bell 189)
The Nederlanders took notice and offered to bring the show to Broadway in 1989.
Daniele was full of misgivings. "I felt somehow inside me that it was the wrong venue. I
felt it could have a long life touring regional theatres and universities and in Europe. But
I went along with them and I was wrong" (Bell 189).
Being wrong on Broadway can be devastating. Frank Rich of the Times attacked
her entire career in his review, describing her as "[...] an artisan of show-biz perkiness
who has folded simulated Bob Fosse stmts into entertainments like Drood and The
Pirates of Penzance." After claiming that no one since Jerome Robbins has been capable
of creating and sustaining a "full theatrical evening of dancing," he went on to describe
the show as " [. . .] two hours of mediocre Broadway routines padded by repetition and
cmshed by pretense" (Bell 177). The production closed after only four official
performances.
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Fortunately for Daniele, pleasing the critics played no part in her career decisions.
I never read any reviews because I believe you know anyway By the way
people talk to you, the things they say to you. What I find is that the
power of the printed word to me is very harmful. I have this photographic
mind and what 1 read stays with me and affects me a lot. So I decided a
long time ago, 1 didn't want to be affected by either the good things or the
bad things. I will know what is good and bad from the audience response.
(BeU 177)
Years later Daniele commented that if she had read Rich's review of Dangerous Games,
she would have quit.
One of her greatest successes, Once on This Island, written by Lynn Ahrens and
Stephen Flaherty, was scheduled to begin workshopping the day after the painful closing
of Dangerous Games. Daniele offered to let the young writers out of their commitment
to her: "Are you sure you want to give it to someone who has just been mn out of town
by a major critic? [. .] I absolutely understand that you might not want to give your
baby to someone who just had such a flop" (Bell 177). Ahrens and Flaherty were certain
that she was the right director/choreographer for their show, and the work began.
When Daniele had first been introduced to the music of Once on This Island her
positive reaction was immediate.
The piece seemed to be about who I am. The first number they played for
me was the opening, called "We Dance." It was about the connection
between success and failure. What do you do after you have success or
after you have failure*^ I know what 1 do, the same thing in both cases—1
just get up and dance.
I loved the naive artistry of the story, ft was almost childlike in its
simplichy. I was very interested in that it was about blacks in a black
culture, ft was about racism in black culture, and it said we are all racists
somehow, somewhere. I had turned down other black musicals, about the
black American cuhure, because that is so specific, I thought h would be
disrespectful for me to try to do h. But I didn't feel that way with Once on
This Island, perhaps because of the mythical aspect of h. Myths exist in
every cuhure and in every race, so I felt close to it. ft took place in the
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This Island, perhaps because of the mythical aspect of it. Myths exist in
every culture and in every race, so I felt close to it. ft took place in the
Caribbean, and I am a Latin woman. I lived in Brazil, I lived in the
Caribbean islands, I lived in Cuba for a while when I was young. So I felt
very much a part of what this was about. (Bell 189-90)
The first production was a great success at Playwrights' Horizons and did equally
well when it moved to Broadway in 1991. This time critic Frank Rich led the cheering.
In the most effervescent achievement of her career, the director and
choreographer Graciela Daniele stages Once on This Island with wall to
wall dancing, movement and mime. From the first number, titled "We
Dance" and reminiscent in spirit of Bob Fosse's "Magic to Do" in Pippin,
the audience is drawoi into the evening's once-upon-a-time story-telling
style and fantastical atmosphere. Yet to come are high-stepping, swivelhipped calypso routines, ecstatic ritual dances to demanding gods, a
rollicking Caribbean counterpart to "Follow the Yellow Brick Road," and
even a delicate European waltz. (NYTCR '90)
There were others offering similar raves, as well as a few who felt that, though the
performances were strong, the show lacked depth emotionally and artistically.
Daniele's next Broadway production was The Goodbye Girl, based on the Neil Simon
film and starring Martin Short and Bemadette Peters. A Chorus Line composer Marvin
Hamlisch did the music, with David Zippel wrifing lyrics, while Simon did the book.
Jerry Zaks was the original director, but was replaced out of town by Michael Kidd, a
director/choreographer who had been away from Broadway for many years. As a number
of critics pointed out, the film was pleasant entertainment but hardly cried out to be made
into a major musical. The intimate, three-character story transferred poorly to the
Broadway stage, and, although it garnered strong praise for its two stars, especially Short,
the production was not a success. Reviewer Linda Winer of New York Newsday gave this
description of the show: "The hardworking show is mostly a bland, shapeless paint-by-
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about whether to be a glitzy musical-comedy whh dancing girls or a chamber musical
about modern relationships" (NYTCR, '93). She did go on to say: "Graciela Daniele's
acrobatic choreography is the only tight part of the show, but the dance numbers mostly
come out of nowhere" (NYTCR,'93). Clive Barnes agreed: "[. .] the dances - a
conventional stuff by Graciela Daniele - are dropped in to no real purpose" (NYTCR,
'93).
Few of the notices even mentioned the dancing, focusing on the overall problems
whh the entire approach to the work, Kidd's unimpressive directing, and the valiant
stmggles of the actors to keep the show afloat. The Goodbye Girl was a perfect example
of a musical having an identhy crisis. Edwin Wilson of the Wall Street Journal described
the problem:
The 1970's were the decade of the "concept" musical, in which theme
triumphed over story, and the '80's were the era of the Brhish Blockbuster.
But now we are in the '90's and where do we go from here? No one
knows, which is why those responsible for The Goodbye Girl [. .] have
looked to the past to try to regain their footing. (NYTCR)
Actual dance numbers no longer worked for audiences in new musicals, unless
the show used a revue format like Fosse's Dancin' or Jerome Bobbins' Broadway. Boxoffice smashes like The Phantom of the Opera and Les Miserable s were almost devoid of
dance, relying instead on spectacle and highly emotional and accessible music. This was
not the direction Daniele wished to follow.
She was much happier in her next project. Once more she was in the poshion to
help create the work from the very beginning.
I read La Ronde in France when I was strictly a ballet dancer and I thought
it would make a great ballet. As time went by I thought it would make a
great musical. When I became resident director at Lincoln Center and
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could develop my own things, I did a chamber musical based on La
Ronde. It was in my mind for so long but we put it together in nine
months. (Grody 161)
Hello Again was the result of that nine months of work. Michael John LaChiusa,
an exching new composer/lyricist, was asked to read Arthur Schnitzler's play to see if h
interested him. Whhin three days of that call he began writing (Weitzman, CD notes)
LaChiusa kept the play's basic stmcture often scenes, each depicting a sexual encounter,
but "Where Schnitzler focused on the social satire of his own 1890's Vienna, Hello Again
encompasses America throughout the twentieth century. Though each scene is set in a
different decade, the ten characters are on a universal journey" (Weitzman, CD notes).
For Greg Evans of Variety, collaborators Daniele and LaChuisa were very successful.
At once lusty and graceful (thanks in no small measure to
director/choreographer Graciela Daniele), Hello Again is a soulful
mminator on matters of the heart and the loins. The twain don't meet in
this bhtersweet song cycle, desphe the desperate, searching attempts of hs
lonely characters. (NYTCR '94)
Michael Feingold of the Village Voice had praise as well, stating: "Graciela
Daniele's staging weds, marvelously, a sweeping overall motion with apt minutiae"
(NYTCR, 24-5). The New York Post's Clive Barnes did not agree. "In her staging,
choreographer Graciela Daniele faced the problem that had already floored the vastly
more experienced Glen Tefley in his 1988 haWtt La Ronde - that of making 10 sexual
grapplings convincing, varied, and interesting. Like him, she fails" (NYTCR, 26-7),
John Lahr of the New Yorker had problems whh LaChuisa's work, but praised
Daniele: "Her streamlined and sexy stage pictures make the music seem better than h is.
Hello Again doesn't engage. The staging is elegant, but the songs aren't" (NYTCR, 26).
Regardless of the crhics' mixed responses, Daniele was pleased whh this
production. It satisfied her need for a project that challenged her, "[. .] something that
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moves you somehow, either by laughter or by tears. I like contemporary Greek theatre.
Death, and sex, and jealousy! That's juicy" (Thelan 45). She does admh that having a
real passion for her work is not as cmcial when she is functioning solely as a
choreographer. "As a choreographer I can get away with it. Because it is a little more
separate. As a choreographer, you can be as a designer - a little more clinical, just bring
your craft into h" (Thelan 45). Nonetheless, she still takes that job very seriously,
I am there from the very beginning of the work, of the creation of the
work, and I have a lot to say about h. So when you get to that level I think
it is as important as the director. [. . .] It is really up to the choreographer
not just to do little dances or tell people to come from the right or the left.
We choreograph the steps; we choreograph the lighting; we are involved
in music, in costumes, in sets. We deal whh everything. We have
something to say. Somebody said, "Why are you involved with sets?" I
said, "Well, let's just start whh a deck." If I'm going to have people
dancing on the deck, the director doesn't know all that is necessary on a
deck, I am the one that has to tell the set designer. And if the set designer
decides to put in three-inch tracks I'm going to say no, you can't, [, .] We
are very integral; it's an important part of the creative team and I believe h
is equal—unless h is a director who is a choreographer. Then that is the
best because then you don't have to discuss everything, [, . ,] Everybody
asks me and I said, "Perhaps it's more work but h is so much easier
because you don't have to read anybody's mind, [, .] The most difficuh
thing in the theatre and in life is communication and collaboration. So
when you do it all—and I don't mean by that to be a dictator, because
when I direct I listen to everybody because I think that ideas can come
from the doorman. But the sense of vision is just one track, one road, very
direct (Interview 202),
Ahhough much of the last ten years of her career has been spent both
choreographing and directing, Daniele's approach to both tasks is essentially the same.
Without question, the most important job is to tell the story, "If the book doesn't move
me or tickle me intellectually or emotionally, I think that it's not the right piece for me"
(Grody 156). The music must also engage her during the early collaboration period whh
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the composer. "1 always feel h's like giving birth though there are many parents in a
musical piece" (Grody 156).
Then, of course, comes the process of establishing what the intent of that
musical scene is and how dance fits into this particular scene. I always
work from a character's point of view and what the intent is of the scene.
Why are we dancing, is h just a celebration of something or are we trying
to say something through dance, to advance the plot, to clarify the
characters? That's how I work. (Grody 156)
Her next major project was as choreographer for Ragtime, a major musical based
on EL. Doctorow's novel of the same name. When asked if it was difficuh to go back to
the single position, she emphatically answered "no" She thought the Ragtime team was
so "generous and collaborative" (Interview 203). Daniele had worked with the librettist,
Terrence McNally, in a number of previous shows, including The Rink, and, of course,
she had shared the great success of Once on This Island w'lfh composer and lyricist
Ahrens and Flaherty. Though she had never worked whh director Frank Galati before,
she had seen his production of The Grapes of Wrath and loved h. "I met with him, and
he was such a sweetheart and so respectfial and nurturing that I knew it would be
extremely easy to deal whh him" (Interview 204). As rehearsals began the entire creative
team was very successful in building an atmosphere of "understanding and
collaboration."
Besides, the piece was so well stmctured. And it wasn't really
choreography. I didn't go as a choreographer. I went as a musical
stager—I am doing everything. When there's music it's my work, ft's
ninety-five percent music so h is a little different. When you're just the
choreographer, called in to do the dance breaks, you feel a little more
you know, it's different. I feh like that when I did Goo(af-Zj>'e G/>/. I
have to say I didn't enjoy that at all, ahhough everybody was very nice to
me, very open and everything. But h was a book musical, [. .] I feh like
what am I doing here? I've done this already—I don't want to do this
again (Interview 204)
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Ragtime was a solid success with audiences and many critics when it opened
18 January 1998. Ben Brantley of the Times pointed out that unlike the 1981 film version
of EL. Doctorow's book, "[. .] this version has a seamless, fluid qualhy and also keeps
the varied and intricate aspects of the plot helpfully clear" (Brantley, "Diorama" 11).
While he praised performances and described the show as a "spectacular feast for the
eyes," he still found something lacking in the production, commenting that "the musical
is a carefully constmcted pastiche of period charm and contemporary mechanical
efficiency. The resuh hself is less a celebration of theatre per se than of theatrical
technology and hs smooth manipulation" (Brantley, "Diorama" 1). Vincent Canby, also
of the Times, shared similar concerns and plaudits, noting "Ms. Daniele's exuberant
choreography, a highlight of the first act, gets lost in the second" (""Big" 7). Dance
reviewer Anna Kisselgoff addressed Daniele's work specifically:
Any attempt to transfer EL. Doctorow's epic view of turn-of-the-century
America from novel to theatre is an attempt at distillation. In this respect,
Graciela Daniele is the right choreographer in the right musical. WASP's,
immigrants, African-Americans: In minutes, she will boil these ethnic
groups down to their stereotyped essence.
Choreography that expresses character through movement, as distinct
from the set piece, has been the mainstay of the American musical since
the 1940's. Ms. Daniele streamlines the idea of capturing mood and
attitude through posture, gesture, and dynamics. She can fall into cliches
(tmdging immigrants) but she can also brilliantly sum up the joy of a
summer day whh a boardwalk band, its exuberance caught in frozen
silhouette. So often do her dances move the story along and set the tone
that Ragtime, actually led by singers, begins to look like a dance-driven
show. (Kisslegoff, NYT)
Ragtime gave Daniele another Tony Award nomination (she had also received
nominations for The Pirates of Penzance, The Mystery of Edwin Drood, and Once on
This Island), but again, she did not win. Her next three projects all had her working again
as a director/choreographer. Two of the productions, A New Brain (1998) and Mane
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Christine (1999), were new musicals, the former by William Finn and the latter by
Michael John LaChiusa. Widely disparate works, neither could be considered safe or
conventional musical theatre, and neither was strongly dependent on dance.
The first was an autobiographical musical about Finn's real-life misdiagnosed
brain tumor, hi the show, hospital experiences spark hallucinations filled with questions
and self-doubt for his leading character. A New Brain was described by Ben Brantley of
the Times as a show where the writer "[...] translates his life-threatening experiences on
the operating table into an evening of song and dance [.. .] Kander and Ebb got it wrong,
it seems; it's death that's the cabaret."
A New Brain, which has been directed with elegance and grace by
Graciela Daniele, has moments of captivating eccentricity. [.. .] Ms.
Daniele, too, is in good form, making spirited and ingenious use of such
unlikely props as hospital walkers. Often you feel that her choreography
defines the characters more specifically than what they sing or say.
("Romp" 1)
Although he enjoyed much in the production, he found its overall impact emotionally
weak, especially when compared with Finn's Falsettos. Other reviewers agreed that
Daniele did excellent work on less than excellent material.
The second production, Marie Christine, was based on Euripides' Medea, but set
in 1890's New Orleans and Chicago. LaChiusa wrote it for Audra McDonald, and
everyone agreed that her performance was riveting. Though the production was
impressive as well, there were other problems. The Wall Street Journal reviewer put it
well:
Unfortunately, unlike Ms. McDonald, it stumbles quite a bit. Given that
it's a blood-soaked tale of passion gone wrong, this show is strangely
dispassionate. You can almost feel the audience's longing to be swept
away in a tide of emotion, but ultimately, Mr. LaChiusa and the director,
Graciela Daniele, leave everyone somewhat stranded on the shore, just
able to glimpse what might have been. With its complex blend of musical
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influences, the show's score—there is very little spoken dialogue—dazzles
at times, but, more often, the music's density and unpredictability have a
distancing effect. (Immergut 32))
Brantley of the Times voiced similar comments:
As a musical portrait of an individual, Marie Christine is stunning; as a
compelling, complete production, it sfill feels oddly unfinished. [...]
Despite ravishing orchestrations by Jonathan Tunick, the score rarely
achieves much momentum or intensity on its own, and its recurrent motifs
don't haunt the imagination as they should. [. ..] Similariy, the stylish,
shorthand choreography in which Ms. Daniele specializes (also on display
at the moment in Ragtime) only rarely seems more than a series of
picturesque gestures. One tends to feel lost and lonely when Ms.
McDonald isn't onstage, and I found myself wishing that Marie Christine
had been presented as a musical monologue. As it is, the handsome
production that has been lavished on the show overburdens it. ("Promise"
28)
Between these two shows, she mounted a new production of an old favorite,
Annie Get Your Gun (March 1999), but for Daniele, who had never seen the musical, it
was new. Without question, the creative team knew that changes needed to be made to
achieve "political correctness" for the audience. Peter Stone revised the book, and
Daniele and co-choreographer Jeff Calhoim made some major changes in the staging by
using a show-within-a-show framework for the production. The results were
unsuccessful for the Times reviewer:
This isn't one of those shows where you sit there open-mouthed
wondering, "What on earth were they thinking?" The intentions of the
production's creators are clear: to transform a period piece, with a quaint,
creaky book and a great score, into something acceptable to contemporary
tastes. Yet in pursuit of this goal, the show seems to be perpetually
apologizing for itself, keeping the corny, tuneful work at its center at a
disdainful distance. (Branfley, "Everything" 1)
Time magazine, on the other hand, found the show to be a delight: "Director and
co-choreographer Graciela Daniele (Ragtime) creates a pretty, pastel production and fills
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the stage with inventive, witty movement. The members of the Wild West troupe are
onstage most of the time, with dancing up a storm or providing rhythmic accompaniment
to the action by slapping thighs or snapping scarves" (Zoglin 43). Annie Get Your Gun
continues (as of August 2001) to be a box-office success, due in great part to its stars
(originally Bemadette Peters, recently Reba Mclntyre, and currently Crystal Bemard).
All three shows received a strongly mixed critical reaction, but they demonstrate
clearly the different forces that drive this artist: her desire to deal with life-and-death
issues offset by her penchant for eclectic humor, and her need to make a living. As she
said in a Village Voice interview, "I have to live - so I have to work uptown" (McNulty
64). In this instance, "uptown" referred to Broadway, and it is easy to imagine Daniele
thinking specifically of Annie Get Your Gun in her next comment. The quesfion was:
"Do you find that your thinking changes depending on the venue?"
I am not thinking differently, but the producers are. The expectations are
different. If I want to have a particular thing, I have to also deliver what I
call "the formula." I'm not against formula—it's our tradition. But I don't
think I have the freedom I'm allowed off-Broadway or even in the regional
theatres. Broadway expectations are very different. Especially with
musicals. Expectations that are very hard to break down—from the
producers, from the audience, from the critics. [...] On Broadway we
have to use our craft more than our creativity. (McNulty 64)
When asked if she ever felt that her gender was a career obstacle, she answered
with a hesitant "no," qualified by the statement that Broadway theatre is still "[. ..] a little
chauvinistic. But on the other hand I think it's because [musical theatre] is a new form - 1
mean considering, in the scope of time, it is really not that old an art" (Interview 206).
While she admitted that women have not been given as much opportunity as men in the
commercial theatre, she added that the situation was beginning to change.
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Now I have never felt that in theatre in general, in the classical theatre I
have done, or in regional theatre, or in the non-profit theatre. I have never
ever feh that 1 was treated in a different way. [ .] And the opportunities
that came to me, actually the great opportunhies, have always come from
the non-profit theatre, from the regional theatre. [. .] While in the
commercial theatre it is harder for me to get direction unless it is a
product coming from a non-profit, like Once on This Island, or a product
that I created myself (Interview 206)
When asked to focus the gender question solely on choreographers, she had this
explanation for the greater number of woman choreographers compared to directors:
"Well, choreography is more feminine - you know, because it is, according to them, a
subservient role" (Interview 206).
Graciela Daniele is certainly feminine, but h is hard to imagine anyone
considering her subservient. She has often placed herself in the nurturing mother role
when describing her relationship to her actors. "I try to be a good mother that is helping a
child to walk whhout holding their hand all the time. Even if a choice is wrong, I want
them to try h" (Pogrebin, "Sending" 1). This dynamic, passionate, yet easy-going Latin
woman continues to allow herself a similar creative freedom which has supported her
throughout her impressive career of theatrical lows and highs, taking chances and
following her heart as she tells her stories. "Some people are going to love it, and some
people are going to get up and leave in the middle, ft's about the work and after that, it's
up to the fates" (Pogrebin, "Sending" 1).
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CHAPTER VII
SUSAN STROMAN

Before Broadway
Ever since I was small I would visualize music. Whether h be rock and
roll or classical or a standard, anytime I would hear music I would imagine
hordes of people dancing through my head. So music has always created a
very strong visual in my mind. Therefore, I had no choice but to become a
choreographer. (Interview 215)
Unlike the women previously discussed here, Susan Stroman dreamed of
becoming a Broadway choreographer. For her, becoming a dancer was simply a means
to achieve her goal. "I can really thank my father and mother for introducing me to
music and dance" (Interview 215). Growing up in Wilmington, Delaware, Stroman was
surrounded by all sorts of music. Both her father and brother were accomplished pianists,
and her mother loved to sing. While no one in the household ever considered music as a
profession, "[. .] anything that had to do whh the arts had a major focus in the home"
(Interview 215), Stroman was taken to the Playhouse at the Hotel Dupont in downtown
Wilmington whenever there was something interesting playing. While her career goals
differed from those of the other choreographers covered here, she did share their devotion
to dance. For Stroman, dance was not only ballet, but jazz and tap dancing as well.
I have a love of movement that incorporates a lot of different styles, I
think h was more interesting to me to take the terminology and all the
classroom work that I was taught as a child and then come home and
create my own dance piece with my father playing the piano or with my
own little record player. It's really about the movement and the music
together; that's the thing that thrills me and always has, even as a little girl.
(Interview 215)
Stroman completed college, graduating from the Univershy of Delaware whh a
degree in English and a minor in theatre. During her teenage years she had begun
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choreographing for communhy theatres in the area and then progressed to university
productions. She even staged half-time shows and other community events. "As far as
choreography was concerned, I became a big fish in a small pond in Delaware. I loved
It" (Interview 216). Stroman knew, however, that a New York career required a different
approach.

When I made the decision to come to New York, I knew I couldn't just
come and conquer the choreography business. I would have to come as a
performer first and assess the theatre situation. I came to New York to
audition for Goodspeed Opera House, and out of about three hundred girls
they picked two non-Equity girls; I was one of them. I went back home to
Delaware and told Mom and Dad that I got something called an Equity
card and I was going off to Connecticut. From there I was thmst into h as
a performer. After Goodspeed I did the National Tour of Chicago whh
Gwen [Verdon] and Chita [Rivera], a Broadway show called Whoopee, a
lot of commercials, and a lot of regional theatres. I started to really work
as a performer and I would get dance roles like Tiger Lily [Peter Pan],
Roxie [Chicago], and Charity [Sweet Charity]. Still, I wanted to
choreograph, and it got to the point where you realize that to be in New
York one can't have a split focus. You have to choose. You have to be
one thing or another. When you become successful at that one thing, then,
of course, you can do whatever you want. But you can't have a spUt focus
when you are trying to design some sort of career. So I decided to cross
my fingers and went to the agents and told them I didn't want to be seen as
a performer; I really wanted to choreograph. They all thought I was crazy,
because to get a job doing anything theatrical in New York is lucky and a
dream in hself But I stopped performing because I really wanted to be
known as someone who creates for the theatre. I started to choreograph in
smaller venues like people's cabaret acts, a lot of industrial shows, and
again, regional and stock theatres. (Interview 216)
In 1980, Stroman took a job as assistant director and assistant choreographer for a
show called Musical Chairs. The production only lasted two weeks on Broadway, but it
introduced her to Scott Ellis, a performer in the show. Like Stroman, he had been a
successful working actor, but he really wanted to direct. The two became close friends
and eventually found a project they wanted to do together. The show was Flora, the Red
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Menace When it was first produced on Broadway in 1965, it earned a Tony for its star,
the nineteen-year-old Liza Minnelli, but only lasted for 87 performances. Since Ellis had
worked with its wrhers, Kander and Ebb, in The Rink, he approached them with their
desire to mount the show off-Broadway, with Ellis directing and Stroman
choreographing. Kander and Ebb were reluctant initially, but finally gave their approval
The Vineyard Theatre produced it, and it became a hit summer show with
a cuh following, ft was directed in the style of the WPA. It was
wonderful. The theatre held about fifty seats, and I think we made about
two hundred dollars. We really took a chance on not eating for eight
months to do this Ihtle show, I thought to myself, "Well who's going to
see this show in the hole-in-the-wall in the Village?" But, in fact,
everybody came to see it, and it exposed Scott and me to the creative
theatre people of New York, That show was the "one good break"
everyone wishes for in the theatre. (Interview 217)
Certainly Stroman and Ellis took a risk, but the rewards from this production were
immeasurable. A close friendship whh Kander and Ebb was established, and connections
were made with Hal Prince and Liza Minnelli that would resuh in fliture work. A year
after the success of Flora, the Red Menace, Stroman and Ellis had another off-Broadway
hh. And the World Goes 'Round opened 18 March 1991 at the Westside Theatre. The
production, a retrospective of Kander and Ebb's work, was conceived by Scott Ellis,
Susan Stroman, and David Thompson whh direction by Ellis and choreography by
Stroman. "It was received very well by the crhics and audiences. It had a great deal of
comedy. Besides having comedic abilities, the cast had to sing, dance, play the banjo and
roller skate. [. .] 77?^ World Goes 'Round was the show that solidified my presence in
the New York theatre scene (Interview 218).
Stroman's next job was choreographing a number of musicals for the New York
Chy Opera. She also did her first opera, Don Giovanni, directed by Hal Prince. Though
the production was not a crhical success, she "enjoyed working with Hal and learned a lot
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about the opera medium" (Interview). Prince consequently took her along on his next
project, a workshop of a new Kander and Ebb musical. Kiss of the Spider Woman.
ft was being done at a new developmental space in Purchase, New York,
ft was a very difficuh time. The show was completely over-produced.
The material was not ready to be seen on such a grand scale. It needed
much more work, ft was harshly reviewed and dismissed by the New
York critics as an overdone workshop.[ .] Here I was working whh the
big cheese, Hal Prince, as well as Kander and Ebb and Terrence McNally,
and it turned out to be a disaster, ft was one of those things where I
thought, "Oh my God, this is h? This is what I've waited so long to
achieve?" It was very depressing. Luckily I went from an unpleasant
theatrical experience to a more joyous one. I was scheduled to go right
into rehearsal for A Little Night Music at New York Chy Opera Scott
Ellis was the director. It was a stimulating and memorable experience
working whh Sondheim. The show was a triumph for New York Chy
Opera and was eventually shot for PBS. On opening night, when the
crowds were standing and cheering, I came out onstage to take a bow with
Scott and Sondheim. As we looked out into the house filled with an elated
audience, Sondheim whispered into my ear "Remember this. It's not
always like this." He was right. (Interview 218)
Liza: Stepping Out at Radio City Music Hall, with staging by Stroman, was not a
Broadway musical, but the show was a poshive experience for Stroman and important in
furthering her career. Brhish director Mike Ockrent was looking for a choreographer for
a new Broadway show. Crazy for You. Luckily for Stroman, she had two shows mnning
at the time. And the World Goes 'Roundoff-Broadway and Liza Minnelli's show at Radio
City Music Hall. "It was the combination of the comedy elements in And the World Goes
'Round and the lavishness of Liza Minnelli's show that led Mike Ockrent and the
producer Roger Horchow to believe I could do Crazy for You" (Interview 219). Stroman
got her first Broadway show, and it turned out to be a tremendous hit.
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Broadway and Beyond
Crazy for You bore little resemblance to the Gershwin show from which h was
derived. Girl Crazy. Only five songs from the original were retained. A new book was
written by Ken Ludwig, and the Gershwin estate gave permission for the creative team to
include and re-orchestrate other Gershwin numbers for the production. In a Dance
Magazine interview with Hilary Ostlere, Stroman described her working methods for the
show:
First, I need to know what the scene is before and after a number and
where the director wants to go or to come from. Then I make a scenario—
a song has to have a beginning, a middle, and an end. I work out the story
line, then work out the music with my dance arranger [. J and develop h
accordingly. The steps are the last thing. I have a broad source of
terminology and finding the steps isn't difficuh. It's finding the story and
emotion in h that's most important to me. We then go into a dance studio
and I dance h through. At this point I'll be saying things like, "We need
more of this music to get downstage" or "I love the three-quarter time,
could we have some modulation"^" or "They're going to kiss here so I need
a tremolo." It's all very important for the growth of the number. ("Dream"
38-9)
Stroman, unlike Birch and Daniele, prefers to set her choreography before
working whh the dancers, but she is always ready to shift and adapt when work whh the
actual performers begins. It all starts whh the music. "The music is so much a part of
me, so much inside me, the development of h is very important before I can set a dance."
(Ostlere, "Dream" 39)
The brilliance of Gershwin's music certainly inspired excellent work from
Sttoman as well as the entire Crazy for You team. The show was a great success, with
Stroman gaining major attention. Adjectives like "glowing," "scintillating," and
"exhilarating" filled her reviews. Frank Rich of the Times went into more detail.
Ms. Stroman's dances do not comment on such apparent influences as
Fred Astaire, Hermes Pan and Busby Berkeley so much as reinvent them.
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Rather than piling on exhausting tap routines to steamroll the audience
into enjoying hself, the choreography uses the old forms in human
proportions, to bring out specific feelings in the music and lyrics. [. .] In
"Embracable You," the embrace counts more than the steps, and the
number reaches hs consummation whh a kiss that leaves the dancers as
dizzyingly unresolved as the newly acquainted couple's relationship"
(NYTCR)
Rich saw just what Stroman wanted him to see: the importance of story over steps,
character motivation over technical effects. Even with the light and insubstantial plot of
Crazy for You, Stroman's approach demanded as much depth as possible from every
element under her control. Rich also picked up on her strong connection to Astaire.
I love Fred Astaire. He was a big deal in my family when I was growing
up. Astaire would be on and everything stopped—all the focus went to the
TV His use of props, too, I'm sure had an influence on me. In no way
were they extraneous. They always came out of the character. You
remember the scene in which he's wahing for his sister. She doesn't show
up. He leans against the hat rack, and the hat rack becomes his sister. I'm
sure that my being obsessed whh watching the resuhs of the collaboration
between Hermes Pan and Astaire was a major influence on my process of
developing music and dance. (Goss 47)
Her first Broadway credh as a choreographer resuhed in her first Tony award in 1992.
She also received the Drama Desk and Outer Critics Circle awards for the same
production.
The next big project was the Hal Prince revival of Jerome Kern's Show Boat.
When Hal Prince called me and said he was going to do Show Boat, I said,
"Excuse me?" because he'd never done a revival, ever. But he adores the
music, as I adore the music, and Hal's a political animal. Every piece of
theatre he does is very political. I agreed to do Show Boat because of what
I imagined Hal might bring to that story. (Goss 47)
Stroman was right. Prince did make his production poUtical, focusing on "harsh
social and economic realities. [. .] Prince's Show Boat rejects the prettified moss-and-
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magnolias tradhion that has grown up around the show" (Sandla, "Show Boat" 76). A
Canadian dance reviewer wrote this about the show:
Prince's Show Boat is about the Mississippi, naturally, a river which
bisects a continent, a river which was at one time the Western frontier,
whh all the force of that colonial concept But it's also, or at the same
time, about the play of shadow and light, about color and coloriessness,
authenticity and artifice, the sombre and the ridiculous, all of these
compressed and clarified by hs elastichy and inescapabilhy. Magically,
choreographer Susan Stroman's dances illustrate and illuminate all of this,
and more In fact her minimalism is one of the choices that distinguishes
this version of a 68-year-old theatre piece which has been interpreted in
three different films and in numerous stage revivals. There are no dance
numbers in this show which arise out of the action and attempt to carry h
metaphorically (such as Oklahoma's "dream ballet", for example). Rather,
Show Boat, being in part about the sustaining role of theatre in people's
lives (and containing the convention of a play whhin a play), has
characters who only dance when they're supposed to be doing so, whether
that's stage dancing (Frank and Ellie's performance in the nightclub on
New Year's Eve) or social dancing (at Magnolia and Gaylord's wedding).
Stroman uses dance in just one other way: as a vehicle to illustrate the
passage of time. And what better medium than dance, the most fleeting of
mediums, to do so? She achieves this through two brilliant montages, the
first chronicling in movement the downward turn of the principal
characters' fortunes, and the second, longer sequence propelling the play's
actton forward from 1900-1921. This last is the more substantial of the
two. Sometimes slowed down and drawn-out in the half dark, sometimes
speeded up and blurred and emerging out of the whirl of revolving doors
(which represent Chicago's Palmer House Hotel), she shows us how
fashion, newspaper headlines and, most important, dances change.
(Meyers 46)
America's Dance Magazine had strong praise for the production while noting
sadness at the "emotional distance" Prince had imposed on the show, describing it as
"brilliant, even overwhelming, perhaps a tad chilly." Statements commenting specifically
on Stroman's work were unqualified raves.
Much of the story unfolds through movement. Choreographer Susan
Stroman must have done a ton of historical research, but her work looks
free and spontaneous. Unlike her zanily prop-laden dances in Crazy for
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You, there's little gimmickry in Show Boat. Her dances span not only the
show's forty-year time frame, but also convey the shift from the mral
South to industrial Chicago, from chipper but dignified movement done
under long skirts and tight corsets to frantic jazz gestures, all flapping
elbows and pumping knees, in skimpy flapper frocks. (Sandla, "Show
Boat" 76)
Stroman was pleased whh her resuhs, especially the second montage sequence
where she wanted to do more than a fashion show to depict the passage of time.
I found out that the Charleston was developed by the blacks in New
Orleans on the levee. I had already buih in a big Charleston number done
by whhe dancers at the end of ^^ow Boat. But I wanted to show that the
whhes learned how to do the Charleston from the blacks. The montage
takes place on the streets of Chicago. I was able to incorporate not only
fashions indicative of the times, but also street characters—street dancers,
panhandlers, a one-man band, gamblers, jazz tmmpet players, etc. At the
last section of the montage, I have these three black Charleston dancers
having a wonderful time dancing for coins. They do a Charleston against
the music of "Hey Feller" and "Old Man River." A group of white folks
watch them enthusiastically and try to pick up the steps. When the scene
comes later with the whhe "charlestonettes," some of the same moves are
repeated that were done by the three black dancers earlier. We have
poetically seen the contribution that blacks have made to music and dance
during that time.
Because the Kern estate allowed me the freedom to not only develop the
music for the dance but to interpolate other Kern melodies, I was able to
incorporate more dance based on the history of America. The aspect of
poetically portraying the contributions that the African Americans made to
music and dance separates this Show Boat from any other ever produced.
(Goss 48)
Stroman received her second Tony for this production in 1995.
Her next Broadway show had her working again with director Mike Ockrent, who
was by now her husband. The production was Big, based on the 1988 Penny Marshall
film of the same name. John Weidman wrote the book and David Shire and Richard
Maltby wrote the music and lyrics, respectively. While still in rehearsal, Stroman
discussed her contributions to the production:
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The choreography has some soft shoe, but the dancing's geared to
contemporary styles, unlike those period musicals I've done; yet I can't
make it so trendy that it would be dated by next year 1 had to find a sort
of essence, not pure hip-hop, something original, as h has to be contained
within the concept of the musical—a mythical, contemporary sort of
dance, the kind that you might see on MTV, yet done with character,
story, and detail, to make h different from the usual thing (Ostlere ""Big"
65)
The musical worked well for reviewer Vincent Canby, who described it as a
"bright, shiny, larger-than-life toy of a show." He went on, comparing it to a giant teddy
bear that performs in one number, "[. .] a bit awkward at first, but endearingly familiar
and, when it dances, so exuberantly gifted that it gives you the helium high of a balloon
flight." His praise for the choreography continued whh the comment that Stroman was
"the most conspicuous star of Big" (""Big' 3).
Los Angeles Times reviewer Laurie Winer did not agree.
As in the film, a 12-year-old boy named Josh (Patrick Levis) makes a wish
on a carnival arcade machine called Zohar and wakes up the next morning
splitting his pajamas, a grown man. Big explores the issue of growing up
too soon, as well as of recapturing the innocence and fun of childhood.
These are good themes, well used in Broadway musicals from Peter Pan
to Bye Bye Birdie. But a key ingredient is missing here. Director Mike
Ockrent and choreographer Susan Stroman have got everyone onstage
working strenuously to execute their thesis, but no one seems to be
actually having fun. (""Big")
Unfortunately the mixed reviews, compethion from the musicals Rent and Bring
in 'Da Noise, Bring in 'Da Funk, and the failure to win any Tony Awards despite five
nominations, resuhed in a six-month mn and a potential loss of $10.3 million. (Isenberg,
""Big")
In spite of the negative response, Stroman had many positive memories of the
experience. Working whh the children in the show was particularly rewarding. Using
what she called "behavioral choreography," she let their natural movements create the
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steps "ft was great—the kids were wonderful. I don't think I've ever been as excited to
go to rehearsal because they would dance just for the joy of h" (Grode 56).
Stroman did not allow the 1996 failure of Big to slow her down in any way. Her
next project was even more ambitious. She was not only the choreographer of Steel Pier
but one of its co-creators, along whh director Scott Ellis and librettist David Thompson.
Kander and Ebb composed the score for this story set during the dance marathons of the
thirties.
Steel Pier combines the show biz-glhz and flim-flam created for the marathon's
spectators with the harsh realhy of couples competing against each other, while
stmggling to keep moving for days and even weeks in hopes of winning prize money.
Dancing for forty-five minutes at a stretch whh only a 15-minute rest and an occasional
and brief sleep break, the real world of the dance marathons was gmeling, desperate, and
exhausting. What begins as an energetic and light-hearted dance contest ends with one
couple, barely alive, holding each other up, the last to collapse. This painful windingdown of strength and energy goes against the typical building-up of action and conflict
typical in theatre, which certainly made h a problematic setting for a musical. On top of
this challenge was a gritty, realistic story line combined with a sweet romance that was
buih around a supernatural character. The final product failed to achieve the effect hs
creators desired.
The Times's Ben Brantley stated that Stroman "[, .] has provided some lovely
dance numbers that find the kinetic poetry in physical exhaustion," but this was not
enough to make the musical work. He continued: "[. .] desphe flashes of grace and
inventiveness in Ms. Stroman's choreography and the modest melodic appeal of the
work's songs. Steel Pier is insulated by a fuzzy cover of blandness" ("Party's Over" CI9),
This producfion received eleven Tony nominations in 1997, but again, no awards.
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Stroman went to London in 1998 to work with Trevor Nunn on the National
Theatre's production of Oklahoma! The show was a success, and the reviewer's
responses to Stroman's work were effusive.
The most striking innovation is Susan Stroman's choreography. The jokey
rope-twirling cowboy sequence ("Everything's Up to Date in Kansas
City") recalls Stroman's work in Crazy for You, but it's better. The
heroine's dream sequence ends up as a sinister parody of "Oh What a
Beautiful Mornin'" with romance drowned out by figures from the worid
of Jud Fry, the hired man and his postcards.
The barn dance at the beginning of the second half is a blaze of comic
invention—and Stroman has found English dancers to perform h whh the
kind of energy which, h is often said, only Americans possess. (Gross)
Charies Spencer of London's Daily Telegraph had similar praise for the
production and its dances.
Apart from the magnificent songs, Susan Stroman's choreography is
perhaps the biggest star of the night. The macho cowboy routine in the
first half is a blast, the barn dance in the second surges along irresistibly.
Most striking of all is the dream ballet, ft takes a bit of nerve to rechoreograph Agnes de Mille's legendary sequence, but Stroman is up to
the challenge, moving from romantic yearning to sexual threat. It works
superbly, taking you right inside the heroine Laurey's heart and soul.
New York's Clive Barnes, who had seen the original production in London in
1947, reviewed the show for the New York Post whh equal joy. "I fell madly in love with
it all over again, and h wasn't nostalgia. It was recognhion," He described Stroman's
contribution as "[. .] far more imaginative, original and spirited than de Mille's 'cowboyrehash' of Eugene Loring and Martha Graham" ("Oklahoma]"). Stroman received an
Olivier Award (London's equivalent to the Tony) for her work. There was a great deal of
talk about bringing the production to Broadway, but difficulties with Actor's Equity
Association could not be resolved until recently (August 2001).
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On Thursday, 17 October 1999, Stroman changed the world of Broadway dance
forever.
The most potent antidepressant available in New York at the moment can't
be had by any prescription. It is being marketed under the name Contact
and is the manufacture of Susan Stroman, a director, choreographer and
inspired alchemist. Advertising has h that Contact is a "dance play," but
those words hardly capture how the show makes you feel. Contact is a
sustained endorphin msh of an evening, that rare entertainment that has
you floating all the way home.
Yes, that sound you hear is of expectations shattering over at Lincoln
Center, where Contact opened last night at the Mitzi E. Newhouse
Theatre, and for once h's a joyful noise. Ms. Stroman, [. .] aided by the
dramatist John Weidman and a dream ensemble of dancing actors and
acting dancers, has created the unthinkable: a new musical throbbing with
wit, sex appeal and a perfectionist's polish. Brimming with a
sophistication that is untainted by the usual fin-de-siecle cynicism.
Contact restores the pleasure principle to the American musical. It's the
kinetic equivalent of Rodgers and Hart. (Brantley, "Elixir" El)
Other reviews were equally euphoric for this landmark production, which began
whh a simple phone call from Andre Bishop, Artistic Director of Lincoln Center Theatre.
Bishop, who had admired Stroman's work in Steel Pier, asked if she would like to
develop a project at his theatre. After an enthusiastic "yes," she called playwright John
Weidman, who had written the book for Big. Explaining her choice, Stroman said,
"Because I'm from the theatre, all my choreography is plot and character driven, so I
needed to collaborate whh someone who had the same sensibilities." She continued,
"John loves and appreciates dance in the theatre, and he understands it as a writer"
(Isenberg, "Moved").
At first the pair were considering the standard book musical format, but their
discussions soon carried them beyond that. As Weidman said: "The more we talked, the
more it seemed to me an opportunhy to unleash Stro[man] in devising a new form that
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would make the language of storytelling dance. We would use dialogue but no songs and
be halfway between ballet and musical theatre" (Isenberg, "Moved")
Stroman was fijil of story ideas, but one particulariy vivid memory of swing
dancers became their starting point:
It was a few hours after midnight. The SoHo pool hall was closed, and all
the tables pushed aside. As swing music played and the underground
club's dance floor filled, choreographer Susan Stroman couldn't take her
eyes off the mysterious woman in the yellow dress.
"She stepped forward and let everyone in the club know she was ready
to dance," Stroman recalls. "This was a place where people came to
connect, to touch one another and dance together as one and, as I watched
her, I thought 'This woman is going to change somebody's life tonight.'"
(Isenberg, "Moved")
As powerful as that one image was, an actual story did not spring to life until both
Stroman and Weidman recalled an Ambroise Bierce short story about a Civil War
hanging, "An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge." These two memories transformed into a
contemporary scenario about an advertising executive who is both successful and
suicidal. After botching an attempt to hang himself, Michael Wiley (Boyd Gaines) ends
up in an after-hours dance club and finds the Girl in the Yellow Dress (Deborah Yates)
Here is a reason to live, a need to connect that is so powerfial that h compels Michael to
take a supreme risk and try to dance whh this woman, to have real contact. Lincoln
Center Theatre's Executive Producer, Bernard Gersten, made this statement after viewing
the first workshop performance: "It made your pulse race. The metaphor affects me very
deeply: can't dance, can't live" (Pogrebin, "Contact" B3).
That inhial workshop was a success, but the piece was only one hour in length, so
Stroman and Weidman went back to the table to expand the production, keeping the
focus on the theme of interpersonal connections. They created scenarios for two other
pieces, "Swinging" and "Did You Move"^"
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"We decided to open with a piece about people who had no problem at all
connecting," Stroman says with a laugh. "John and I both knew of and
adored Jean-Honore Fragonard's painting 'The Swing' and what looks like
an innocent picnic. We thought, what if Fragonard really meant
something completely different, so we put ourselves in Fragonard's mind
and tried to think of what he was really painting with those three people
and a swing." [.. .] "Did You Move?" which stars Karen Ziemba, is about
a woman trapped in an unhappy marriage whose only release is her
fantasies. They set it in 1954, Stroman explains, "because that's when
more women were trapped in those kind of relationships. Not that they
don't exist today, but it was more believable then that she would not be
able to walk away from it. (Isenberg, "Moved")
A variety of taped music, including Robert Palmer's "Simply Irresistible" and the
Beach Boys' "Do You Wanna Dance," was used to reinforce the setting of the dance club
for the original Contact (Pogrebin, "Contact" 3). Consequently, as the work expanded,
the decision was made to continue with non-original, taped music. The first story,
"Swinging" featured a jazz violin rendifion of "My Heart Stood Still" by Rodgers and
Hart, while "Did You Move?" included music from such composers as Bizet and
Tchaikovsky as well as Dean Martin recordings typical of the swing era.
While none of the characters sing, dialogue is used in two of the three stories.
Initially the plan was to open with a piece exclusively using dance; next, a story that was
all dialogue and no dance; then the third piece, which combined the two. As the work
progressed, Weidman said, "We decided that intellectual neatness didn't really matter that
much" (Isenberg, "Moved"). The end result is "Swinging" with no use of language, "Did
You Move?" with limited dialogue, and "Contact" with a greater balance of the two; but
there still remains a certain "inteUectual neatness" in Stroman's description of the show.
All three pieces have to do with contact, the ability or inability to connect.
And all three are about fantasies: The first is lived out in real time; the
second is a daydream that helps you survive, and the third is subconscious.
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All three ended up connecting through fantasy, through the word
"contact," through the word "swing." (Gold, ""Contact" 66)
Contact also gave Stroman her first directing credit and garnered her a Tony
award for Best Choreographer of a Musical, while the production received the award for
Best Musical. For the 2000 Tony awards, however, Stroman was competing against
herself, because after moving Contact to Broadway she directed and choreographed a
revival of The Music Man, which was also nominated for several awards. Ben Brantley
gave the production a mixed review.
The show's intent, like that of its con artist-hero, is to make you start
thinking all cockeyed, to sense a beat in the most ordinary, melody-free
activities, a beat that might suddenly turn them into a song. This is also, it
would seem, the creed of Susan Stroman. She is the director and
choreographer of the production that opened last night, with the movie
actor Craig Bierko making a studiously polished Broadway debut as
Harold Hill, the role that made Robert Preston a star.
Ms. Stroman's Music Man is not the dream show you might have hoped
for. It makes you feel ridiculously happy one instant and seriously sleepy
the next. It certainly doesn't provide the kind of fluid, all-encompassing
rejuvenation found in Trevor Nunn's revival of Oklahoma! which Ms.
Stroman also choreographed.
Here, her transforming imagination stops when the music stops. Neither
she nor her estimable production team has been able to make the show's
setting—the proudly plain and stubborn River City, Iowa—seem like more
than a restoration park, a historic cardboard world in ice-cream parlor
pastels. The production has two perfectly agreeable stars in Mr. Bierko
and Rebecca Luker, who plays Marian Paroo, the frosty librarian who
learns to meh.
But you get the impression that most of the people onstage are just
pretending to live in a land of com-fed propriety and corny jokes, marking
time until a production number comes along to let them show their stuff.
Accordingly, when the show is singing or especially dancing, it often
seems to have winged feet; when it's just talking or clowning around,
those feet are decidedly flat. ("Rogue" El)
Michael PhilUps, reviewing for the Los Angeles Times, found the production
"enjoyable" and particulariy liked Rebecca Luker, whose "plaintive, straight-ahead way
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with the book scenes keeps things grounded. Even when Stroman's staging tends to push,
Luker doesn't, and you're gratefial" (Fl). In spite of the uneven reviews, the production is
still going strong after more than a year on Broadway.
In an earlier Los Angeles Times article, Patrick Pacheco interviewed Stroman
before previews began for The Music Man. He began by pointing out that between the
tremendous success of Contact and the rehearsals for Music Man, Stroman's husband,
director Mike Ockrent, had succumbed to leukemia. His opening sentence contained this
quote from Stroman: "Musical theatre is such a life force for me" (4). This response
helped explain how her work was a sustaining force throughout this tumultuous period of
her life. Returning to the production at hand, he pointed out how easily this show, a
"mainstay of communhy theatres and high schools" can be described as "corny" (4).
'Sometimes these productions can make h seem cartoonish, too cute, too
pink and green and yellow,' says Stroman, who herself played Zaneeta,
the Mayor's daughter, at the Candlelight Community Theatre in
Wilmington, Del, near where she grew up. 'On the first day of rehearsal, I
told the actors, "Get rid of any images of The Music Man you've ever had.
This is a real town whh people whh individual back stories and real
relationships to each other. The comedy will come out of a real place, not
out of parody."
With a sly smile, she adds that the slow-developing relationship
between the frosty Marian the Librarian and the professor is a more
mature love story than one usually sees in the theatre. 'Remember, Harold
Hill is a con man,' she says, 'and you're rooting for a con man to win,
which isn't usual musical theatre fare.'
Also unusual is the overriding rhythmic importance'mMusic Man, quhe
innovative for hs day, from the salesmen's opening 'talk-song' of "Rock
Island" to Hill's percussive "Trouble" (as in "right here in River Chy") to
the ladies' art club's "Pickalhtle" (as in cheep-cheep-cheep, talk-a-lot,
pick-a-little-more).
The whole show is based on phch and the rhythm and sound of the
traveling salesmen and the people of Iowa,' says Stroman. 'And my
signature—whether h's choreographing for the Martha Graham Company
or the New York Chy Ballet or doing a Broadway musical—is always
rhythmic. This town of stubborn, narrow-minded lowans comes to life
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with music and dance, and the show's arc is choreographic. They start out
stiff and proper, and by the second act, they're dancing with great abandon
after Harold Hill's done with them.' (4)
Though Stroman is pointing to rhythm as a defining element in her work, it cannot be
separated from her connection to acting as an equally important element and a reason for
her need to create new musical arrangements when she works on a revival.
I took acting classes when I came to New York. They were definitely
helpful. Applying it to dance and choreography is very natural. You have
to make sure you tell the story and that the dance propels the plot forward.
For example, in the number "Shall We Dance" in Crazy for You, Bobby
falls in love with Polly. It is a duet dance in the first act. Ken Ludwig
doesn't have to write, 'and then they fell in love.' I show it in the dance.
It becomes an important plot point that is danced rather than spoken.
Acting through their dance movements is imperative to the drama of the
moment. That particular number is a very good example of how music
evokes an emotion. If I want Bobby to chase Polly, I take the melody and
put it in a fast two. If I want them to fall in love, I play it in a grand waltz
in three-quarter time. If I want them both to be coy and shy I play the
melody in a soft shoe rhythm. Because the rhythm in "Shaft We Dance"
changes all the way through, it manipulates the emotions of not only the
actors, but also the audience. It strengthens the story. This is why
developing music to fit the choreography is so important to me. (Interview
224)
Dancer Deborah Yates, the "girl in the yellow dress" from Contact, commented
on Stroman's powerfiil emphasis on acting: "There is no separation between acting and
dancing. Every step, every gesture, every movement has a reason behind it. There's not
a moment where you can say, 'Here I'm dancing. Now I'm acting.' You're always doing
both" (Gold 67).
Boyd Gaines, who stars opposite Yates in the show, approaches performance
differently, being strictly an actor who moves. "Most of the time you start a play
working on what the scenes are about, and the physical form takes shape later. For
dancers, the external is really the starting point. So I'm amazed that with that process
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they're able to come to such an internal life. I find them really wonderftil actors" (Gold
67),
Stroman's creative process is clearly defined and consistent, regardless of the
project she is working on,
I do a tremendous amount of homework whenever I choreograph. If I'm
concentrating on a particular time period, whether h be the 1930's or the
turn of the century or the 20s, I immerse myself in a lot of research. And
then there is the geographical area to consider. People dance differently
from the north and the south or from London to New York. Once you've
done the research, you develop the music. I get to that point, and then I go
into the studio whh my pianist and work it out completely by myself or
whh my assistant if there's partnering. Then I teach it to the actor. I
always enter the first rehearsal whh a pretty good image of what I want.
But then, inevhably, when I've made up an entire combination that goes to
the right, the actor will say, "You know, I turn much better to the left," Of
course, the goal is to make the actor look fabulous, so you have to be
flexible, I use the thoughts and ideas that I've made up as a base. Then I
have to employ the actor's gifts and instincts. Ultimately, if you do your
homework and are then open to the actor's talents, you're going to get the
best resuh. [, . . ] ,
The input of the actor is instmmental, Karen Ziemba, for example, has
amazing strength. She has a solo in Steel Pier called, "Running in Place"
that was constmcted around a flagpole. The flagpole was part of the set
because flagpole-sitting was very popular in 1933. [. .] Because Karen
has amazing strength, her solo incorporated her hoisting herself high on
the pole whh her arms and turning to the right. When I came to teach it to
her, she wanted to go left around the pole. Much of h developed then on
from her strengths and creativhy. I knew in my mind that it didn't matter
which way I turned when I was creating it. I knew Karen would have the
imagination to make this happen for her body. Emotionally, her character
is quhe angry. In the plot, her character of Rita has just found out that her
husband is cheating on her. She dances abstractly what would be the
equivalent of someone standing center stage and screaming. To see her
dance each night was electrifying. Because there are so many acting beats
and so much imagery in the steps, there had to be a very strong
collaboration between the choreographer and the actress. (Interview 224)
The other important element of her process is the use of visual images to clarify
and inspire her dancers to develop the characters.
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I got the opportunity to work with Bob Fosse when I did the national tour
of Chicago. That experience burns in my memory. Every step he gave
was motivated by a visual image. That just clicked whh me. Whether h
was something vile as 'wiping blood from your hands' or 'being
electrocuted,' the image would motivate the movement. The idea that he
could create such a sadistic image and actually develop a number from h
was genius. I was really affected by my experience of working with him.
He instilled in me the importance of imagery. I now always incorporate
the use of the visual. Whether I choose that h's 'washing blood from my
hands' is another story. (Interview 222)
Stroman's latest production is The Producers, which opened 19 April 2001 and it
is the hottest ticket on Broadway. This stage adaptation of the classic Mel Brooks film is
a brand-new old-fashioned book musical about putting on a show. Brooks composed all
the songs and shares the libretto credh with Thomas Meehan.
New York Times reviewer Ben Brantley describes the show as a "sublimely
ridiculous spectacle" and goes on to admh the difficulty of finding a favorhe bit, so
glorious is every moment. "Whh the inspired assistance of Susan Stroman, his director
and choreographer, and the happiest cast in town, Mr. Brooks has put on a show that is a
valentine to every show there is, good and bad, about putting on a show" ("Scam" 1).
Brantley describes Stroman's work as director and choreographer as "inspired." The
Christian Science Monitor praises Stroman's "[. .] fondness for finding the physically
absurd in the movement: she literally has the actors bouncing off the walls, or at least the
flirahure" (Fanger 20). This musical is the perfect showcase for Stroman's uncanny
abilhy to create comedy around props and devise puU-all-the-stops-out production
numbers. The resuh, in Brantley's words, is "[. .] the real thing: a big Broadway book
musical that is so ecstatically dmnk on its powers to entertain that h leaves you delirious,
too" ("Scam" 1). The production garnered fifteen Tony nominations and won a record-
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breaking twelve awards, with Stroman becoming the first woman ever to win both the
directing and choreographic honors
Currently (June 2001), Stroman has three hits mnning on Broadway: Contact, The
Music Man, and The Producers. She is also beginning work on her next show. Thou
Shalt Not based on Emile Zola's novel, Therese Raqtiin, and written by Harry Connick,
Jr.
Stroman's first Broadway production. Crazy for You, was the start of a resurgence
of interest in dance. Shows such as Phantom of the Opera and Les Miserables had
virtually replaced dance and dialogue whh singing. Stroman's continued hhs such as
Show Boat and Oklahoma!, as well as her misses like Big and Steel Pier, helped to
continue the trend back to dance as a powerful part of Broadway musicals. She has
achieved tremendous success in a wide variety of shows, breathing new life into classics
while exploring and establishing new approaches to musical theatre. Hopefully, her
versatilhy and depth as a creative artist, combined whh her passion for dance and theatre,
will keep Broadway dancing long into the new century.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSION
To take the air. To challenge space. To move into space with patterns of
shining splendor. To be at once stronger and freer than at any other time
in life. To lift up the hearts of those who watch. To be carried on their
response. And to walk once more in majesty, with an ancient glory
breathing around, united to the spirits of the dedicated dead. For dancers
this is enough, (de Mille, America 211)
In these closing words of her book America Dances, Agnes de Mille vividly
describes the euphoric feelings that dancers can experience when it all comes together.
Certainly all the women included in this study were familiar with this experience. When
they were questioned about their initial discovery of dance, the responses were
remarkably similar. Whether the comment was as simple as Onna White's "Loved it, of
course," or Graciela Daniele's "I had a sense of freedom, a sense of wanting to run and
dance through that space," the intensely positive experience was there for all of them.
(Interview 199)
If the act of dancing did not offer hs practitioners such powerful and often
contradictory feelings as joy, desire, release, control, power, or submission, few people
would be dancing for a living. Who would be willing to torture their body on a daily
basis without receiving a substantial reward in return? The training of the body is not the
only challenge that must be constantly faced. The dancer's mind and spirit must also be
trained. Incredible self-discipline is mandatory in order to reach those heights described
by de Mille. "For dancers this is enough."
For the women in this study, it was not qmte enough. Each of them needed
something beyond the rewards of a career as a dancer, which all had achieved at an early
age. Albertina Rasch saw business as well as artistic opportunities everywhere she
looked in her adopted country. Her creative drive was heightened by the financial need
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to support her family in Europe. Helen Tamiris was fueled by a passionate desire to
express herself through dance, and when the techniques and choreography of others
failed her, she realized that she must create her own dances. Onna Whhe's search for flin
and freedom from the strictures of classical ballet led her to musical theatre, and her skill
and talent set her on the path of choreography. Patricia Birch spent a long time working
as a performer in both the artistic and the entertainment fields of dance before she
realized that choreography was more satisfying. Graciela Daniele made a similar
discovery, finding that the creative process held more rewards than applause and acclaim.
Finally, there is Susan Stroman, who used her ability as a dancer solely to launch her
choreographic career.
The need to document more completely the achievements of these major
choreographers was just one reason for this study. By investigating their early training
and careers, I hoped to uncover any common trahs or experiences that might explain why
these particular women were able to step out of the choms to take on poshions of
leadership. Other than a profound love of dance, what did they share?
Their childhood homes varied from comfortable to needy. There were no
instances that demonstrated any family opposition to the subject's desire to dance
professionally. While some parents, like Stroman's, were surprised at their daughter's
choice, the support to continue training was there for each. Another qualhy shared by all
was a prodigious talent that was apparent quhe early in their course of study. Perhaps
this explains the ease with which all of them found employment, even when they were
quhe young.
Each of these artists proved to be a skilled collaborator. Their obvious respect for
fellow artists (the composer, librettist, lyricist, director, and designers) and for the
production as a whole is evident in all their work. Another quality they share is a deep
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respect and love for the dancers with whom they work. Each one can be found praising
the talent and dedication of their dancers. In particular. Birch, Daniele, and Stroman all
pointed out the tremendous contributions individual performers made to their
choreography.
Having "been there and done that" themselves, they are well aware of the evergrowing demands on a performer's skills and the limited job opportunhies. As Birch
noted in a 1997 interview:
The dancers get better and better and we [choreographers] have to start
trying to create more. Dance people simply have to get in there. They're
opening the doors in a different way now. For instance. Garth Fagin,
primarily a concert choreographer, is doing the Disney project The Lion
King, and Eliot Feld is doing On the Town. Producers of musicals are
dipping into the concert worid. They're getting away from just standard
Broadway dance language and including other forms. (Interview 192)
She agreed that the current (1997) situation resembled what happened years ago when
Martha Graham and other modem dancers exerted a profound affect on Broadway dance.
In the interviews each choreographer was asked questions concerning feminism
and any obstacles they faced because of their gender. Stroman acknowledged the
hardship of being the only woman on the creative team. "I started choreographing very
young. I used to put my hair up in a tight bun, wear a suh, and almost try to dress like a
man. It changed my entire fashion statement. It's a terrible thing, but I definhely feh that
pressure" (Interview 227). She also pointed out that while this situation was changing as
she became more established, she still had concerns.
It's always been a puzzle to me why there aren't more women
choreographers. Some of the most famous were women: Agnes de Mille
and Martha Graham. Yet, the Broadway community has been and is still
largely male-oriented, I'm not sure why that is. Perhaps h's due to the fact
that everything comes down to the finances in theatre. The business is
male-dominated. The idea of giving over millions of dollars to a woman
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when you could give it to a man has got to be one theory, ft's terrible to
say, but I've felt it myself It is reality. Graciela Daniele is coming into
New York with a hit show. Ragtime, ft is a very expensive show ft will
be super for her and open up doors for other women choreographers. I
have been asked that question before, "Why aren't there more women
choreographers?" Other than the taboo thought of the business being
predominantly mn and encouraged by men, I really don't know the
answer. It seems if given the choice in a Broadway gamble of placing
your money on a man or a woman, many producers will simply choose a
man. (Interview 226),
Of course, this interview occurred before her hits, Contact and The Producers appeared
on Broadway. It also pre-dated the success of Ragtime, the revival of Fosse's Chicago,
(choreographed by Ann Reinking), and the 2000 Tony awards where all the nominees for
choreography were female: Kathleen Marshall (Kiss Me Kate); Susan Stroman (Contact);
Susan Stroman (The Music Man); and Lynne Taylor-Corbett (Swing!).
Daniele also pointed to economics as a major issue, but felt that the opportunhies
for women in commercial theatre were opening up. Birch had never seriously considered
the issue. When asked if her years of working whh Martha Graham perhaps made h
easier for her to step into the male-oriented world on Broadway, she said, "I certainly
haven't thought about h a lot. I have no feelings about it when I'm working at all. I have
feelings about h in office meetings, sometimes" (Interview 187). Whhe commented that
"It didn't really matter. I had a couple of problems whh a couple of fellows in different
shows which I shall not mention" (Interview 178). ft seems reasonable to assume that
these women were only concerned about the work hself None of them chose their
careers to make a feminist statement about unequal employment opportunhies for women
choreographers or directors.
Rasch and Tamiris both seemed far more concerned in promoting the growth and
support of American dance as a leghimate art form than furthering the role of women in
society. Both were very strong leaders, able to handle more than their jobs as
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choreographers. Rasch had her touring companies and school, while Tamiris had her
work with her own company and the WPA.
When questioned about the lack of critical and historical attention paid to musical
theatre dance, Daniele responded:
The same way I feel about feeling that the dances are the bottom of the
barrel. Exactly the same. There is, I feel, a great resentment for it,
considering how many directors from musical theatre have been
choreographers. We're talking about Jerry Robbins, and you have to stand
up when you mention the name. We're talking about Bob Fosse, [. ]
Gower Champion, [. .] Tommy Tune, [. .] about people who were not
only directors and choreographers of musicals but creators of musicals.
So how do I feel? I feel that people are very ignorant. That's what I feel.
Because they still think of dance for the sake of entertainment. When you
get to a point in the song that ehher the singer has to breathe or you want
to liven things up whh a little bh of something, you bring on the merry
villagers and you do a little step. They still think in these terms. They
have no idea; they don't understand what dance can do, how it can follow
the story, I mean, Jesus, Agnes did h in Oklahoma! for Christ's sake. It
was a long time ago when she showed us and the great ones always do h.
And yet, people do not get h. (Interview 208-209)
Birch had a far more pragmatic view of the issue:
Well, I think that we have had attention. I mean, look, musical theatre is,
at best, a compromise in all departments [. .] Certainly scores have been
treated better but they're on paper for years to come. Dance is a very
ephemeral thing. If one chooses to go do a ballet it probably would be
treated more seriously. But then one is creating the whole thing at that
point (Interview 188).
Stroman was more optimistic as well.
I think that's changing. I think people are writing more books about the
subject. More writers are intrigued by the genre. It is clear, though, that
there are not enough proper archives. It's only recently that shows have
been videotaped for the archives of the Library of Performing Arts at
Lincoln Center. Consequently, only recently has one been able to go and
view them. Because theatre and dance is such a life-driven force, h has
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been difficult to preserve it. It's great that it's changing, because now
theatre history in the making can be archived correctly (Interview 228)
All of these women share two other important characteristics. First is their
knowledge of and connection to music. While Rasch may have been the only one
capable of conducting an orchestra, all of them are keenly aware of the kinship between
dance and music in musical theatre. Birch prefers to shape her choreography on the
performers before working whh the dance arranger. Stroman, on the other hand, deals
whh the music first. In a sense she choreographs the music as well, finely tuning the
rhythms and tonal qualities to tell the story right along with the choreography.
The second characteristic is their focus on the importance of acting when one
dances. Though their approaches and descriptions of how they achieve this differ, they
all strive for the same cohesive and organic performance from their dancers. In this way
they are transforming the look of Broadway dance, creating a noticeable shift from style
to substance. Whhe may not be versed in acting terms like "intention" and "super
objective", but she realizes that"[. .] they have to have whatever characteristics of the
character are right for the show [. , ,] The choreographer gives them that, too. You
explain to them who they are" (Interview 180), Stroman notes that,"[. .] what makes
choreography rich are the acting beats that happen within the choreography" (Interview
223).
In particular. White, Birch, and Daniele often faced a different but related
challenge. Some of the shows they choreographed required little actual dance, and the
cast consisted of actors who moved instead of dancers. Daniele described her experience
whh some of these performers:
They aren't in touch whh their bodies and they get so frightened when they
think that they're going to dance and I keep on saying, "Guys - walking is
dancing, having a child is dancing, fighting is dancing, making love is
dancing, ft's what makes the most personal thing that you do in your life
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have emotion and movement—not intellect only. The intellect moves the
body to do something with emotion." So when I do it like that with the
actors and 1 do little exercises then they start relaxing. You put a beat to a
walk, that's all h is, but they get very frightened. But they're the ones who
have something to lose, not us. (Interview 209)
Daniele's concern for the performers is typical, and shared by the others All of
these women have had much to lose in the course of their careers, but that never stopped
them from taking risks. They demonstrate an ability to seek out artistic challenges and
see them through. All have experienced public failure and harsh crhical reviews at some
point in their career. All have made artistic leaps of fahh - some successful - others not.
Yet the work goes on. It is the work itself, the joy of creation and collaboration that
drives them, not a need for fame, control, or power - issues that appear to be motivating
forces for some of their male counterparts
As these and other women choreographers continue to contribute to the musical
theatre, h becomes increasingly necessary to preserve the best possible record of their
work. Precisely because dance is an intrinsic part of the form, h is worthy of serious
crhical and academic consideration.
The Broadway musical is flourishing from a monetary standpoint. Artistically,
there are exching innovations occurring as producers meet the audience's growing desire
for greater depth and meaning in the productions. The Broadway audience, on the other
hand, is becoming more and more eUte as ticket prices soar to outrageous limhs. As
Stroman pointed out,
I believe people will always want to go to the theatre. Seeing good live
theatre is incomparable. However, in the near fiiture, it will be about
affording the ticket. Something definitely has to be done about the costs.
We need to make sure we get the new young generation in the seats.
Introduce theatre to children. (Interview 231)
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These six artists reveal strong similarities in significant areas, not the least of
which was their approach to leadership. Gender cannot be ignored as a reason for their
nurturing, supportive, and somewhat self-effacing leadership styles. They also shared the
language of dance. As Daniele expressed it:
You know, when you go to ballet school you are told to do something
because you are learning the language. It's like when you are learning
Chinese, somebody has to tell you how to pronounce it, you cannot just
make h up. But once you know the language, once you know the
vocabulary, the ideas are yours. You see? And h doesn't matter if the
words are whh an accent or if you're not too eloquent or articulate, it's still
about who you are and what you want to communicate. It's the same thing
in the theatre. Dance is another language. [. .] to express an idea, to
express a feeling, to express a relationship. It's another language, and
unfortunately not many people know that language. (Interview 211)
These women are experts whh this language and they have used their skill and
creativhy to enrich musical theatre. They were influenced by choreographers who came
before from all forms of dance. In turn, they have produced works that will inspire a new
generation of artists as the American musical theatre continues hs artistic evolution.
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Phone Interview: Onna White
31 May 1997

KG: What started you dancing?

OW: I was a sickly child, and the doctor said to my mother, "Give her some form of
exercise." I was then in grammar school in Powell River, British Columbia, so I went to
the gymnasium there. I started working with the bars and those circle things. Then this
woman came to Powell River, her husband was working in the paper mill there, Freida
Marie Shaw. She was a ballet teacher, so I started, when I was twelve, ballet dancing.
Loved h, of course. In two years I was on pow/e. I really adapted to h. Itjustcameso
naturally. Then my ballet teacher knew a woman in San Francisco - she knew the
Christensens. She arranged for me to go down to San Francisco. I went whh my mother.
I was fifteen when I started in the Christensens' ballet school. They took me on a tour, I
was maybe sixteen then. I had studied there the whole summer and then they put me in
the company. I toured with them on their Western tour and they started giving me young
boys' parts because I could do double aire tours. In Romeo and Juliet I was a youth, but
finally graduated out of that into principal parts and then pretty soon I became a ballerina.

KG: That's very impressive, because you started late for a ballet dancer.

OW: That's really the tmth, but h came so naturally to me and it was so easy for me and
I loved h so much.

KG: Your family seemed to be supportive of this?
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OW: Yes, my mother went down to San Francisco with me because I was so young. She
got me settled and then she went home. She was a teacher, my mother, and she played
the piano. My father was a barber and he played the violin. We used to have dances in
the living room. Friends would come and we would square dance. So I had a lot of
music in me.

KG: Did you have any early role models, mentors, heroes, idols, people you wanted to
emulate?

OW: No, not anybody specific, just a whole bunch of them. A Russian ballet company
would always come to Vancouver and we'd always go down there whh my teacher. Then
I got into one of the children's parts in The Nutcracker, so I got on stage even though I
was only about thirteen.

KG: So theatre and musical theatre really wasn't anything you were going for?

OW No, h wasn't. Not at that time.

KG: How did you get into the musical theatre worid?

OW Well, a girifriend, who was in Christensen's ballet company whh me, went back to
New York. She used to write me and say "Oh Onna, you've gotta come back here, you've
gotta come back here." She was mentioning Michael Kidd and so I decided I would. I
went back to New York and my girifriend arranged this whole thing for me. I auditioned
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for Finian's Rainbow, and I got the job! I was replacing the girl who was the captain of
the group. So when I replaced her I then became the captain and that's how I got with
Michael Kidd. Then I assisted him. I went to London with him to do Finian's over there
I assisted him on four or five shows, the last one being Guys and Dolls

KG: That's quite an honor to be pulled out of the choms to be an assistant.

OW: Oh, yes, yes

KG: That must have come easily to you as well.

OW: The fiinny thing is that the girl I replaced was given a lot of ballet by Michael,
crossovers with tour jete s and jetes, so that was very easy for me. I'd been doing it for
seven or eight years. But oh, what a wonderfial feeling that was! To be free - oh gosh I
feh wonderful! Then on Guys and Dolls I helped Michael quite a bh. He would do a
step and then say, "Now Onna, do h like a girl would do h." Then I'd do it like a girl
would do it, you know, "Take Back Your Mink" and "Bushel and a Peck." Then the
Cuban number - I'd quite a bh of that myself

KG: I know you normally do a lot of research, but at that point, when you were assisting
him, you probably didn't take the time to do that.

OW: No.

KG: So you were just able to do all these different dance styles?
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OW: But I couldn't tap, so I had to go to tap class. I learned the time step, not really any
hard tap, your basic tap. Of course 1 had done acrobatic work in high school, cartwheels
and walkovers and splhs and things like that.

KG: How do you describe the choreographer's role in creating a musical?

OW: Very important, very important. But the thing is, and I learned this too from
Michael, you must always choreograph to the book. You must read that script and base
your choreography on something according to the story or script. An example, my first
job as a choreographer was at City Center. Billy Hammerstein was the director. Michael
was supposed to do h but he couldn't so he suggested that I do h. ft was Finian's
Rainbow. The following season I did Carmen Jones, which was all mine. 1 had never
seen the original. I had Muriel Smhh, the original leading lady, and I did a kind of a
comic fighting ballet in the second act. Josh Logan saw it, so he hired me and sent me to
London to do Fanny. Then Kermh Bloomgarten saw something I did, and he wanted me
to talk to the director of Music Man, Morton da Costa. So I took the script and I read the
script. In this one ballet Meredhh [Willson] had the fire engines coming into the library
and I thought, "Oh, this is terrible." I hh upon this idea of the music man coming in and
slowly dismpting her and the library, very slow, very slow. And I had Robert Preston God love him - for three weeks before rehearsals started, and I taught him the routine he
was gonna do. So when we got into rehearsal I said to Robert, "Show the kids what they
do here, Robert." He gets up and he shows them and their mouths were hanging open.
So, back to the meeting before I got the job, we're sitting there and I've got to prove to
Meredhh Willson that my idea for the library was better than his. We're going through
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the script and we get to the library scene and da Costa said "OK Onna, you're on." So I
gave my idea and Meredith was sitting there with his mouth open and Kermit
Bloomgarten said "Oh, I like that, do it that way, Onna, do it that way." Anyway, it
worked out fine. Meredith was wonderful and it worked just great. That was my first
Broadway show. And then my first movie was Music Man with that wonderful Shirley
Jones and, again, Robert Preston. God, he's missed in the musical theatre, brilliant,
brilliant.

KG: What is your personal process when choreographing?

OW: I do a lot of preparing. Most of h I work out first and if it doesn't work I change it
during rehearsal when I'm working. But most everything I've been lucky whh. I'm very
musical, you see. That also helps a lot, coming from a musical family. And the
Christensen Ballet company was a wonderful experience. So I had h all, I didn't have to
search too hard.

KG: Did you feel that it was tougher for you to do this since you were a woman'^

OW: Well now, here we go

I got along whh the women beautifully. It was some of

the men who gave me trouble,

KG: When you were doing this there were so few women choreographing.

OW Well, Agnes was, Helen [Tamiris], and Hanya Holm, They didn't concentrate so
much on Broadway shows as I did, and movies.
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KG: So you were rather a pioneer at that time, stmggling on your own

OW: Kind of, yes. I never thought of h, but that's probably what it was

KG: Were you of aware of breaking ground at the time, or did you just do what you
wanted to do?

OW: I guess 1 just did what I wanted to do. But I always, always conferred with the
director. Gene Saks was a big help to me, the several shows I've done whh him.

KG: Were you ever aware of any shifts in atthude as feminism got stronger, or were you
well enough established that h really didn't matter to you'^

OW: It didn't really matter. I had a couple of problems whh a couple of fellas in
different shows which I shall not mention.

KG: Wouldn't you usually be the only woman on the creative/production team*;*

OW: That's right. It's like when I was doing Mame. You had Jerry Herman, Gene Saks,
the three producers and myself Another very important point to my choreography - I
like the people to have fun doing it because I have fun doing it! What's the sense in
doing it if you're not having fun? You can tell by looking at my numbers that everyone is
having flin.
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KG: Do you think you're doing anything special to get that out of the performers, or is it
just intrinsic in your work?

OW The way 1 talk to them, the way I show them, you know. I'm very kind to them,
and thoughtful too. But I also make jokes,

KG: How would you describe the relationship between the director and the
choreographer on a musical?

OW: It must be very close, I mean, I never do anything whhout letting the director know
what I'm planning on doing. And if he has any objections, then I'll change it. But
nobody ever objected to me, I guess why is that I'm such a strong lady. But tmthfially,
you must work whh the director. Otherwise you've got disjointment [sic]. It's not all
pulled together,

KG: In reading your reviews, I know that that qualhy was something you were known
for.

OW: Getting in and out of numbers, too, is important, very important. You get a lot of
help from the director. Gene Saks helped me a lot in Mame and / Love My Wife

KG: What were the greatest obstacles you had to overcome?
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OW: I can't think of any at the moment. The only obstacle that I remember was a show
that never got into New York that had a leading man who wouldn't accept rewrites. We
closed the show, and that was a shame

KG: What were the greatest rewards you've experienced? Was it just that great sense of
fun you talked about?

OW: Yes, I think so. Oh, I have an interesting fact. I've been nominated about eight
times for Tonys and never won. Do you know why? Because the choreographers who
won, who beat me all the time, were the director/choreographers like Michael Kidd, Jerry
Robbins, Bob Fosse. They're all wonderfiil, you know, but they outdid me. But I always
got nominated. So then when I got my Oscar I stood up there on the stage and I said,
"I've been nominated so many times for the Tony, never won, but I think this will take
care of that."

KG: How do you feel about the lack of historical and critical attention musical theatre
choreography has received in both academic and commercial circles?

OW: I don't feel anything. I never thought about h. I must say one thing: Susan
Stroman is very good. She's a lot like me in a way. And I think she works like me.

KG: What connections do you see between dancing and acting in musicals?

OW: Well, I hadn't thought about that. Well, of course they have to have whatever the
characteristics of the character are for the show, they have to have that. That's kind of
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acting isn't h? The choreographer gives them that, too. You explain to them who they
are, who they are portraying.

KG: Do you think there is any typical or generic personality for a dancer in terms of
aggressiveness, passiveness, independence, when you were in the ballet company, say, or
dancing on Broadway?

OW Hard work, very hard work. I know a lot of dancers who just say "Oh, the hell with
h!" and give up. They can't be bothered. You have to have a certain kind of personality
to get ahead. I've had a lot of luck whh my dancers. They've all been wonderful. And,
of course, if they're that good I use them over and over.

KG: Did you have any assistants or people who worked for you that went on to be
choreographers?

OW No.

KG: How do you feel about the fiature of dance in musical theatre?

OW: I haven't thought about that.

KG: How do you feel about other movement/performance forms like MTV, ice dancing,
figure skating, or gymnastics?
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OW: I love figure skating, h's very balletic. My favorite is Scott Hamilton. I'm not
crazy about gymnastics, I haven't seen anything that I'm crazy about, I am sorry that I
haven't seen Mr, Flatley, I've seen Riverdance but not with him in it. 1 could hardly
stand up for the standing ovation at the end, my knees were just shaking. They were
weak from being so thrilled whh them.
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Phone Interview; Pat Birch
3 and 10 June 1997

KG: What started you dancing?

PB: My older sister went to the local dancing school, and my parents decided h would be
a good thing for me, too, so I tailed along and had ballet, acrobatic, and interpretive. I
loved it - it immediately became my great passion.

KG: Was your family supportive of you when you wanted to be a dancer?

PB: The studying part they thought was just fine, but when I announced that "this was h"
they were not so thrilled.

KG: But you did it anyway?

PB: I did it anyway.

KG: Who were your eariy role models?

PB: Any ballerina's picture I could cut out of anything.

KG: How would you describe your experience as a Broadway dancer?
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PB: I wasn't really a Broadway dancer. I started in the local school, was sent out to a
camp on the Continental Divide where Merce Cunningham was teaching. He took me to
Martha Graham and the School of American Ballet.

KG: But you did a few shows?

PB: I did, but all I did was .

well, I was in the Graham Company and I did not go on

one of the tours whh them. I stayed home and did a couple of revivals for Agnes de
Mille. That's hardly Broadway.

KG: Where were those done?

PB: At City Center. I was in and out of the Graham Company this whole time, torn
between which worid I really liked.

KG: Was Agnes de Mille the only Broadway choreographer you worked with?

PB: Yes, until West Side Story, and then I worked whh Jerry Robbins, briefly, because I
didn't even do West Side until it came back to New York. Those were the only two that I
knew, and I was lucky to work with such masters. I did a ballet for Donald Saddler, but
never a show. I was not what you would call a commercial dancer.

KG: No, you weren't, ft's interesting, though, that you did want to do Broadway.
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PB: Well, I liked being in those revivals. 1 liked that kind of thing, but I was never a
tap/jazz dancer. West Side was my ultimate Broadway thing.

KG: Your approach and process seems to me to be much more strongly based in acting
techniques, working from action and character and intention, than a great many
choreographers,

PB: That's because of Martha Graham. She taught me (I was in her children's class)
very, very early on. She would say, "You've never danced better and h means a hundred
percent absolutely nothing." She wanted to make sure that you understood the purpose
that you had when on the stage. The stage, to her, was really a sacred place, and we were
taught this. You take one step out on it and the space changes and it's your responsibiUty
to communicate something. Not necessarily acting, but some kind of thing that will
change the air, the space, the dynamic of your worid. I mean, I love making designs, but
I do like storytelling. I've never been one to care about just steps. I like steps, I love it
when I come up whh good ones, but if they don't play into what I feel the responsibility
of the number is, I toss them out.

KG: I think that's very exching, because h's my belief that some of the best acting
techniques come out of a more organic sense

PB: I like working organically; certainly Martha Graham taught me to move organically

KG: ft seems that your approach is more like that of a good director than many
choreographers'
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PB: Somewhat, somewhat. I love bravura dancing as well. But when you're working
with actors who dance, like in Grease, you've gotta go from their strengths, and then
often they will give you something that a trained dancer won't. They'll give you an
intention that carries right through.

KG; So Graham was a major influence, and you didn't come out of that ballet world
where men controlled everything. You were there working whh this strong woman who
controlled everything. Do you think that made h any easier for you to step into this maleoriented world?

PB: I certainly haven't thought about h a lot. I have no feelings about h when I'm
working at all. I have feelings about it in office meetings, sometimes.

KG: What other obstacles have you faced in your career?

PB: I think sometimes I've taken on a show I felt could be fixed through wonderfial
moves, through swell choreography, knowing that the show was possibly weak, but
thinking that the choreography could really carry it. And now I don't think it can. 1 got a
Tony nomination for a show that closed in two weeks, and did one of the best numbers
I've ever done, ft was a show called Music Is.

KG: So you think you have to have a strong book*^
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PB: Books vary. Sometimes books are clothes hangers and sometimes they are
wonderfially layered. But they have to work.

KG: Where do the greatest rewards you've experienced come from?

PB: Mostly right in the rehearsal room when you see something clicking, when you're
working whh wonderful people. I've had fiin all over the place, on Broadway, in
California, on movie sets, ft's different kinds of excitement for each medium, I like the
process, I like doing h, I love doing it,

KG: How do you feel about the lack of critical and historical attention musical theatre
choreography has received in both academic and commercial circles?

PB: Well, I think that we have had attention, I mean, look, musical theatre is, at best, a
compromise in all departments, I don't think that there have been great academic
treatises done on theatre dance. Certainly scores of musicals have been treated better, but
they're on paper for years to come. Dance is a very ephemeral thing. If one chooses to
go do a ballet h probably would be treated more seriously. But, then, one is creating the
whole thing at that point. Choreographers in the musical theatre are interpreters more
than creators. The guys that wrhe the lyrics and the music and the book are the tme
creators. Choreographers, probably more than directors, are quasi-creators, but then also
interpreters. We can influence the way a song is sung, we can ask for lyric changes. If
you are staging a song you can kill h or sometimes save h by staging, or make h even
more wonderfial than h is. That's an interpretive thing, staging. That song will go out on
paper to eighty-five other people who will do h a different way. When you work, also, in
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cooperation with the director, it is the two of you who decide how this song will be done
in context, not how it will be written. So, aside from the occasional self-enclosed dance
number, we are basically interpreters within the musical theatre.

KG: You've worked as a director as well. Do you prefer that?

PB: It's different. I like doing both. It depends on the show. I think for some things I'm
equipped to both direct and choreograph. For other things, no, something's going to slip.
I don't have any strong feeling about h. Sometimes I love just choreographing,
sometimes I like directing and choreographing. There might be something I'd like to
direct but not choreograph? Not really, because the heart and soul of what I like to do
and what I think people like to see me do is move people in space and time to music. I
love working whh actors, but I hate the sitting still parts.

KG: How would you describe your connection to music? When working on a new show
do you have much input on dance arrangements?

PB: Oh, yes, enormous, the minute you decide what you're doing whh that song and start
choreographing there is input, I don't like working whh the dance arranger before I've
choreographed with the cast, I know people who sort of do h all in their heads, and then
go in and do h on the dancers, I don't do that so well. I don't even like working up front,
unless it's a situation where the dance is very separate. I've never been one to go in two
weeks ahead of rehearsal whh a bunch of dancers, except for style, maybe. I gotta know
what it's coming out of Otherwise you can just blow hours and days coming in with
something tmly wonderfiil that isn't quite right for the moment. I love coming up whh it
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on the spot. That doesn't mean that it's right, but it's usually going to go in the right
direction, because the imention is clearer. 1 did a show last wimer in Canada. I came in
prepared, having worked ahead of time with four to six dancers. We took a swell
sequence downstairs and put it in the number, and I gotta tell you how dull it was. I
thought, "What did I do? This was lovely upstairs. It means nothing down here." ft
didn't work in context!

KG: How do you see the fiature of dance in musical theatre?

PB: ft depends on whether the choreographers want to take the lead again. I think we
gotta start. I'm working on a show now that came from an idea I got after I did a little
ballet for the American Ballroom Theatre. I can't talk about h, but I'm working very
hard on that. I think Riverdance has helped awareness of dance in the theatre a lot, even
though h's not exactly a theatre or a dance piece.

KG: Yes, I had a question about that, and MTV and ice dancing and gymnastics.

PB: I've done a lot of video. And I love dance in film, I love doing that, so h influences
me a lot. But, that last question

let me think about it before we talk again. When you

think of the old dance movies and old dance shows, they were created for dancers. And
they were created for stars, sometimes. We have to start treating our dancers

I mean,

Savion is about as good as you get, now, and I really respect what he's done. I think it's
just wondrous that he's taken the language of tap and made h so very, very much his own.
I think he had something to say and he damn well had to say h, and that's why it's so
strong. Otherwise we can be cosmetic, we can be cute, we know that if you do something
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sixteen times they'll clap. For me, that's not what h's all about. I just think Savion is
miraculous. Fosse is an idol of mine because I think he made his own language, which is
being copied and absorbed into whatever this Broadway language of dance is, and you
know what I'm talking about. I'm more interested in doing a Candide where you're going
all over the worid and creating your own funny language. I've got a move in there that
I'm so proud of, where eight guys fall on the floor and they can't get up, so they finally
swing all their legs over and they look like a big caterpillar. That gives me more joy than
anything, because h is so right for the moment that the audience applauds. They get the
humor.

KG: Humor is very difficuh to do in dance, and it seems to be something that you're
really good at.

PB: Don't forget, I'm very much influenced by all the time I spent on Saturday Night
Live. And that one dance I did for Gilda and Steve, "Dancing in the Dark." It's one of
my favorhe things I've ever done. I can tell you one thing I've learned, working whh so
many comedy people - h's about staying on the point. You know what I mean, really
treating h like math, I don't mean steps like math, or counts like math, but going from
point A to B to C to D, You watch a good comedian; h's all about logic. Working with
Steve Martin

the guy is like a mathematician for hours at a time. It's like a good

musician. That timing is not by chance or mistake. When we talk again I'll tell you more
why that influences me so much. And there are just certain fianny character moves that
get me. I think that's why I'm in this whole theatre thing.
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Part II

KG: Where would you like to start?

PB: Let's start with the "future" question. What's very interesting is what was in the New
York Times yesterday and today, all about the joining of Pace and the Jujamcyn theatres.
It's very interesting because people are trying to make bigger conglomerates. It started
whh Disney and Garth Drabinsky and now Pace and Jujamcyn, and they're all supposedly
going to get in the business of developing musicals, almost the way movie studios used
to. Is it fail-safe? We don't know, but h certainly points to people being interested in the
development of more and more musicals. So, it looks pretty healthy. What kind we'll do,
we'll see. Where the smaller musical exists, I'm not quhe sure. But I think there's
another producer's inhiative program that's gonna try to cover the waterfront for the
smaller musicals. So everybody is obviously interested in doing more.

KG: You had mentioned that h might be necessary for choreographers to take a leading
role in creating shows that have more dance.

PB: I think if we want to be doing dance musicals we're going to have to push h.

KG: Do you think the dancers are out there to be the stars?

PB: There's no question in my mind. The dancers get better and better, and we have to
start trying to create more. Dance people simply have to get in there. They're opening the
doors in a different way now. For instance. Garth Fagan, primarily a concert
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choreographer, is doing the Disney project. The Lion King, and Eliot Feld is doing On
The Town. So producers of musicals are dipping into the concert worid. They're getting
away from just standard Broadway dance language and including other forms.

KG: Similar to what happened years ago when the modern dancers brought their
influence to Broadway.

PB: Yes, yes, it comes around again.

KG: Well, let's return to the comedy question.

PB: I love physical comedy of any kind, from primitive clowns, to Chaplin, to
everything. Donald O'Connor was a brilliant comic dancer. There's a long tradition
there. Steve Martin moves like a dream, and as a comedian is incredible. So, when he
combines the two you really have something. But it's a different thing because you really
have to make a comic story or character point. In working with Andrea Martin this time
on Candide, we really pulled off that number, "Easily Assimilated," purely by using an
acting intention. Playing an aging Spanish duenna, she was trying to lure what she
thought were young dons (but what turned out to be aging dons) to try to get some money
from them. Every move in there had a reason. She was trying to woo them. That was
the whole line. They're old, they're tired, but she got them interested and curious, finally
involved. They tried very hard to keep up whh her, but in the end they gave up and tried
desperately to get away from her. It was about a lady trying to keep the interest of some
people who were basically not interested. So you start from a little plot point there and
keep using actions that turn into comic situations. It's all based on activhy. "Dancing in
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the Dark" whh Steve and Gilda was one of the first seriously comic things I did. ft was
based on the writer Marilyn Miller's love of Fred Astaire and Cyd Charisse, and it was in
homage to the movie dance, "Dancing in the Dark." But it was about two people who
weren't quhe that, trying to be that in the most desperate fashion. If you work from an
action it works. If you lose the goal, you lose the comedy. And h's hard to keep doing
because you get dancing and it's fun. Sometimes you can just get carried away, like we
did whh "Hand Jive" in Grease. But, again, that was a situation of people desperately
trying to win, and when you put blocks in the way it's funny. Other funny situations
occur along the way, but each has to fit into the storytelling. All the situations in Grease
are built out of real shuations. When we did that prom we just went right back and we all
tried to remember what we were trying to - not achieve at the prom - but what was the
goal - to get that guy, to get outside and smoke, to find a particular girl, etc. And, again,
h all came out of situation. I don't know how to do it any other way.

KG: You talked a lhtle about how you enjoy MTV, you've done that and you think that's
wonderful, and Riverdance.

PB: Oh, I love doing videos. In staging numbers in musicals now, what whh sound
being so sophisticated, people don't always have to be facing out - it's better in a wordy
song if you can see their mouths, you understand what they're saying better sometimes.
But h's not always so important to always be front and center singing. I love to find
ahernative ways of doing numbers. People's eyes are used to totally different things now.

KG: What about the worid of figure skating and ice dancing?
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PB: I love h, I love to watch it. ft's not something I have any desire to do.
KG: There are some people that think h has fiilfilled the need the audience has to see
dance.

PB: I don't feel that way. I reaUy don't. It's very beautiful. And yes, sometimes I wish
we had skates. You can move out more. But it really is somewhere between the worid of
athletics and dance. I mean it's lovely. Is it theatrical? It can be, but h's a different
mandate. As I say, I love watching skating. I watch the choreography for all the people
winning things, and one of the problems is that you have to include those tricks, double
axels, triple axels, what have you, which are sometimes totally irrelevant to a lyric
moment or what you're trying to achieve dancewise. But then even out of compethion
you've got to throw the tricks in because that's what we all expect and that's what we all
watch for. We watch for other things, but we expect that trick.

PB: One of the things I love, love, love doing is working whh popular forms. And being
honest, one of my favorite jobs in the worid was The Me Nobody Knows, because h was
right off the street. I feh that we did something there that people don't very often do. I
like taking pop and social dance forms and heightening them rather than gobbling up the
language and throwing h into musical comedy. I don't know if that makes any sense.

KG: It absolutely does, yes.

PB: People do that all the time, and then h gets too clean and standardized. Whereas
what's exching about the way the kids do \t is the way they do it You can't just leave it
that way, because it's non-theatrical, sometimes. But one of my favorite things I ever did
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was a piece downtown, I don't know if you even know about it, called Club 12. The cast
was a crew of rappers and street dancers from Jersey City and Trenton. The kids were 17
and down, and it was their version of Twelfth Night, ft was all hip-hop and club dancing
and the kids really choreographed more than I did. They brought their moves to me and I
edited and molded with them. And it was one of the most exching projects I've ever
done, because h was dipping into their language, but letting them stay the experts rather
than me just ripping them off and making steps. And I love doing that. I'd like to do
more of that kind of work to show off what's going on. There's all kinds of amateur
choreography, you know what I mean, that should be helped and highlighted.
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APPENDIX C
INTERVDEW WITH GRACIELA DANIELE
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Phone Interview: Graciela Daniele
16 September 1997

(Due to technical difficuhies there were blank moments on the tape, so the missing
dialogue has been recreated, when possible, from notes taken at the same time. Sections
in brackets or designate these spaces, or paraphrases.)

KG: What started you dancing?

GD: Well, I was bom in Argentina, Buenos Aires. And my mother told me that when I
was young, I don't remember very well, but I had difficuhy [with my arches. Instead of
using orthotics] the doctor said, "Oh no, she is very young and if she just tries dancing,
the exercise of that foot will work that muscle." And that was h. It was actually an
accident. It wasn't because I wanted to. But the moment I went

I do remember, that I

do remember very clearly. The first time I went into a dance studio I had a sense of space
and freedom, a sense of wanting to mn and dance through that space. It was sort of like a
discovery. So from then on I was hooked. I entered the Teatro Colon of Buenos Aires.
[It was a very difficult classical ballet training program, very intense in every way and
very compethive - few dancers were selected to keep working whh the company.] And,
of course, you had to do your own school at the same time. But I loved h! Many people
ask me, "Didn't you miss the normal childhood?" and I said, "How can you ask that?" I
was the little princess flying forty feet high into space in 77?^ Magic Flute. I was a little
slave in Aida. I was a page holding candles in Wagner operas. You know, I was living
the fantasies that children dream about. So no, I didn't, and the hard work - that's the
reason why I think dance is so good for children, ft's like being an athlete, h's like having
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a sport, ft gives you a tremendous amount of discipline which you can use in the rest of
your life for other things even, not just the theatre, but for yourself ft gives you physical
freedom and I think spiritual freedom, a feeding of music and ideas, even if one doesn't
pursue it as a grown-up.

KG: That gives me some insight into your strong connection to theatre, along whh
dance, that many choreographers, I don't think, have. Your family must have been
supportive of this*^

GD: Oh, very much, very, very much. You know h was a family of women. It was my
mother, poor darling, that used to take me to school at six o'clock in the morning and
bring me back, half asleep at midnight after a show. So, absolutely, they all supported.
They saw that it was meaningfial to me, that I was happy, that it was not just a passing
fancy. I was really interested in h. I remember my aunt, even before I started dancing,
we used to have a game. I must have been five or six years old. [late forties] We used to
sh by the radio and listen to classical music, which she loved, and she used to put a
concert or [record] on and say "EUta, close your eyes and tell me what you see. What is
the music telling you? What are you seeing?" And so I would start a story, whatever h
was, a whhe horse mnning through the fields, whatever came to my mind. And I would
go on until I'd dry out and then she would pick up the story and continue and then I
would take it. So we created this fantastic world and stories inspired by the music.
That's how my main education in classical music came about; but what she was doing, I
think, is one of the greatest creative games for children; she was developing the muscle of
imagination. And that's what took me, whhout realizing, into what theatre is. That's
what you do, you live these wonderfiil stories. You see, Kerry, h was really not an
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entertainment worid. ft was a very classical world, ft was a very artistic worid. The
Teatro Colon is one of the biggest opera houses in [?]. I didn't get into show business
until I came to America. I was in ballet companies until I came to America. Actually I
was twenty-three years old by the time I came here. I first saw West Side Story in Paris.
I was living and working in Paris and I saw West Side Story. The story was told through
dance and these people were actually acting; not only dancing but acting. That just
fascinated me, and that's the reason why I went to New York. Just to study. I was lucky
and I started working immediately. Evidently h was connected with all this fantasy
worid, again, this storytelling whh my aunt.

KG: Yes, you had that different connection to h. You've already answered some of my
other questions about your training and such. Were you in the choms first or did you
immediately get featured?

GD: The first show that I did

I came to New York in 1963 and I went to study with

Matt Maddox, he's a great jazz teacher. I went to the beginner's class because I barely
spoke English and I didn't know anything about jazz or modern dance. I studied whh him
for about a month or so and then he came to me and he said, "Graciela, there is a show
and you should audhion." So I said OK. I didn't know what audhions were, I had no
idea. So I went to audhion and I just talked. You know, my accent was so heavy. But I
guess I charmed the producer and I did h. So the first thing that I did on Broadway was
actually a featured role. But from then on I did choms. I worked whh Michael Bennett choms - but then I became immediately his assistant.

KG: Do you know why he chose you?
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GD: I think he liked my mind. 1 was a very good dancer, my technique was terrific; I
learned jazz, and I studied very hard; I went to modern, I studied with Martha Graham I
dove into h. My body was very flexible and I could do a lot of different styles. But I
think whh Michael he liked my mind, my talking to him. He liked my creativity, and he
was the one who first said to me "You're going to be a choreographer." And I said, "Oh
come on, I can't do that." But it was working whh him

the first time that I worked

with him was in Promises Promises. There I was just in the choms and that's where he
got to know me. And then right after that I started assisting. And I think working whh
him and seeing how musical choreography is done by a master opened a totally new
window. I realized what I wanted - 1 was much happier when we were in pre-production
and when we were in rehearsals than once the show opened. There was something that
died in me, the creativhy, the flin, the danger was always in the creation, not in the
performing. So that was a very good time. But I guess that he appreciated my mind and
we could discuss creative stuff. He recommended me to other people if he couldn't do a
job. The same thing happened whh Fosse, exactly the same when I worked with him. So
I was lucky at working with the great people.

KG: But a lot of other people worked whh them and they didn't become assistants and
choreographers, so they must have seen that in you.

GD: Something in my

I guess, h's the personality. I don't know. I'm not - have

never been - a gossipy, social person. I'm not. I believe in my work. My classical
background gave me that. I'm very serious in my work. I mean I have ftin and I make
jokes and all that, and people love working whh me because I'm always making them
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laugh. But I'd say the work is a very serious thing and I don't mix it whh anything else.
So, for an assistant and for a leader I think that is a very healthy thing. I search for
people like that to work with me, too. People who can hold a position of leadership, and
yet be respectfiil. So I guess I've had that since I was a kid, I don't know.

KG: Yes, you must have.

GD: I must have, yes.

KG: How would you describe the choreographer's role in creating a musical?

GD: I think h's extremely important. I think that h goes through periods in the theatre. I
think there was a period in the forties when h played a decisively important role. And yet
h was not recognized. For example, Agnes de Mille did so much; she was a genius.
Then there was a period, or a genre, of book musicals in which the choreographer was
really not that important; when you would just go and do some staging or a little song.
So in that sense, in these book musicals, I think the importance of the choreographer
would be the least. But I believe that when there is a choreographer whh experience
at my level, already, I'm part of the creative team. And by that I mean I just don't receive
a piece of music that says "dance break" and I do h, I am there from the very beginning
of the work, of the creation of the work, and I have a lot to say about h. So, when you get
to that level I think it is as important as the director. It really is, because h is up to us,
especially if you work with directors who have not done musicals or do not know
musicals, ft is really up to the choreographer not just to do little dances or tell people to
come from the right or the left. We choreograph the steps; we choreograph the lighting;
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we are involved in music, in costumes, in sets. We deal whh everything. We have
something to say. Somebody said "Why are you involved whh sets?" I said, "Well, let's
just start with a deck. If I'm going to have people dancing on the deck, the director
doesn't know all that is necessary on a deck. I am the one that has to tell the set designer
And if the set designer decides to put in three-inch tracks I'm going to say no, you can't"
So, of course, I have to deal with the set. We deal with space. We deal whh moving
people around. And therefore, of course, I have something to say on a set. If there is a
dinosaur on stage there is nothing I can do about it. We are very integral; h's an
important part of the creative team and I believe it is equal - unless it is a director who is
a choreographer Then that is the best because then you don't have to discuss everything.
It's so much easier. Everybody asks me and I said "Perhaps h's more work but h is so
much easier because you don't have to read anybody's mind. And you don't have to argue
about anything." The most difficult thing in the theatre and in life is communication and collaboration. So when you do h all - and I don't mean by that to be a dictator,
because when I direct I listen to everybody because I think that ideas can come from the
doorman. But the sense of vision is just one track, one road, very direct. So you don't
think in the sense of separation - there is no such thing as a director and a choreographer,
h's one person, one idea. I find it easier, actually, than many others.

KG: Was h difficult to go back, whh Ragtime, and be just the choreographer again, not
do both?

GD: No, Kerry. First of aU the team was so generous and collaborative. I had worked
whh - you know, I directed Once On This Island whh Lynn and Stephen - we are real
close friends. I worked with Terrence McNally, the writer, in a couple of shows. We did
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The Rink together, ft was one of the first shows for either of us. So I know him very well
and I admire him very much. And I didn't know Frank Galati, the director, but I had seen
his work. Grapes of Wrath, and 1 loved it. 1 met whh him and he was such a sweetheart
and so respectfiil and nurturing that I knew it would be extremely easy to deal whh him.
He wasn't someone who was coming and ordering things. It was somebody who was
coming in whh a wonderful openness and saying look, I never did anything this big so we
need to put everybody, you know

so we created an atmosphere of understanding and

collaboration. It didn't matter who was doing what, you know what I'm saying? It wasn't
that dictatorial thing about - oh my God, the director, we tremble - not at all. So h was
very easy. Besides, the piece was so well stmctured. And h wasn't really choreography.
I didn't go as a choreographer. I went as a musical stager - I am doing everything. When
there's music h's my work. It's ninety-five percent music so h is a little different. When
you're just the choreographer, called in to do the dance breaks, you feel a lhtle
more

you know

h's different. I felt like that when I did Good-bye Girl. I have to

say I didn't enjoy that at all, ahhough everybody was very nice to me, very open and
everything. But h was a book musical. Because it was really a play whh music, I felt
like: "What am I doing here? I've done this already - I don't want to do this again." But
whh Ragtime - h's a lot of work, but quhe wonderful.

KG: Has h closed in Toronto?

GD: ft just closed in Toronto. The actors are in hiatus before they start rehearsing for
Broadway.
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KG: Well, I'll have to see h in New York, then. Judy Kaye is another friend of mine. I
was so happy to hear she was doing h in LA.

GD: Oh, she is wonderful, wonderful in the role. Now there's another lady who's a real
professional - disciplined. I come from that worid, now that you mention her, I come
from that worid of Judy. There's a sense when you work with Judy - she's there one
hundred percent. She's early, she does her thing, she knows what she's doing, she asks
the right questions, she's patient, she's tough whh herself but patient with the director or
choreographer. She's really a pleasure to work whh! And h's coming from that old - I
mean, Judy, I imagine, started as an opera singer. She must have, right, with that voice"^

KG: Well, she went to UCLA - I think she did both. I believe she was a little more into
musical theatre - but that voice!

GD: She's quhe a powerhouse.

KG: Have you ever felt any obstacles in your way because you were a woman?

GD: Let me tell you, Kerry, I don't think I did. But let's make h very clear. I think that
the commercial theatre is - and I'm talking only about Broadway - is a Ihtle chauvinistic.
But on the other hand I think h's because it is a new form - 1 mean considering, in the
scope of time, h is really not that old an art. ft's only fifty years old or something

and

therefore it is controlled by men, mosfly. So I don't think that women are given as much
opportunhy in the commercial theatre. Although it's changing now, it's actually
changing, thank God. Now I have never feh that in theatre in general, in the classical
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theatre I have done, or in regional theatre, or in the non-profit theatre. I have never ever
feh that I was treated in a different way. I would lie if I told you that. And the
opportunities that came to me, actually, the great opportunities, have always come from
the non-profit theatre, from the regional theatre. You know, like in Hartford, Mark
Lamos asked me to direct the first time and I have directed many things there. While in
the commercial theatre it is harder for me to get direction unless it is a product coming
from a non-profit, like Once On This Island, or a product that I created myself But not
many producers come directly with a musical to ask me to direct it. I notice that in the
commercial theatre.

KG: Yes, there are even fewer women directors than there are women choreographers.

GD: Exactly. Well, choreography is more feminine - acceptable as feminine - you
know, because h is, according to them, a subservient role. But in that sense, the
commercial theatre is where I have noticed that, not only whh myself but I've noticed it
whh great women directors that should be doing h instead of some others that I don't
want to speak about, that don't know what they're doing. But h's the only area, really.
And I have to tell you, after all, with all my respect for Broadway, Broadway is the name
of a street. As far as I'm concerned, for theatre, h's not the peak of the world, theatrically.
The best theatre I have seen in my life has not, unfortunately, been on Broadway. I had
to go further. And that's the reason why I do so much non-profit theatre and so much
regional theatre, because that's where the risks are taken. It's new artists speaking.
Maybe h's not terribly successful in the sense of fame and money and Tony awards and
all of that. But that's where real theatre is practiced. And on Broadway, the great things
that we see, most of them, if you observe them, are being brought from someplace else.
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When you see a musical as extraordinary as Bring On Da Noise, Bring On Da Funk - no
commercial producer would have done that. I'm sure that if George had gone to a
producer and said, "1 have this idea about this tap dancing history of the African
American theatre," the producer would say, "Are you out of your mind?" It had to start at
the Public Theatre. It had to really make hself known as a great piece to make h to
Broadway. Do you see what I'm saying?

KG: Absolutely.

GD: I can go through the list, you know. So Broadway, although it's very appealing
because h gives you status, it gives you a name, it gives you the money, in realhy it is not
the only theatre I am interested in.

KG: Yes, Now, one of your projects I know very little about is Hello Again. I do know
the play La Ronde.

GD: That was quhe a wonderful collaboration,

KG: ft sounds like h would be a tremendous vehicle for a musical piece.

GD: I had an idea, so many years ago. I was living in France and I read La Ronde in
French and I put h down and I thought this would make a wonderfiil ballet, because at
that time I was in the worid of ballet. And then I found out later on that Glen Tetly had
done a ballet of it. So h stayed in the back of my mind. And then when I went to Lincoln
Center as resident director, the moment that I came in they asked me "Is there anything
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that you have right now? Do you need to look for something?" And I said, "You know, I
have this idea that La Ronde could make a wonderful chamber musical, a small musical,
if we find the right person." So Ira Wehzman, who was at that time the director of
musical theatre, [suggested] Michael John LaChuisa, a young, talented, daring, daring
artist. And we started talking and within two or three days he came up with the first
song. So we worked at h and then we did a workshop. I had read that when the play was
done, every time that - dot, dot, dot - every time that someone was making love, they
would hide behind bushes or they would turn off the lights. I decided that every time it
came to those sections you would see them but you would see them in the form of dance
or a movement that would be not graphic - an artistic dance-way of doing h. But you
would see it. So h was, and of course many people were horrified, although they never
got naked, h was all in dance. But the people who understood what I was trying to do
loved h. I really liked doing that piece. And I'm right now working on another piece by
Michael John LaChuisa. So I'm very exched about that.

KG: How exching. How do you feel about the lack of crhical and historical attention
that musical theatre choreography has received in both academic and commercial circles?

GD: The same way I feel about always feeling that the dances are the bottom of the
barrel. Exactly the same. There is, I feel, a great resentment for h, considering how
many directors from musical theatre have been choreographers. We're talking about
Jerry Robbins, and you have to stand up when you mention the name. We're talking
about Michael Bennett, we're talking about Bob Fosse, we're talking about Gower
Champion, we're talking about Tommy Tune, we're talking about people who were not
only directors and choreographers of musicals but creators of musicals. So how do I
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feel? I feel that people are very ignorant. That's what I feel. Because they still think of
dance for the sake of entertainment. When you get to a point in the song that either the
singer has to breathe or you want to liven things up whh a little bh of something, you
bring on the merry villagers and you do a little step. They still think in these terms. They
have no idea; they don't understand what dance can do, how it can follow the story. I
mean, Jesus, Agnes did it in Oklahoma! for Christ's sake. It was a long time ago when
she showed us, and the great ones always do h. And yet, people do not get it. I think it's
because dance is such a foreign language to them, you know. It's something that perhaps
people would love to do but find extremely

well, first of all it's very difficuh, h takes

a lot of discipline and h takes a lot of effort, and second, h's foreign to them. Listen, I
deal with actors sometimes that feel that way.

KG: Yes, that aren't in touch whh their bodies.

GD: They aren't in touch with their bodies and they get so frightened when they think
that they're gonna dance and I keep on saying guys - walking is dancing, having a child
is dancing, fighting is dancing, making love is dancing, ft's what makes the most
personal things that you do in your life have emotion and movement - not intellect only.
The intellect moves the body to do something with emotion. So when I do it like that
whh the actors and I do little exercises, then they start relaxing

you put a beat to a

walk, that's all it is, but they get very frightened. But they're the ones who have
something to lose, not us.
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KG; That's tme. Your connection to acting is so strong, and I gather that you didn't go
out and take lots of acting lessons per se; it came out of the movement, and that
imagination

GD: I took some acting lessons, but it didn't teach me anything at all that I didn't know
already.

KG: I believe that. I think the problem whh so much acting is that it is too "in the head."
People are just using their minds and there's nothing connected to the body. Anything
that is exching and energized has to come through the body.

GD; Exactly, exactly. The thing is, Kerry, it's all one. You do not separate. You can't
separate. It doesn't matter how eloquent somebody is, if you're just sitting there talking
for an hour whhout stopping, eventually you're gonna start looking at the fly that's flying
around, you know what I mean? It's all one, especially in the musical theatre.

KG; And dancers have, especially in the last twenty years or so, had to do all of that, and
yet they are still at the bottom of the totem pole.

GD; Yes, I have observed it when I was a dancer and I have observed it when I was a
choreographer. And that's the reason when I [cast dancers] that can act, too. They are
not just feet or muscle.
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KG: One of the reasons I thought of this project was my curiosity about the typical giri
in ballet school doing what she's told. I wondered how these women step over that line
and take leadership - and find the acting connection.

GD; You know, when you go to ballet school you are told to do something because you
are learning the language, ft's like when you are learning Chinese; somebody has to tell
you how to pronounce it, you cannot just make it up. But once you know the language,
once you know the vocabulary, the ideas are yours. You see? And it doesn't matter if the
words are with an accent or if you're not too eloquent or articulate, it's still about who you
are and what you want to communicate. It's the same thing in the theatre. Dance is
another language. It might not be a speaking language or h might not be a musical
sound, but h's another language to express an idea, to express a feeling, to express a
relationship. It is nothing but another language, and unfortunately not many people know
that language. They take h as just fluff and entertainment, which bores me to death! I
am bored to tears when I see shows where there come the little kicks and

oh my God.

It doesn't matter how crafty it is - what a waste, what a waste. That's another reason why
I say when you see something like Bring On Da Noise, my God, I mean I was on the
edge of my seat! Just through the language of tap - 1 don't even know tap. This is a
language I don't know, I never learned. (I know how to fake it but I don't know how to
do h.) But even through the language of tap, which is a totally different language, they
express so much -joy, anger, slavery, celebration, irony, love, homage. Everything is
done through the language of tap! That's what dance can do!

KG; Yes, absolutely. What do you see as the fiiture of dance in musical theatre?
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GD; You mean in general how 1 see the fiature? 1 don't know. It's so hard, Kerry,
because it's not about what the authors want to do, what the producers want to do. ft's all
about economics. It all comes down to economics. Musical theatre is the most expensive
theatre there is. So it takes somebody like our producer. Garth Drabinsky, with lots of
money and lots of chutzpah to say "OK, I want an epic and I'm going to back up that epic.
And we're going to do it first in Canada because it's cheaper over there." You cannot
start a show here in New York, you can't, h's impossible. You can't go out of town. It's
madness. So, I don't know. Unfortunately, what I believe, I hope I'm wrong, is that
musical theatre, and all theatre, will become something eUte. And by eihe I don't mean
intelligentsia, I mean people who can afford to put out seventy-five dollars, or people
who want to show they can afford it. You know, I believe in popular theatre. My
happiest times in the theatre where when I was working whh Joe Papp [Shakespeare in
the Park], thousands of people just coming in and just looking at all this and not paying
any money. That's what h's about. That's what theatre should be. It should be like
education, h should be free. And like medicine, h should be free. You see what I'm
saying? We should pay with our taxes, yes, but h should be something that reaches every
single person in the worid, not just the ones that.

you know. Unfortunately television

is that. Unfortunately - I said that because the taste is not very good. But you know,
again, I believe that everything in life goes in cycles. Right now we're in a period and
maybe we'll change and h will be different

I don't know. I just live one day at a time,

(laugh) try to do my best each day.

KG; And you do have new things that you're working on?
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GD: Yes, I have two things, actually, I'm working on. As I said, I'm developing this
piece with Michael John LaChuisa which is quite a wonderfial piece. We did a workshop
last year and then 1 couldn't get back to it because I was so busy with Ragtime, out of
town most of the year, and so Michael John did some rewrites and we're going to

get to it. Then I have to do Ragtime for Broadway. And then after that, the beginning of
next year I'm directing a new musical by William Finn and James Lapine, the two authors
of Falsettos. And I'm directing this piece at Lincoln Center. So those are the immediate
things that I have, plus others that are flying around. There are other projects that we are
talking about, starting to develop.

GD: I think I'm better at speaking than at writing. I think I survived the shyness of the
English language and the accent and all that. I mean h was very hard .

h's very lonely

when you have to learn a new language. And all my life I had to spend like that. I left
Argentina to go to Brazil to a ballet company and 1 had to learn Portuguese. Then I went
to Paris so I had to learn French. Then I started traveling through Europe so I learned
Italian. Then I came to New York and I had to learn English. So it was always those first
years of real loneliness and shyness. I put that behind - I cannot stop talking now. But I
give seminars at colleges and places like that, and most of the time I want to answer
questions - I'm not good at improvising a speech but if you ask me a question I can go on
for a long time. And I feel, whh the students, that's what they need, mostly. They have
specific questions in mind. So I want to hear what they want to know and then I expand
on h.
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INTERVIEW WITH SUSAN STROMAN
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Phone Interview: Susan Sfrnman
31 March 1997

KG: What started you dancing?

SS; Actually I was put into dancing school at about five years old. I can really thank my
father and mother for introducing me to music and dance. My father was, and still is,
quite an accomplished pianist. My brother also played the piano very well and my
mother sang. There was a great deal of music in the house. My family loved music.
Anything that had to do whh music, whether h be classical or standards, was made into a
real event in the home. Actually, anything that had to do whh the arts had a major focus
in the home. I grew up in Delaware. The Playhouse at the Hotel Dupont in downtown
Wilmington is a very small, but charming theatre. My parents would always take me
downtown to the Playhouse if there was anything interesting scheduled. Ever since I was
very small I would visualize music. Whether h be rock and roll or classical or a standard,
anytime I would hear music I would imagine hordes of people dancing through my head.
So music has always created a very strong visual in my mind. Therefore, I had no choice
but to become a choreographer. I know for a lot of choreographers it starts whh the
dance; it starts whh the love of movement. I have a love of movement that incorporates a
lot of different styles. I think it was more interesting to me to take the terminology and
all the classroom work that I was taught as a child and then come home and create my
own dance piece whh my father playing the piano, or with my own little record player
It's really about the movement and the music together, that's the thing that thrills me, and
it always has, even as a little girl.
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KG: So obviously your family was very supportive of your career choice?

SS; They were very supportive. Fortunately, they weren't pushy in any way. They had
no big aspirations for themselves in music. They played for the family, and my father
also played in the local pub on weekends. It was much more about art and music for
oneself rather than for great aspirations. When I started telling them I'd really like to do
this for a living h was a bh of a surprise to them, even though they had immersed me in
music and dance studies. They couldn't imagine anyone actually doing h for a living.
I graduated from the University of Delaware as an English major. They had a theatre
department there which has since become quhe good. I had theatre as a minor. I started
to choreograph for the univershy and for community theatres in the Delaware area. As
far as choreography was concerned, I became a big fish in a small pond in Delaware. I
loved h. I loved doing all the community events, and I really got hooked on creating
pieces.

KG; More than just musicals?

SS; Yes, anything, even the half-time shows. When I made the decision to come to New
York, I knew I couldn't just come and conquer the choreography business. I would have
to come as a performer first and assess the theatre situation. I came to New York to
audhion for Goodspeed Opera House, and out of about three hundred giris they picked
two non-Equity giris; I was one of them. I went back home to Delaware and told Mom
and Dad that I got something called an Equhy card and I was going off to Connecticut.
From there on I was thmst into it as a performer. After Goodspeed I did the national tour
of Chicago whh Gwen [Verdon] and Chha [Rivera], a Broadway show called Whoopee, a
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lot of commercials, and a lot of regional theatres. I started to really work as a performer,
and I would get the dance roles like Tiger Lily, Roxie, and Charity. Still, I wanted to
choreograph, and it got to a point where you realize that to be in New York one can't
have a split focus. You have to choose. You have to be one thing or another. When you
become successful at that one thing then, of course, you can do whatever you want. But
you can't have a split focus when you are trying to design some sort of career. So, I
decided to cross my fingers and went to the agents and told them I didn't want to be seen
as a performer; I really wanted to choreograph. They all thought I was crazy, because to
get a job doing anything theatrical in New York is lucky and a dream in hself; but I
stopped performing because I really wanted to be known as someone who creates for the
theatre. I started to choreograph in smaller venues like people's cabaret acts, a lot of
industrial shows and, again, regional theatres and stock theatres. I really only wanted to
be known as a choreographer. I got a shot at assisting a director named Rudy Toronto on
a show called Musical Chairs. It only lasted two weeks on Broadway. I assisted him in
choreography and in his directing. I met a fellow in that show called Scott Ellis. He
confided in me that he didn't want to perform, yet he was a wonderfial performer, a
terrific actor. He graduated from Goodman and was a student of Uta Hagen. But he also
had the bug to direct. Scott Ellis had done The Rink on Broadway whh Kander and Ebb.
He called them up and approached them about Scott Ellis and Susan Stroman putting
together an off-Broadway production of Flora, the Red Menace. It was a show that was
dear to Kander and Ebb but not well received by the crhics when h first showed. They
agreed, and we started to work. The Vineyard Theatre produced it and it became a hh
summer show whh a cuh following. It was directed in the style of the WPA. It was
wonderfial. The theatre held about fifty seats, and I think we made about two hundred
dollars. We really took a chance on not eating for eight months to do this little show. I
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thought to myself, "Well, who's going to see this show in this hole-in-the-wall in the
Village?" But, in fact, everybody came to see it and it exposed Scott and me to the
creative theatre people of New York. That show was the "one good break" everyone
wishes for in the theatre. Coincidentally, that is the opening song in the show. My
involvement whh Flora enabled me to work whh Hal Prince, Liza Minnelli, Kander and
Ebb, and Scott Ellis on many future shows. I ended up becoming the best of friends whh
Kander and Ebb. We enjoyed working together so much on Flora, the Red Menace that
we decided to do another project together. A year later, I co-created and choreographed
the hh off-Broadway show The World Goes 'Round, which was a retrospective of Kander
and Ebb's work. It ran off-Broadway for about a year. It had five performers in it,
including Karen Ziemba. It was received very well by the critics and audiences. It had a
great deal of comedy. Besides having comic abiUties, the cast had to sing, dance, play
the banjo, and roller skate. By the time the curtain came down, h looked like these
performers were remarkably muhhalented. The World Goes 'Round was the show that
solidified my presence in the New York theatre scene. After that I worked at New York
City Opera doing a lot of shows including Don Giovanni whh Hal Prince. It was my first
opera. Although h was not a critical success, I enjoyed working whh Hal and learned a
lot about the opera medium. Hal and I then went on to do a workshop of a new musical
called Kiss of the Spider Woman. It was being done at a new developmental space in
Purchase, New York. It was a very difficuh time. The show was completely overproduced. The material was not ready to be seen on such a grand scale, ft needed much
more work, ft was harshly reviewed and dismissed by the New York critics as an
overdone workshop. The work wasn't ready yet. Here I was working whh the big
cheese, Hal Prince, as well as Kander and Ebb and Terrence McNally, and it turned out to
be a disaster, ft was one of those things where I thought, "Oh my God, this is it? This is
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what I've waited so long to achieve?" It was very depressing. Luckily, I went from an
unpleasant theatrical experience to a more joyous one. I was scheduled to go right into
rehearsal for A Little Night Music at New York City Opera. Scott Ellis was the director.
It was a stimulating and memorable experience working with Sondheim. The show was a
triumph for New York City Opera, and was eventually shot for PBS. On the opening
night, when the crowds were standing and cheering, I came out on-stage to take a bow
with Scott and Sondheim. As we looked out into the house filled whh an elated audience,
Sondheim whispered into my ear, "Remember this. It's not always like this." He was
right. My next job was choreographing Liza's [Minnelli] show at Radio City Music Hall,
ft was a huge extravaganza. Liza was in great form. She graciously shared the stage with
twelve other women. Liza is the only performer I know who rehearses "full out" at all
times. Because she rehearsed "full out" - so did all of the other women. The rehearsal
process was always at a high fever phch! She and her fellow performers sang and danced
whh great fervor for three hours straight. It was a complete joy to be around someone
who adores her art whh such passion. Her show was eventually shot for HBO and I was
nominated for an Emmy award. I learned a great deal about camera shots and edhing
from my time whh Liza. Little did I know how much good use h would be to me for the
future Tony Award shows. I will always cherish my time whh her. During Liza's show at
Radio Chy, a director came to town named Mike Ockrent. He was looking for a
choreographer to choreograph a new Broadway show called Crazy for You. I was lucky
that I had some shows mnning at the time. It's difficult for a choreographer to get a job
unless you have some work that's playing. It's a catch-22. As you know, h's difficuh to
even interview a choreographer. A producer always takes a big chance when they hire a
choreographer. The choreography can make or break a show. Fortunately, I had The
World Goes 'Round running off-Broadway and Liza Minnelli's show at Radio Chy Music
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Hall, It was the combination of the comedy elements in The World Goes 'Round and then
the lavishness of Liza Minnelli's show that led Mike Ockrent and the producer Roger
Horchow to believe I could do Crazy for You. They hired me and I jumped on a wave of
ecstatic emotion that carried me for five years. I got my first Broadway show! It became
the greatest ride of my life. The collaboration with the team was a complete delight. It
was a great learning experience on how to constmct a musical. While I was in rehearsal
with Crazy for You in Washington, I heard through the theatrical grapevine that Kiss of
the Spider Woman was going forward. I was so glad I was busy doing Crazy for You. It
worked out perfectly. What's really interesting is that when Crazy for You opened and
won all the accolades, a year later. Kiss of the Spider Woman opened right next door. I
would look up and see the marquee of Crazy for You and right next to it would be that
Spider Woman logo. I would think to myself, "Well, you know, I couldn't have gotten
here had I not gone through that trying experience." So, no matter what you go through,
you learn. No matter what failures one has in the theatre you really do learn. I feh like
that Spider Woman logo was there to remind me of that. When I went up to accept my
Tony for Crazy for You, h was given to me by Liza Minnelli. Then I went on to do Show
Boat with Hal.

KG; He must not have been too upset.

SS; No, no, it wasn't that we were upset. Hal and I got along great. That Spider Woman
workshop was just fraught with problems. Uhimately, h just needed a good producer, ft
got that with Garth Drabinsky.
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KG: There are so many elements in a musical that have to be right. People don't
understand that.

SS; It's a real miracle that a musical gets up. The key is the collaboration of all the
departments, ft's amazing how one department cannot move without the other one. I've
found as I go from show to show that the knowledge I've accumulated from other
people's departments is what makes my own department stronger. Knowing more about
lighting, set design, and costume design has only helped imbue my own work. Those
people who think choreography is just steps, and there are many folks out there who do
believe that, don't realize that it takes strong collaboration and the knowledge of many,
many departments to successfully create one production number in a musical.
Show Boat was a fine experience. It was hard work, but that had to do with the size of
the production, the amount of cast and crew members, and the job of portraying the epic
sweep of the historical story. The Kern estate allowed me the freedom to change all of
the dance and incidental music and develop it for my choreography (similar to the
Gershwin estate for Crazy for You). That's why the score has a fresh sound. Garth
Drabinsky was a sensational producer. The show is now mnning in three different cities,
and each company is as polished as the original one on Broadway. Nothing is worse than
seeing a national tour whh sets that are made out of paper and everyone in the same dress
throughout the show. Garth has produced marvelous national tours of Show Boat and
maintained high production values, ahhough no one is sure how he juggles the finances
of such huge productions.

KG; As a choreographer, do you get any money from the touring companies?
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SS: Yes, if they do your choreography you do. But if the producing company chooses to
do the production whhout your choreography then, of course, you don't. The union has
done a wonderfiil job of insuring that its artists are compensated for the use of their work.

KG: Did you have any early role models, heroes, mentors?

SS. Yes, I loved Fred Astaire. 1 loved watching his movies as a kid. I was obsessed whh
picking out the development of the music and dance together when he performed. He
was so connected to the music, ft was clear to me eariy on how the music was crafted to
highlight the dance. I've always been very lucky living in New York. Being near to
Lincoln Center, I would go to the ballet all the time. The Balanchine ballets, in
particular, were very inspiring, I also loved the ballets by Jerome Robbins. I would say
the combination of viewing works of Balanchine, Robbins, and Astaire was tremendously
influential. I got the opportunity to work with Bob Fosse when I did the national tour of
Chicago. That experience burns in my memory. Every step he gave was motivated by a
visual image. That just clicked whh me. Whether h was something as vile as "wiping
blood from your hands" or "being electrocuted," the image would motivate the
movement. The idea that he could create such a sadistic image and actually develop a
number from h was genius. I was really affected by my experience of working with him.
He instilled in me the importance of imagery. I now always incorporate the use of the
visual. Whether I choose that h's "washing blood from my hands" is another story.

KG; So is that part of your personal process now for choreography"^^
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SS; Yes, definhely. Whenever I'm putting a number together, the focus is on developing
the dancers' characters, and 1 always try to evoke some sort of image to help them.

KG; So you think there's a connection between acting and dancing''

SS; Yes. A strong one. The dancers in 5'/t?e/P/er are very effective actors. Steel Pier
takes place at a dance marathon, and all the characters are very different. So the way I
would have the wrestler fox-trot and the way I would have the vaudeville star fox-trot
would be very different. It has to do whh the different characters, and indeed, what
makes choreography rich are the acting beats that happen within the choreography.

KG; Did you study acting at all, or was it just something that came out from your other
work?

SS; I took acting classes when I came to New York. They were definitely helpfial.
Applying h to dance and choreography is very natural. You have to make sure you tell
the story and that the dance propels the plot forward. For example, in the number "Shall
We Dance" in Crazy for You, Bobby falls in love whh Polly, ft is a duet dance in the first
act. Ken Ludwig doesn't have to write, "and then they fell in love." I show h in the
dance, ft becomes an important plot point that is danced rather than spoken. Acting
through their dance movements is imperative to the drama of the moment. That
particular number is a very good example of how music evokes an emotion. If I want
Bobby to chase Polly, I take that melody and put it in a fast two. If I want them to fall in
love, I play h in a grand waltz in three-quarter time. If I want them both to be coy and
shy I play the melody in a soft-shoe rhythm. Because the rhythm in "Shall We Dance"
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changes all the way through, h manipulates the emotion of not only the actors but also the
audience, ft strengthens the story. That is why developing the music to fit the
choreography is so important to me.

KG: How about the individuals that you're working with? Do they have any effect on
what you end up giving them to do?

SS: Sure. I do a tremendous amount of homework whenever I choreograph. If I'm
concentrating on a particular period, whether h be the 1930's or the turn of the century or
the 20's, I immerse myself in a lot of research. And then there is the geographical area to
consider People dance differently from the North and the South or from London to New
York. Once you've done the research you develop the music. I get to that point and then
I go into the studio with my pianist and work h out completely by myself or whh my
assistant if h's partnering. Then I teach h to the actor. So I always enter the first
rehearsal whh a pretty good image of what I want. But then, inevhably, when I've made
an entire combination up that goes to the right, that actor will say "You know, I turn
much better to the left." Of course, the goal is to make the actor look fabulous, so you
have to be flexible. I use the thoughts and ideas that I've made up as a base. Then I have
to employ the actor's gifts and instincts. Uhimately, if you do your homework and are
then open to the actor's talents, you're going to get the best resuh. For example, the
"Montages" in Show Boat that show the passage of time also show poetically the
contributions the black community has made in music and dance. That came from the
research of finding out that the black community invented the Charleston. I staged a
scene whh three black buskers on the streets of Chicago doing the Charieston for coins.
They are cheered by a whhe crowd. The whhe crowd tries to pick up the step. In the
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next scene we see the white folks doing their version of the Charleston. The
choreography echoes steps that were seen before in the black Charleston. It is clear
where these steps originated. Because there is an added element of the danced narrative
of the black communities' contribution to dance, it separates this Show Boat from any
other. The input of the actor is instmmental. Karen Ziemba, for example, has amazing
strength. She has a solo in Steel Pier around a flagpole. The flagpole was a part of the
set because flagpole sitting was very popular in 1933. The book of Steel Pier
incorporates the stunts associated with dance marathons, like diving horses and flagpole
sitters. Because Karen has amazing strength, her solo incorporated her hoisting herself
high on the pole whh her arms and turning to the right. When I came to teach h to her,
she wanted to go left around the pole. Much of it developed then on from her strengths
and creativhy. I knew in my mind that it didn't matter which way I turned when I was
creating h. I knew Karen would have the imagination to make this happen for her body.
Emotionally her character is quhe angry. In the plot, her character of Rha has just found
out that her husband is cheating on her. She dances abstractly what would be the
equivalent of someone standing center stage and screaming. To see her dance each night
was electrifying. Because there are so many acting beats and so much imagery in the
steps, there had to be a very strong collaboration between the choreographer and the
actress.

KG; How about your collaboration whh the director? How do you see that relationship''

SS; Well, I think the two are pretty inseparable. What one has to do is make sure that
you know the intention of the director and then be able to communicate what you're
thinking of doing so there are no surprises. What that means is going through the script
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page by page so there is nothing on any page that has not been discussed by the director
and choreographer. Each page and each scene and each number has to be talked about in
great detail so, one, you don't repeat yourselves, and two, you can make the show
seamless. You don't want to see where the director's work began and ended and where
the choreographer's work began and ended, ft has to be seamless to be successful. That
means great communication and very close collaboration.

KG; Do you think there is an advantage to the director-choreographer?

SS; Of course, yes. Some shows, though, are so large that they benefit from having two
people. I think that a choreographer-director whh one overall vision can create a very
strong project because it is one person's unified vision of music and dance from
beginning to end. To have one vision with a great dance eye would make a very strong
show, \ikeA Chorus Line.

KG: Are you aware of any changes in the theatre worid's attitude towards women
choreographers that could be connected to the growth of feminism?

SS; It's always been a puzzle to me why there aren't more women choreographers. Some
of the most famous were women; Agnes de Mille and Martha Graham. Yet the
Broadway community has been and is still largely male-oriented. I'm not sure why that
is. Perhaps it's due to the fact that everything comes down to the finances in theatre. The
business is male-dominated. The idea of giving over millions of dollars to a woman
when you could give h to a man has got to be one theory. It's terrible to say, but I've feh
it myself It is a realhy. Graciela Daniele is coming into New York whh a hit show,
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Ragtime, ft is a very expensive show, ft will be super for her and open up doors for other
women choreographers. 1 have been asked that question before; "Why aren't there more
women choreographers?" Other than the taboo thought of the business being
predominantly mn and encouraged by men, I really don't know the answer. It seems if
given the choice in a Broadway gamble of placing your money on a man or a woman,
many producers will simply choose a man.

KG: Hopefially your continued success and that of the other female choreographers
working today will help to change this for others.

SS; I definhely think h will.

KG; What are the greatest obstacles you've had to conquer in your career so far?

SS; I think h is usually being the only woman on the creative team. I started
choreographing very young. I used to put my hair up in a tight bun, wear a suit, and
almost try to dress like a man. It changed my entire fashion statement. It's a terrible
thing, but I definitely feh that pressure, I feel it less today, now that I'm more
established,

KG; Do you think that has to do whh the fact that women are slowly creeping into all the
fields?

SS; Yes, the presence of women has developed in all other fields of theatre.
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KG: What are the greatest rewards you've experienced?

SS, ft is personally very moving to stand in the back of a theatre and see an audience be
affected by a piece of dance. To see people watching Crazy for You and suddenly put
their arms around each other, or laugh at something physical you've created onstage is
very rewarding. You really feel like an artist that has painted a living canvas.

KG; How do you feel about the lack of critical and historical attention musical theatre
choreography has received in both academic and commercial circles?

SS: I think that's changing. I think people are wrhing more books about the subject. It is
clear, though, that there are not enough proper archives. It's only recently that shows
have been videotaped for the archives of the Library of the Performing Arts at Lincoln
Center. Consequently, only recently has one been able to go and view them. But
because theatre and dance is such a life force, h has been difficuh to preserve h. It's great
that h's changing, because now theatre history "in the making" can be archived correctly.

KG; Do you think there is a generic or typical "dancer" personality in terms of such traits
as aggressiveness, passiveness, independence, creativity, ambhion, etc.?

SS; They're all different, really. For example, I think what makes Karen Ziemba so
special is that she doesn't look like a dancer; she looks like the girl next door. Yet when
Karen starts to dance she looks like she's going to fly. An audience can relate to her; she
looks accessible. A lot of the dancers in Steel Pier are unique. Joel Blum, who was also
in Show Boat, plays the part of Buddy. He is a very eccentric dancer, a very quirky
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dancer. He doesn't have the typical frame of a dancer. His father was an old
vaudevillian, an eccentric dancer whh wild legs and wild, quirky arms. The audience
adores h because h doesn't look like ballet technique and h doesn't look like tap
technique; h looks like Joel's complete individual technique, ft's his own thing, and it's
been handed down to him by his father and grandfather. No one else can do what Joel
does, ft was perfect in Show Boat because of the ragtime, turn-of-the-century style, and
now it is perfect again in Steel Pier because he plays an old vaudevillian who is at his
wit's end. ft's very dramatic. He was hired specifically because of his unusual dance
technique.

KG; ft sounds like you don't tend to hire dancers that are just "a dancer," who don't have
their own unique qualities.

SS; Yes, it's tme, even in the corps. I want to make the corps very rich. The male
dancers in Crazy for You were all hoofers, all tap dancers. But not one of them looked
like they could dance at all. They were all different shapes and sizes and ages. At the
end of Act One when they did "I Got Rhythm," the audience loved h because they knew
each character up to that point as the kind of fellow they worked whh or the guy next
door, and all of a sudden they can dance! So there was an accessibilhy to them. They
looked like real people. In Steel Pier, there is an egg dance where a couple dances in and
out of a dozen eggs that are lined up on the floor. They have to be unbelievably precise,
really precise. I think to the audience h might look easy, but it's really difficult, and they
had to be a particular type of dancer. They needed to be technically precise and
rhythmically accurate. A lot of dancers dance with great abandon and wouldn't have
been right for this egg dance. The dancers had to be exact and clipped and sharp. The
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two dancers were hired for their precise technique because I knew that the egg dance was
going to be in the show. The casting of a show always changes depending on the story,
depending on what you've developed. Your choice of a dancer's technique can vary
according to the type of choreography you want to do.

KG; How do you see thefiatureof dance in musical theatre? Do you think h may come
back?

SS; I'm here to make sure it does come back! I know that we had about ten years there
when there was no dance on Broadway. I think, to a certain extent. Crazy for You
regenerated an interest in dance again. Then, because there was Jelly's Last Jam and, of
course, Noise-Funk, h kind of got people exched about tap and just about a lot of dance
on Broadway. I think definhely there's been a new interest in h, a resurgence. Certainly
I'm here to make sure that anything I develop has a lot of dance.

KG; In your opinion are there other performance forms such as MTV, ice-dancing,
figure skating, and gymnastics that are currently fulfilling the audience's needs for dance?

SS; Definitely. Dance is influential in the Olympic spectmm. The women gymnasts and
ice skaters are really technical dancers now. ft's amazing to me. For example, the
choreography of such athlete/artists as Torvill and Dean is very good Broadway
choreography, ft's well thought out, funny, and clever. The importance of dance has
really crossed over into that worid.

KG: Do you think that h is hurting Broadway?
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SS; No, I think h can only help. What's hurting Broadway is the financial situation that
is created by the demands of the stage crew and set builders' unions and theatre owners.
Producers are afraid to invest in new projects. They consider h a huge gamble. That is
one of the reasons for all the revivals. They are considered safe. There will always be
other mediums that borrow from the success of a Broadway show. I don't think that will
ever really hurt Broadway. People were afraid that TV, home video, video games, and
other home electronic equipment would steal the Broadway audience. In fact, Broadway
is thriving; but, in order to survive, it has to change whh the times. The subject matter
has to hold more importance. Even revivals need to be flushed out with a more poUtical
or historical reverence, I believe people will always want to go to the theatre. Seeing
good live theatre is incomparable. However, in the near future, h will be about affording
the ticket. Something definhely has to be done about the costs. We need to make sure
we get the new young generation in the seats. Introduce theatre to children. The creative
team of ^ Christmas Carol at Madison Square Garden realizes this. The show is an
annual event at the Garden. The prices are cheaper and more affordable for the family to
go to the theatre. The show, although enjoyed by adults, is a visual spectacle for
children. The message the three ghosts deliver to Scrooge, "It's never too late to change,"
is an important one that children uhimately understand. The creative team, set designer
Tony Wahon, costume designer William Ivey Long, composer Alan Menken, director
Mike Ockrent, and I were aware of the responsibility that creating this show came whh.
We needed to gear h to children. This was our chance to get them hooked into theatre. It
is very satisfying to see a sea of 5,000 kids in the audience every year mesmerized whh
the show. The show is a spectacle, yet h maintains a Broadway standard in talent and
substance. This is a great combination to introduce to children. They are thefiatureof
Broadway.
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